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PROGRAM. 
The M85UL .38 Special 
"Taurus Ultra·Litel" 
A 25% weight reduction to just 15.8 ounces, and still "+P Rated" for Duty Use! 
The "Hammer-Forged" alloy frame and our Lifetime Warranty combine to assure 
Ultra-Tough, Ultra-Strong, "Ultra-Lite" Durability. 

So here it is, with all the quality, reliability and features of the renowned Model 85, 
and weighing less than a pound. The diminutive 85 "Ultra-Lite" is the ideal carry 
and home defense revolver for women and men. All models of the "Ultra-Lite" 
incorporate the features of the new, exclusive Taurus Security System'" ... as a 
standard feature! This system renders the revolver inoperable by use of a special 
key. For anyone with concerns about unauthorized use of their Taurus "Ultra-Lite", 
the integral Taurus Security System provides an additional measure of assurance. 

Insert the key into the 
mechanism and turn 
clockwise until a "click" 
is felt or heard (Fig. la). 
The mechanism now 

To place the revolver in 
a firing condition, 
insert the key into the 
mechanism and turn it 
counter-clockwise 

partially protrudes above the surface of the 
back of the hammer (Fig. lb}. The revolver's 
action is locked in place and cannot function. 

(Fig. 2a). The mechanism is now virtually 
flush with the back portion of the hammer 
(Fig. 2b). The revolver can now be fired. 
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The new Taurus "Ultra-Lite"'" combines the -~ 
power of a Magnum with the size and control . , ; ,, / 

of a .38! Just shy of a .357 Magnum load, 
+P ammo fires at a higher velocity, making the Taurus 
"Ultra-Lite" light and comfortable enough for carry, 
yet tough enough for home defense. 

Visit your local Taurus Dealer today to see the new Taurus 
"Ultra-Lite," and don't forget ... The Taurus "Ultra-Lite" 
is backed by the Taurus Lifetime Repair Policy. 

.. ~~t. T•U•U&® 
.. ~~ Ja 16175 N.W. 49th Ave., Miami, FL 33014 
~ ~~ Tel: (305) 624-11 15 •Fax: (305) 624-3180 
~ website: www.taurususa.com 
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fF EATURES 

THE HEIGHT OF SEWARD'S FOLLY 
Jacob Livingstone 
After 26 days of trying to freeze or fall to a bone-crushing 

JUNE 1998 
Vol. 23 No. 6 

death, two Russian climbers were the first of their 35 
countrymen! to make a successful winter ascent of 
North America's highest mountain. 

TALIBAN-TAG 
Roddy Scott 36 
SOF rejoins the trenches of the war without end in 
Afghanistan where it's Taliban vs. Muj . 

On the Cover 
U.S. Army faces a classical argument 

as tactics try to keep up with technology. Will the next 
war be won by digital death? See story on page 

62 



II Call Ta llrms 
If you love freedom and are a voting Second Amendment as a cornerstone of our 

NRA member, then go to Philadelphia republic. Hopefully it's prophetic this con-
- home of brotherly love, birthplace vention takes place in a city known for lib-

of American liberty and home of the NRA's erty. If so, the convention may become 
1998 convention. It may be your only hope more historically significant than the 1977 
to undo the mess caused by Neal Knox and annual meeting, so important to NRA mem-
his fellow power-hungry dissidents, who bers it 's simply called "Cincinnati ." 
are cracking the NRA like the Liberty Bell. To the NRA, "Cincinnati" means liber-

Book a flight or hop a bus, but make sure ty. Ironically, it was a younger Neal Knox 
you are seated in the Annual Meeting of who led a revolution in Cincinnati that 
Members, Saturday, 6 June. At this meeting, reformed NRA voting and decentralized 
Knox and friends want to amend our articles power to put more control in the hands of 
of incorporation in a man- ;if~.., I voting members. 
ner that will benefit only ' At the urging of Knox, 
themselves, taking control bylaws were changed in 
from voting members. Cincinnati to allow voting 
Study the bylaws and scru- members to create their 
tinize motions of the floor. own board , nominat ing 
Then vote to safeguard from their own ranks by 
freedom and reclaim con- petition. In short order, 
trol of the NRA. the Cincinnati reforms 

The Knox faction has made the NRA flourish as 
show n it will stop at 
nothing to carry out its 
selfish commitment to disembowel our 
association - the strongest champion of 
American freedom. In one recent, radical 
power grab, the Knox faction brought 
careless litigation to impair the latest elec
tion, seeking to put NRA control in the 
hands of an anti-gun , anti-NRA judge in 
New York City. 

"They will sacrifice the NRA for their 
own purpose. If they can't control it, they'll 
try to destroy it," says Dr. Barbara Phillips, 
an NRA board member. 

The Knox battle shifted to high gear last 
year after the Seattle convention, where the 
NRA membersh ip made a forceful state
ment against Knox by electing Charlton 
Heston to the position of First Vice 
President. But they were unwilling to 
gracefully accept defeat. 

If Knox can be stopped in 1998, the 
name "Philadelphia" may take on new 
meaning for NRA members who see the 

a credible and affluent 
public advocate a 

force all would-be Washington tyrants had 
to reckon with. 

The very system Knox fought for even
tually brought him down , as voters ques
tioned his leadership. So Knox has brought 
the revolution full circle - doing all he can 
to quell dissent, threaten NRA staff mem
bers, launch vicious personal attacks, and 
restore all power to a select few. Knox and 
company will no doubt use Philadelphia to 
further their selfish crusade. 

This is perhaps the worst time in hi s
tory for the NRA to self-destruct. We 
must clean up our house right now. With 
the upcoming congressional and presi
dential elections , our gun rights will no 
doubt be under attack like never before, 
and the NRA must be strong . 

Let freedom ring in Philadelphia. It 's the 
time and place to repair the crack, lest the 
birthplace of liberty become a tomb for the 
NRA - freedom's biggest ally. ~ 
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Every Picture! 
Every Chart! 

Every Map! 

This unique CD contains 200 Field Manuals from the 
U.S. Army. Over 600 million bytes of information! 

Every word of the original manuals! 
Everything indexed for easy use! 

Less than 10 cents 
per manual! 

All of these manuals have been formatted into .pdf files so they can be viewed by Adobe Acrobat reader, 
which is included on this CD. These manuals can be viewed directly from the CD. There is no need to 
download the manuals to your hard drive to view them. They can be sent to your printer, or copied to your 
computer. This is a "must have" CD! 

Only$19.95 
plus $5.00 shipping & handling 

Think about what an asset this CD will be for your survival library! It will take the 
place of over 100 pounds of books. Many of these Field Manuals cost more than 
$20.00 each to buy from the government printing office. This CD is also fully 
indexed and searchable! You can locate the exact information you're looking 
for in seconds. PC, Mac and Unix versions are all ineluded on th CD. 

Military Media 
7454 Lancaster Pike, Suite 321 
Hockessin, DE 19707 

To order, 
call toll free 

1-800-321-2974 
The Item# is FM-200 

You may also order by mail 
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Preserving Our Heritage: American fi rearms giant William B. 
Ruger, recently named SHOTBusiness magazine's man of the year, 
has fired one giant salvo in the current culture wars: He has donat
ed $1 million to the NRA's National Firearms Museum, to help 
ensure a vital aspect of American history and its legacy of freedom 
will be preserved for the edification of future generations. 

An icon of both the tree-enterprise system and of quality arms 
fanciers, Ruger, now 81 , is founder and CEO of Sturm, Ruger and 
Co., which under the influence of his creative genius has grown to 
be the largest American firearms manufacturing company. 

BOGUS BENEFIT BULLETIN 

As we go to press, bogus "reports" and " bu llet ins" have been 
bouncing around e-mail circ les s imilar to: 

The President of the U.S. has recently signed into law a bill 
that affects all veterans. This law states in effect that if a veteran 
has not registered at a Veterans Affairs Hospital since Oct. 1, 
1966 , then on Oct 1, 1998 he or she will lose all medical benefits 
fo r life ... To make it worse, the V.A . cannot notify veterans about 
it . Thal information must be dissemina ted via word of mouth or 
by letter. We called the local V.A. Office and fou nd out this infor
mation is true ... [sic]. 

Although widely d isseminated through the usual chain-letter 
pyramids of cyber-paranoia, SOF has been unable to find any 
source able to quote the bill number or law tit le. We had our local 
congressman's office contact the local VA patient representative and 
were assured the who le thing was bogus. Best guess is that it start
ed as a misunderstandi ng of a pilot registration program p lanned at 
VARO that aims to reg ister all service and non-service connected 
vets to assess needs. The VA was aware of the rumor and hoped to 
get artic les in the med ia dispe lli ng thi s fa lse info. 

Regards thi s new program, the VA Healthcare Enrollment Fact 
Sheet sta tes " ... You must be enrolled to receive healthcare after 
October 1998 ... " It does not say you must be registered before that 
elate: It says that after that elate you must be registered to receive 
benefits. 

First the P-11 Pistol. Now the SUB-9 Rifle 

The SUB-9 is a semj-au tomatic r ifle f'or 
the 9 m m Luger cartr idge. By changing 
t he gri p assembly the SUl3-9 w ill accept 
most doub le column high capacity 
handgun magazines . 

By rotat ing t l1e barrel t he SUB-9 can 
instantly be reduced to a size of l 6 x 7 
ind1es.The 1·eappl ication of the barrel 
to shooting posi tion can be achieved in 
less t han a second. 
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The P- 11 is a semi-au tomatic. locked 
breech pistol in 9 m111 Luge1·. Qiuble 
Action Oily, i t is sti ll t he sm all es t and 
l ightest full capacit·y 9 mm eve1· made. 

Manv accesso1·ies are now avai lable: 
Belt clip, T1·itium sight , n·igger shoe. grip 
and magaz111e ex tensions. 

~~~ 
~~~ 

Owned Made Parts 

KEL-TEC CNC 1 NC 
PO BOX 3427 
CXXDA FL 32924-3 427 

Phone 407-63 1-0068 
Fax 407- 63 1-1169 
E: ai m kel tec@aol.com 
Web: www.kel - tec.com 
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GUNSITE TACTICAL 
CONCEALED CARRY 1 

Whether you are an off-duty law enforcement officer, on an undercover assignment or a civilian with a concealed weapons carry permit, you owe it to yourself 
to have the best training available on the deployment and use of a concealed handgun. This groundbreaking video features the cutting edge in concealed carry 
tactics and techniques, as taught at the prestig ious Gunsite Training Center. In this comprehensive video, Gunsite 's expert staff covers all aspects of 
concealed handgun carry and use, including the advantages and limitations of various carry methods; selection of holsters, handbags, and waist packs; and 
the proper methods of deploying a handgun from all concealed carry positions. This tape also shows you how to integrate Gunsite 's proven defensive shooting 
methods with this concealed carry program to create a complete and tactically sound self-defense system This video is an excellent introduction to concealed 
handgun carry and will be a valued addition to any professional training library. Color, approx. 40 min., VHS (U.S. format) only. $29.95 

WEAL TH-BUILDING SECRETS AS PRACTICED BY 
THE WORLD'S RICHEST PEOPLE 
What the Kuwaitis Can Teach You about Getting 
Rich - and Staying Rich 
by William Beaver 
Oo the Kuwait~ have a mag~ formula lor gelling ncfl 
-besides stn~ng oir. No, but they do have four easy· 
to-follow secrets that have helped them amass 

1 lortunes lor centunes - long before oil was discovered. 
Alld their secrets will 1m for you. Guaranteed. 5 112 
x8 1/2,softcowr, photos., 128w. $16.00 

PORTABLE WEALTH 
The Complete Guide to Precious 
Metals Investment 
by Adam Starchild 
None al us wants to watch our hard-earned 
money go up like paper in the wind. Open 
this book and discover how precious metals 
can add weight and substance to your 
investment portfolio in a time when very little 
is considered solid or certain. It could be 
worth its weight in gold. 5 1/2 x 81/2, 
softcover. 80 pp. $12.00 

CREDIT SECRETS 
How to Erase Bad Credit 
Revised and Updated 
by Bob Hammond 
This expanded Credit Secrets will save you 
thousands of dollars in lees, finance charges and 
interest payments as you learn the vei)' latest 
techniques to get rid of debt once and for all and 
establish good credit. Discover proven tricks 
used by lawyers. credit counselors and other 
·pros who charge handsomely for their services. 
5 1/2 x 81/2, softcover, 136 pp. $15.00 

GUNS, BULLETS, AND GUNFIGHTS 
Lessons and Tales from a 
Modem-Day Gunfighter 
by Jim Cirillo 
Learn whal it takes to survive a real gunfight 
from someone who's been in many - Jim Cirillo, 
top gun in lhe New York City Police Department 
stakeout unit. Read about the stress and intensity 
of an actual shoot-out and how to maximize your 
training, ammo and weapons to prevail. 5 112 x 
8112. softcover. photos. 136 pp. $15.00 
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EXPEDIENT HOMEMADE FIREARMS 
The 9mm Submachine Gun 
by P.A. luty 
Here is a step-by-step, illustrated guide to building 
a 9mm easily and efficiently from readily available 
materials- primarily standard. ott-the-shelf sizes 
of steel tubing - without any machine tools or pro
fessional gunsmith's materials. The entire weapon 
can be assembled in about one week. For 
academic study only. 8 t/2 x 11, softcover, 
photos, illus .. 96 pp. $15.00 

THE TACTICAL ADVAHTAGE 
A Definitive Study of Personal 
Small-Arms Tactics 
by Gabriel Suarez 
Read this book and learn the combat-proven tech· 
niques big-city cops use to stay alive and effective 
when the bullets start flying. Maintain the tactical 
advanlage in any situation by knowing how to 
search buildings for armed intruders, use cover and 
concealment, maintain proper distance intervals 
and much more. 5 112 x 81/2, sollcover. photos. 
illus .. 216 pp. $20.00 

SWATCOM 
Tactical Communications Manual for SWAT 
Operations 
by Tony l. Jones 
When &NAT teams re~ too hea~ly on radios, 
operations are subject to compromise. ThIB book 
covers radio operating procedure and equipment as 
well as hand signals, telepllones, pyrotechnics. light 
signals, messengers and otllcr alternatives that help 
ensure clear, secure communications under any 
circumstances. 51/2 x 8 112. softcover. photos. 
illus .. 144 pp. $18.00 

ACQUIRING NEW ID 
How to Easily Use the Latest Computer 
Technology to Drop Out, Start Over, 
and Get On with Your Life 
by Ragnar Benson 
Forget about using the old "dead-baby's birth
certificate" ruse to get new ID. Evei)'one's on to 
Iha! trick. What you need is the know-how to 
make your own documents on a home com
puter. And by following the simple instructions 
in here, you can. 5 112 x 8 112, softcover. 
photos, illus .. 152 pp. $20.00 

THE OFFICIAL SOVIET ARMY 
HAND GRENADE MANUAL 
translated by James F. Gebhardt 
This combination of two actual Soviet army 
manuals covers the grenades and Molotov cocktails 
used by the Red Army against the Germans in WWII 
and modern grenades used by the So~et army 
from 197 4 through the mid 1980s. Includes 
technical descriptions and sections on tactical 
deployment. For academic study only. 8 112 x 11 . 
softcover. illus. 112 pp. $14.00 

THE TRUTH ABOUT HANDGUNS 
Exploding the Myths, Hype, 
and Misinformation 
by Duane Thomas 
Eve/)' gun enthusiast will enjoy reading this lively 
look at the myths about the Colt .45; the hype 
surrounding handgun stopping power; the truth 
about Alvin York's incredible World War I firefight; 
the answers to the questions ~ Aie revolvers 
dead?" and "How good is the .40 Smith & Wesson 
cartridge?"; and much more. 5 1/2 x 81 /2, soll
cover, 136 pp. $14.00 

BULLSEYES DON'T SHOOT BACK 
The Complete Textbook of Point 
Shooting for Close Quarters Combat 
by Col. Rex Applegate & Michael D. Janich 
Learn why point shooting is the most practical 
technique for aiming and shooting a handgun in a 
real gunfight. This instructional guide teaches you 
how and when lo use point shooting, compares it 
to ~vo-handed sighted fire and tells how a major 
police training facil ity is teaching point shooting 
with stunning results. 5 112 x 8 1/2, sottcover. 
photos. 120 pp. $20.00 

GET EVEN 
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks 
by George Hayduke 
A hilarious overview of the methods people use 
to get even with big business, government and 
enemies. These dirty tricks range from the 
simple to the elaborate. including more 
sophisticated schemes devised by CIA and Mafia 
members and political dirty tricksters. For 
entertainment purposes only. 5 1/2 x 8 112, 
hardcover, 208 pp. $19.95 

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES r-----------------------------.....-------------------------------
J t PALADIN PRESS® vrsA CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 

Just Say No to Drug Tests: Fighting with Firearms: 
How to Beat the Combat Handgun, Shotgun, 
Whiz Quiz .. ... . ..... $12.00 and Rifle Skills for the 

Testing the War Weapons: Real World (video) .... $29.95 
Rifles and Light Machine Guns One-Round War: 
from Around the World .. $40.00 USMC Scout- Snipers 

Get Even 2: in Vietnam .......... $59.95 
More Dirty Tricks from Special Forces Guerrilla 
the Master of Revenge .. $19.95 Warfare Manual . ... . . $25.00 

Gunsite Tactical Handgun Stopping Power: 
Pistol I (video) . ... .... $29.95 The Definitive Study .. . $39.95 

Gunsite Tactical Handgun Stopping Power: 
Shotgun I (video) ..... $29.95 The Video . . . . . . $37.95 

The Whole Spy Catalog .. $44.95 How to Become a Master 
Ranger Handbook .. .. .. $24.95 Handgunner . .... . .. . $10.00 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE - DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
PALADIN PRESS· P.O. BOX 1307 ·BOULDER, CO 80306 • (303) 443-7250 

FAX (303) 442-8741 · E-mail service@paladin-press.com 
Videotapes are nonreturnable. Defective tapes will be replaced. 
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1 I p 0 BOX 1307 8FS ~ 1·800·392·2400, USA AND CANADA 
J I . ' . ... CALL 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK. SEND $2.00 FOR 
t J/iii:. BOULDER, CO 80306 Ill BO-PAGE CATALOG OF OVER 750 TITLES (FREE WITH ORDER). 
t 

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING MLES: RESPONSE CODE: 8FS 

0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD 
0 DISCOVER 0 CHECK I MONEY ORDER 

CARD# _ _ _ _ ________ _ 
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SUBTOTAL ---
NAME _______________ _ 

ADDRESS-------------- PLEASE INCLUDE 
POSTAGE & HANDLING _s_s.o_o_ 

CITY ______________ _ PLEASEALLOW2-4WEEKSFORDELIYERY 
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Call the VA at 800-827-1000 and ask them. 
Alas, alas : Sometimes cyberspace has a hat over it and an ear on 

each side. 

SALVADOR COMBAT BADGE CRITERIA ANNOUNCED 

The Department of the Army has announced qualifying criteria 
and application protocol for serving and separated soldiers who 
think they qualify for award of the Combat Infantryman Badge or 
the Combat Medical Badge due to service in El Salvador. 
Qualification rules are spelled out in MilPer Message No.98-095 , 
which was issued by the Total Army Personnel Command on 10 
March. The message is available at local personnel offices, and can 
be downloaded from the Internet (www.perscom.army.mil/ 
tagd/msg/98-095 .htm). 

Specific dates of service are from 1 January 1981 to l 
February 1992. Current or former infantry, SF or medical depart
ment personnel must have been present and under hostile fire 
when assigned to either U.S. Military Group - El Salvador as an 
adviser to a military region or zone of the armed forces of El 
Salvador, or while serving with an infantry or specialized 
infantry-type unit or irregular-type combat unit of brigade or 
smaller size; or as a member of a mobile training team attached 
to or working with such a unit. 

Approval authority for the El Salvador CIB or CMB is the com
mander of the Total Army Personnel Command. Requests should be 
sent to: Commander: PERSCOM, Attn: TAPC-PDO-PA, 200 
Stovall St., Alexandria, VA 22332-0471. Veterans may write direct
ly to the above address; serving soldiers should apply through the 
chain of command. 

Requests must include information and documentation relating 
to the names of other soldiers involved in active ground combat, 
size of your unit and opposing units , intensity and duration of fire 
exchanged, and type of incident or operation that prompted the 
ground combat. 

a · 

JUMP WITH MILITARY PARACHUTING TOURS 
INTERNATIONAL 

MPTI is hosting its third annual parachute training and jump 
course "Operation North Sea '98" this May on Texel Island in con
junction with Paracentrum Texel and the Dutch Airborne. 
Participants - even legs - can make up to eight jumps to qualify 
for Dutch Military A Brevet (Senior) Parachutist's wings. Training 
also available on square chutes (for "mature" jumpers). 

MPTI is also hosting programs in South Africa (June) and 
Estonia (August). 

For more information, contact MPTI Director Rob Krott, P.O. 
Box 1573, Olean, NY 14760. 

JUMP WITH AIRBORNE OPERATIONS GROUP 

6-13 June, Operation Wings of Peace III will jump in Jordan and 
Israel, tour the region, hobnob with notables and witness live-fire 
demonstrations in Zarqa, Jordan and at an IDF tank base. Win both 
Jordanian and Israeli jump wings, and help cement the peace 
process by participating in these two mass goodwill jumps. For 
more information contact: The Airborne Operations Group, Dept. 
SOF, Suite 475 , 200 East 10th Street, New York, NY 10003; 
phone/fax: 201 -512-9909; e-mail: AirborneOps@AOL.COM. 

WE ALWAYS SUSPECTED AS MUCH 
Sometimes the myopically left media can't "see" a story until 

the rest of the pack does: AP first ran the story ("Sandinista Leader 
Faces Sex Scandal"), of accusations by Zoilamerica Narvaez, step
daughter of former Sandinista President Daniel Ortega, who said 
last week that Ortega had repeatedly sexually molested her since 
she was 11 , including during his years as president of Nicaragua. 

Reuters picked it up 9 March ("Ortega Sex Abuse Storm 
Intensifies in Nicaragua"), and again on 13 March ("More Mud 
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-~rtually every gun writer who has 

tested one of our .45s agrees that Kimbers 

are the best production 1911 pistols 

made today. Only custom pistols costing 

hw1dreds or even thousands of dollars 

more are considered equal to a Kimber. 

For starters, we use forged frames, 

slides and barrels in our steel guns, not 

investment castings, resulting in tolerances 

up to three times more exacting than 

other brands. Unlike imports such as 

Springfield, Kimbers are manufactured in 

the USA for total control over design and 

quality. As for Colt, well, as Charles Petty 

said in the February 1998 issue of GUNS, 

"The Colt pistols I've shot in the last 10 to 

15 years would positively die to be able to 

shoot this well." 

Now 15 different Kimber 1911 

models are available; eight full-size steel 

frames, four high capacity polymer frames 

and three compacrs that really shoot. 

With our retail prices 

starring at $657, a 

Kimber is the obvious 

choice over any other 1911. Just ask 

Our new Stainless Gold Match 
with ambidextrous safety. 

For complete information, send $2 to 
Kimber, Dept. 815, I Lawton Street, 

Yonkers, NY 10705, 
or call (800) 880-2418. 

Visit our website at www.kimberamerica.com. 
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ADVANCED SPECIAL FORCES LEARN FROM AMERICA'S FIGHTING ELITE 

A GREEN BERET CLOS°E
5

~UARTERY 
B < COMBATIVES :1~'/i~f #A :PACS!ftt!l 

STARRJAI :Es ~~Y~:t~gi~i~:~:~~II~~~~;~i: 
of Close Quarter Hand·to·hand Combat. As President and Founder of Holifield's 

IMEBB 
Combat Systems lnternation31 (H.C.S.I.), he has trained hundreds of military 
and law enforcement personnel around the world which include, Infantry, 
Artillery, Airborne, Air Assault, Air Recon, Special Forces, Military Police, and 
Special Reaction Team Units. In 1994, he was inducted into the World Martial ----------------t Arts Hall of Fame for over 27 years of martial arts excellence and his work in the 

AWESOME GREEN BERET HANO TO HANO field of military combatives. He is a World Certified Instructor and continues 
to be in constant demand for his training sessions and seminars on Close· 

COMBAT ANO WEAPONS TECHNIQUES! Quarter Combat and Street Self-Defense. His extensive training in the 
·-

1
-_-c_L_O_S....,E_Q __ U_A_R_T""E_R_F_l_G_H_T-IN_G ___ V_O_L_U_M_E_

1
-I martial arts include: Judo, Jujitsu, Aikido, Hapkido, Combat Karate, Shotokan Karate, 

#SF A $ Kung·fu, Western Boxing, Wrestling and Sikaron Karate (an integrated system geared 
• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·48 MIN. ·· ··· ········· ··· .ONLY 49·95 strictly.for Real World street self-defense.) His no nonsense approach to close-quarter combat 

2. CLOSE QUARTER FIGHTING - VOLUME 2 has made him one of the most sought after instructors in the country. 
#SF·B .......... .. .. .. ..... 47 MIN ... ..... .. .... .. .. . ONLY $49.95 t-----------------------------
3. SENTRY NEUTRALIZATION 
#SF·C ...... .. .. .. .. ....... 55 MIN .. ........ .. .. .. .. ONLY $49.95 

4. GREEN BERET EXERCISE WORKOUT 
#SF-0 .... .. .. ...... .... .. 52 MIN ........ ........ . ONLY $49.95 

5. INSIDE THE GREEN BERETS EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH JIM WEBB 
#SF-E... ....... ....... ... .. ...... ... 48 MIN ................ ........ .. ........ ... .... .... ..... ONLY $49.95 
6. KNIFE FIGHTING COMBAT - VOLUME 1 
This exciting tape covers knife fighting philosophy, gripping, stances, 
footwork, five zones of attack, targets, cutting techniques, double 
tapping, first aid and much more. 
#KFC-1 .. ..... ... ............. 75 MIN .. ... .. ................ ONLY $49.95 
7. KNIFE FIGHTING COMBAT - VOLUME 2 
Drawing your blade plus numerous offensive and defensive knife 
fighting techniques against a deadly knife wielding attacker. 
#KFC-2 .... ............. .. .... 55 MIN .. .... .. ..... ......... .. . ONLY $49.95 
8. KNIFE FIGHTING COMBAT - VOLUME 3 
Knife wrist escapes, blade-vs-empty hand, knife throwing techniques and more. 
#KFC-3 ............ ...... .. .... ...... ........ ... ... . 85 MIN ... .. ... ............. ........ .... ONLY $49.95 
9. KNIFE FIGHTING COMBAT - VOLUME 4 
Types of knives used in combat, choosing the proper blade, proper sharpening techniques and knife 
maintenance. #KFC-4 .... ............. .. .... ...... 60 MIN ..... ... ......... ........... .... .. ONLY $49.95 
10. ADVANCED SPECIAL FORCES COMBATIVES ·GRAPPLING TECHNIQUES 
In this tape, Special Forces Combatives Expert, James Webb introduces you to the combat philosophy of grappling and 
ground fighting and provides detailed instruction in the fundamental principles of this art. Most real life encounters eventually 
end up in a grappling situation and/or goes to the ground. This is one of the few tapes that addresses this neglected outlook 
of a light. This tape includes detailed, step-by-step instruction for dozens of devastating techniques that have been developed 
and proven in combat situations. Learn how to apply grappling principles to survive a street fight. Learn how to effectively 
close the distance, clinching techniques as well as control and finishing holds. These techniques enhance the concepts of 
"totality of combat" in a real encounter. James Webb demonstrates throws, takedowns, chokes, ground fighting, joint locks 
and fighting off your back. Additionally, this tape provides an in·depth interview with James Webb expounding on his latest 
exploits in the military, his philosophy of combat.combative experts and the fut~re of combatives. 
#CMBT-1 ... .. ..... .. .. ............ .. ........ 47 MIN .... ..... ... .. ........... .. ...... .. ....... ONLY $49.95 
11. ADVANCED SPECIAL FORCES COMBATIVES · CLOSE QUARTERS BATTLE: PHASE ALPHA 
In this tape, combative expert James Webb shows how the principles of his dynamic system can be applied to four facets of 
combatives. Facet One demonstrates the proper usage of four toots: elbows, knees, headbutts and Thai kicks. Then a combined 
tool in-fighting flow drill will be demonstrated and explained. In facet two, ten training reaction drills will teach rhythm, 
coordination, timing, sensitivity, speed, !lowing and angling. Facet three will show techniques and the manner of coming to the 
aid of a friend or a victim. This is a section of fighting that is rarely taught in most fighting styles. Facet Four covers numerous 
fighting techniques that meet the principles of combatives that work in a real life and death situation. This tape brings the 
combative student to a higher level of development in training procedures. The techniques demonstrated are based on the 
natural moves of the body and does not involve the so·called fancy moves, spinning jumping kicks or gymnastics. 
#CMBT·2 ................. .... .. ... ... .... .. . 80 MIN ... ... ....... ..... ....... ..... .... ... ..... ONLY $49.95 
12. ADVANCED SPECIAL FORCES COMBATIVES ·CLOSE QUARTERS BATTLE: PHASE BRAVO 
This tape begins by presenting an inside look at what really occurs in a street altercation. You'll be taught a lifetime worth 
of street knowledge and street psychology that will last forever and give you an edge. You will also learn how to torce your 
antagonist to open up to your strikes. Discover the principles of awareness and a simple training exercise that will develop 
your street awareness. With street awareness on the rise, we are forced to learn and understand fighting techniques to 
help us survive. The techniques demonstrated provide a sound foundation in one of the most effective and powerful 
methods taught on street survival. The concepts involved are of transferring the body from a totally relaxed position into 
an explosive and deadly force. Additionally, you will learn how to create weapons out of everyday objects such as: 
magazines, coats. ball·point pens, cups, cans and briefcases that are more lethal than your hands and feet. Let James 
Webb be your personal trainer in one of the most complete street survival systems available. 
#CMBT-3 ..... ... ... .... ... .... .... .... ... ... 61 MIN .... ............. ... .. ....... .......... ... ONLY $49.95 
13. ADVANCED SPECIAL FORCES COMBATIVES ·STICK FIGHTI NG 
Stick combatives is one of the most effective systems of personal combat ever developed. This tape is a complete 
guide to learning the fundamentals of stick combatives. Learn how to quickly and totally destroy an attacker with one 
or two sticks. Demonstrated will be the double stick power drill, two double stick energy/speed drills, four defensive 
drills and stick combat techniques. Also demonstrated are how to integrate stick combatives into your arsenal of 
natural body weapons. Master the art of stick combatives as few others have with the exciting, effective and simple 
instructions presented in this tape. One of the most accessible weapons in a combat or street situation is the stick and 
for this reason no martial art or fighting style is complete without a study ot this weapon. 
#CMBT-4 ..... .... ..... .... ... ... .... ........ 53 MIN .... ................. .... ..... .... ..... ... ONLY $49.95 

1. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF CLOSE QUARTER HAND· TO·HAND COMBAT 
In this lesson you will learn the basic principles of hand-to-hand combat including basic stances, 
blocks, strikes, kicks, knife fighting skills, vital points, closing the gap, force redirection, joint 
manipulation and responsibility as a combatives specialist. 
#ARMY-1 .... .. .. ..... ... ...... ..... .... .. ..... .. ... . 100 min ..................... ........................ . ONLY $49.95 
2. CLOSE QUARTER HAND·TO·HAND COMBAT FIGHTING TACTICS VOLUME 1 
This tape takes you through some of the most deadliest hand-to-hand 
combat tactics ever filmed. Al l techniques are shown step-by-step and 
then at combat speed. Techniques include defense against punch 
attacks, grabs, holds, kicks, knife attacks, rushing attacks and 
ground fighting tactics. This is must for all serious students and 
instructors wishing to expand their knowledge and techniques. 
#ARMY-2 ......... .. .. .... ......... 48 min ........ ... ...... ....... ONLY $49.95 
3. CLOSE QUARTER HAND·TD·HAND COMBAT FIGHTING 
TACTICS VOLUME 2 
In this tape world renowned Chief Combatives Instructor and 7th 
Degree Black Belt Leonard Holifield teaches you the devastating 
(real world) techniques of hand-to-hand combat. Each tech
nique is shown numerous times at different angles allowing 
the viewer to fully understand the mechanics of each 
technique. Techniques include: defense against punch 
attack, defense against knife attack, defense against 
rifle/bayonet, low level kicks, ground fighting tac
tics, defense against pistol and choking techniques. 
#ARMY-3 ................ 45 min .. ..... .... ONLY $49.95 
4. CLOSE QUARTER HAND·TO·HAND COMBAT 
FIGHTING TACTICS VOLUME 3 
This dynamic tape teaches you the military quick and 
deadly defensive techniques against punches, chokes, rifle 
attacks, and more. Follow along as Sgt. Holifield shows how to 
stop the deadliest types of assaults and escape unharmed! 
#ARMY-4 ................... 60 min .. ............ ...... ONLY $49.95 
5. HOW TO CONDUCT AN ARMY CLOSE QUARTER HAND· 
TO·HAND COMBAT TRAINING SESSION 
This valuable tape takes you step-by-step through How To 
Conduct A Hand-To-Hand Combat Session. Includes " · 
instructor responsibilities, the soldier, training area sur
vey, equipment needed, safety considerations, proper 
training sequence, physical fitness training and t11e 
(5) biggest mistakes made when teaching Hand
To-Hand Combat. This tape is a must for instruc
tors wishing to enhance their teaching skills. 
#ARMY-5. " ' ""' ... 46 min.'""'' ' ' '""' .ONLY $49.95 
6. PRISONER SEARCH & SECUREMENT TACTICS 
In this lesson Chief Combatives Instructor and 
World Martial Arts Hall o' Farner Leonard Holifield 
shows you the most effective ways to search and 
secure a prisoner of war. Credited with capturing 
one of the first Iraqi POW's during "Operation 
Desert Storm" Mr. Holifield shows you what 
really works. This tape includes initial search 
procedures, searching techniques, searching 
more than one prisoner, securing techniques, 
and gagging techniques. 
#ARMY-6 ...... ............. ........... ...... 25 min ...... ...... ... .................. . ONLY $49.95 
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BRAZILIAN JIU JITSU 
STREETFIGHTING SELF-DEFENSE 
TECHNIQUES FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
STARRING BRAZILIAN CHAMPION KAZEKA MUNIZ 

IN THIS OUTSTANDING PANTHER VIDEO TRAINING SERIES, BRAZILIAN JIU JITSU FIGHTER KAZEKA MUNIZ TEACHES YOU THE DEVASTATING 
SELF-DEFENSE TECHNIQUES OF BRAZILIAN JIU JITSU IN COMBINATION WITH HIS MUAY THAI, JEET KLINE DO, AND JUDO FIGHTING SKILLS. 
RARELY SEEN OUTSIDE BRAZIL, THESE HIGHLY EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUES SHOW HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY DEFEND AGAINST THE DEADLIEST 
TYPES OF STREET ASSAULTS AND ESCAPE UNHARMED. JUST SOME OF THE COMBAT PROVEN TECHNIQUES PRESENTED INCLUDE BRAZIL
IAN ARM AND WRIST LOCKS, PAINFUL FOOT AND KNEE LOCKS, TAKEDOWNS, CHOKES, HEAD LOCK ESCAPES, WEAPON DEFENSES, FINISH
ING HOLDS, GROUND FIGHTING ESCAPES, ACHIEVING THE MOUNT POSITION, PASSING THE GUARD, CONDITIONING EXERCISE AND MORE. 
THESE SUPERIOR BRAZILIAN SELF-DEFENSE TECHNIQUES WILL ENABLE YOU TO CONTROL AND DEFEAT A LARGER STRONGER OPPONENT 
WHETHER HE IS A STREET FIGHTER, BOXER, KICKBOXER, SKILLED KARATE OR TAEKWON DO FIGHTER, WRESTLER OR ANY OTHER 
OPPONENT WHO ATIEMPTS TO HARM YOU. SINCE MOST STREET FIGHTS QUICKLY END UP ON THE GROUND THESE VIDEOS ARE A 
MUST IF YOU EXPECT TO SURVIVE A NO HOLDS BARRED STREET FIGHT. PREPARE YOURSELF FOR THE UNEXPECTED WITH THESE 
EXCEPTIONAL BRAZILIAN SELF-DEFENSE VIDEOS. THE ULTIMATE IN SELF PROTECTION. A MUST FOR EVERY MARTIAL ARTIST! 

1. BRAZILIAN STREET FIGHTING-SIJPERIOR STRETCHING ANO CONOITIONING WORKOIJT 
Get in top fighting condition with this great Brazilian-Jiu Jitsu Workout video. Includes stretching, flexibility, 

warm-ups, escape and leverage exercises, balancing techniques, strength, speed and power training, AB 
work and more. Many of these unique fitness exercises have never been seen before. See why Brazilian 
fighters are among the world's fittest athletes. ORDER #BZJJ-1 ...••.... ... 55 MIN ••........... ONLY $49.95 
2. BRAZILIAN STREET FIGHTING-SIJPERIOR GROIJNO FIGHTING SELF·OEFENSE TECHNIOIJES 
This important video could very well save your life should you end up on the ground in a street fight or free 
style tournament. Brazilian fighter Kazeka Muniz personally teaches you how to defend and escape from 
the guard position which is when an opponent is on top of you trying to inflict harm. From the guard 
position you will learn how to defend against strikes to your face, chokes, and attempted arm locks 
while escaping and defeating your opponent with counter strikes. In part two of this dynamic tape you 
will learn ground fighting strategies that enable you to mount, control and stay on top of your opponent 
while applying chokes and joint locks. Ground fighting is a science and no one does it better than the 
Brazilian fighters. Learn the Brazilian secrets of successful ground fighting by adding this life saving self-
defense tape to your martial arts video library. ORDER #BZJJ-2 ............... 55 MIN .......... ONLY $49.95 
3. BRAZILIAN STREET FIGHTING-SIJPERIOR CHOKING SELF-DEFENSE TECHNIOIJES 

KAZEKA IN ACTION 

A sure way to stop and control an aggressive attacker is to apply a choking technique. Regardless of an opponent's size or strength, he cannot withstand a 
properly applied choke for more than a few seconds. This outstanding video teaches everything there is to know about lethal Brazilian choking techniques 
including front and rear chokes, chokes from the guard and mount positions, creating the proper leverage, anatomy of a choke, choke defenses, using your 
opponents clothing to choke him out and more. Learn how to go for the neck and win by ordering today! ORDER #BZJJ-3 ....... 55 MIN ........ ONLY $49.95 
4. BRAZILIAN STREET FIGHTING-SIJPERIOR LEG LOCKING SELF-OEFENSE TECHNIOIJES 
Very few fighters understand how to apply leg locks when in combat. The fighter who is skilled in this area has a great 
advantage over his opponents. In this valuable lesson Kazeka Muniz teaches the painful ground fighting foot and knee joint 
locks of Brazilian Jui Jitsu. You will learn how to control your attackers legs to create the proper leverage for applying the leg 
lock correctly. Since few fighters ever think about protecting their legs, you can end a fight quickly with the techniques 

presented. Expand your knowledge of personal protection by ordering today! ORDER #BZJJ-4 ........•••.......••.... 55 MIN ........................ ONLY $49.95 
5. BRAZILIAN STREET FIGHTING-SIJPERIOR HEADLOCK ESCAPES ANO SELF-OEFENSE TECHNIOIJES 
One of the most common attacks is for your opponent to try and get you in a headlock. The Brazilians have developed numerous self-defense techniques for escaping every type of 
headlock whether standing or on the ground. In this high quality tape you will learn 11 important headlock ESCAPES and their counters. You will learn ways to manipulate your 
opponents body position to your advantage so you can apply throws, chokes, joint locks, leg locks and strikes! Avoid being hurt or choked if caught in a headlock with the help of this 
important tape. OROER #BZJJ-5 ••..... ••••••••••.....................••. .•.•....•.•........ 55 MIN ...•••.......•.... .....•..............................•..... ONLY $49.95 
6. BRAZILIAN STREET FIGHTING-SIJPERIOR SELF·OEFENSE ANO JOINT LOCKS VOLIJME 1 
This important tape features Brazilian Jui Jitsu techniques that deal with standing aggression. Standing aggression is when an assailant approaches ready to attack. When con
fronted in this manner you will learn how to position your body to respond effectively and maintain balance. The techniques presented include self-defense against single and two 
handed grabs, choking attacks, bear hugs, punches, kicks, clinching and more. Your response will be quick and decisive. No longer feel fear when approached by a stranger, 
instead be ready to go into action with this Superior Brazilian Self Defense tape. ORDER #BZJJ-6 ....... ................. 55 MIN ........................ ONLY $49.95 
7. BRAZILIAN STREET FIGHTING·SIJPERIOR SELF-DEFENSE ANO JOINT LOCKS VOLIJME 2 
This exciting tape combines Brazilian Jui Jitsu with Muay Thai and Jeet Kune Do fighting techniques. Fear no one as you learn offensive and defensive street fighting 
strategies including proper stances and footwork, fighting posture and guard positions. balance, effective striking techniques using head butts, elbows, knees, fists, 
and low kicks in conjunction with chokes and joint locks. This tape is loaded with must have street fighting techniques and strategies. 
ORDER #BZJJ-7 ..•......•.•......•...•. ..•.•..••.•••••••.•••............... 55 MIN .........•..........................................•..•................•..... ONLY $49.95 
8. BRAZILIAN STREET FIGHTING·SIJPERIOR SELF-DEFENSE ANO TAKEOOWNS 
In this exciting lesson Brazilian fighter Kazeka Muniz shows numerous ways of taking your attacker to the ground and applying a finishing strike, choke, or joint lock. He 
also includes an excellent series of Brazilian self-defense techniques for disarming a knife and baseball bat wielding attacker. Kazeka explains that anything goes in a 
street fight which is why the techniques are brutal but necessary including biting, eye gouging, and head butts. This tape completes your training in this exceptional 
Brazilian street fighting self-defense series. ORDER #BZJJ-8 .................................................. 55 MfN ............................................... ONLY $49.95 
9. BRAZILIAN STREET FIGHTING-"UP CLOSE" AN EXCLIJSIVE V/OEO INTERVIEW WITH KAZEKA MIJNIZ 
Gain insight into the World of Brazilian Martial Arts with Kazeka Muniz. This entertaining interview sheds light on Brazil Jiu Jitsu. A true collector's item' 
ORDER #BZJJ-9 .........................••••.••••.......•••••...................•........... 40 MIN ...........••..........•........... ...........••••..•......................... ONLY $49.95 
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SPECIAL! ANY 4 PANTHER VIDEOS ONLY $99fill! SAVE $10000! HURRY ENDS SOON! 
~ PANTHER PRODUCTIONS• 1010 Calle Negocio. San Clemente, CA 92673 U.S.A QTY PANTHER VIDEO TITLES ORDER# PRICE 

1-800-332-4442 • Outside U.s. 1·714-498-7765 
Fax 1·714-492-7533 • Web Site: www.panthervideo.com 

Name: 0 
Street: -City: State: __ Zip: VISA 

SHIPPING & HANDLING INFDRMATIDN SUB-TOTAL 
FOR SHIPPING. USE A STREET ADDRESS, NOT A PO BOX. ALL SALES 

CALIFORNIA ADD 7.75% TAX Phone: s ARE FINAL. VIDEO TAPES ARE NON·RETURNABLE. ABSOLUTELY NO 
REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES ALLOWED. DEFECTIVE TAPES WILL BE SHIPPING & HANDLING* Credit Card # Exp. Date: REPLACED WITH SAME TITLE ONLY. ·u.s. and Canada $6.0D lirsl 

Signature: 
m=i lape, S3.50 for each addilional lape. Dulside U.S. & Canada Double TOTAL ENCLOSED 7~ 1/oed 
. 4 all Shipping & Handling charges. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. 

I 
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Travel to 
.ADVENTURE 

in the 
Former 
U.S.S.R. 

It's the trip of a lifetime 
that could 

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! 
More than friendship and cultural 
exchange! You will meet 700 to 
800 beautiful singles of Russia 
and Ukraine at six 
hospitality receptions. 
These tours have been 
featured on NBC's Dateline, 
CNN, Fox Network and 
other English, German & Canadian TV. TOUR 

-------------------.- - -.-..VIDEO 
£,Round-trip flight based on NYC-JFK 

departure. Frequent flyer miles 
accumulate to your airline account. 

£.Coach transport to and from hotel. 
Tour representatives will greet you at 
the airport as you clear customs. 

£.Two meals a day 

£,Nine nights at the best $5 

four-star hotel (single occupancy) 
£,Hospitality receptions. Your personal 

interpreter wil l be on hand to ensure 
the success of your social activities. 

£,American representatives wil l oversee 
tour excursions and all activities. 

Dept. 352 

EUROPEAT) 
COT)l)ECCions 

P.O. Box 888851 •Atlanta, Ga 30356 
770-458-0909 

24 HOURS A OAV 

www.euroladies.com 

You asked for it! 
From 

Button Lock Action - Solid Brass Button 
Dual Position Matching Clip 

. Hidden Lanyard Hole 
Blade - ATS-34 1I8" x 3 5 I 8" heat treated to 60 Re 
.Custom machined knurled grip 

-6061 T6 aircraft aluminum 
- Type III hard anodize 

(619) 530-8766 

77.34 Arjon·s DO~e. San Diego, CA 92126 Fax (6 19) 530-0734 
WEB SI E; http://www. gtknlves. com 

Flies in Nicaragua Sex Scandal"). 
The Washington Post finally logged on 

14 March with "Stepdaughter Accuses 
Ortega of Abusing Her; Molestation, 
Intimidation Charges Stun Nicarngua." 

As we go to press, The New York Times 
has thus far ignored the story - too far, or 
too close, to home? 

FEDS BUST ALIEN-SMUGGLING 
RING 

Federal agents in El Paso, Tex., have put 
the kabash to a sophisticated smuggling ring 
that sneaked hundreds of illegals in from the 
Middle East, including more than 150 
Iraqis. Officials said that of the more than 
250 people known to have been smuggled 
into the USA by this ring, all but six are still 
here and are being sought. The ringleader, 
"George the Iraqi" Tajirian, a Mexican citi
zen, has been indicted on seven counts of 
smuggUng and conspiracy. His Mexican 
wife, an employee of the Mexican immigra
tion service, and a Lebanese woman 
employed at one of Tajirian's travel agen
cies, are being sought. 

Officials indicated the ring operated out 
of two travel agencies - one in Cuba and 
one in Ecuador - and chasged as much as 
$25,000 for counterfeit documents, and 
travel arrangements into the United States. 
The investigation first began in October of 
1996 when immigration officials snagged a 
Syrian with fake documents crossing into El 
Paso from Ciudad Juarez. 

II ANY SOLDIER" SAYS IT ALL 

A member of the U.S. Army 10th Special 
Forces Group deployed for peacekeeping 
duty in Bosnia received one of the many 
pieces of morale mail sent blindly by school 
kids and others seeking to support our 
troops. The 10th Group Green Beret penned 
an interesting response. Lest it bust her bub
ble, one can only hope the young pen pal is 
not an aspiring Clinton White House intern. 

"We have received lots of ' any soldier' 
mail ," the soldier told a friend back home. 
"I wrote a little gi1·l from New Jersey the 
fo llowing: 

" ' I have just enjoyed my third 
Christmas in a row away from my family. 
Hope yours was men-y. Remind your par
ents to vote Republican and maybe one day 
I wi ll be able to spend a Christmas at home. ' 

"Sincerely, Any Soldier." 
- JLP 

CORRECTION 
Armalite, purveyor of the new 

7.62x5 lnm1 NATO AR-IOA2 carbine - a 
high-quality instrument that groups better 
than most out-of-the-box bolt-action rifles -
was mentioned in a recent issue with the 
wrong phone number. You can reach Armalite 
at, Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 299, Geneseo, IL 
61254; phone: 309-944-6939; fax: 309-944-
6949. The new Armalites are all-new, all
American and guaranteed for life. ~ 
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between Della Force and FBI; MERCS: ballling 
rebels in Sierra Leone: VIETNAM: props vs. jets 
over Ho Chi Minh Trail; WEAPONS: new Steyr 
bolt-action sniper rifle. 

#227 SEPTEMBER 96: 
BATF: record-keeping scandal; SOUTH AFRICA: 
Police Reaction Unit battles civil warlords; 
WEAPONS: H&K's MPS eats rounds like candy; 
S~nish Astra compact handguns; PHILIPPINES: 
civil war brewing? MIDDLE EAST: Operation 
Grapes of Wrath targets Hezboltah. I 

#228 OCTOBER 96: 
EXPANDED ANNIVERSARY ISSUE! AFRICA: 
Civil war and tribal genocide in Uganda; DOMES
TIC AFFAIRS: Clinton's war on 2nd Amendment; 
Waco - the final verdict; Delta Force invades 
Pillsburgh; Arizona's 'Viper Team" CENTRAL 
AMERICA: U.S. troops in Panama. 

#229 NOi/EMBER 96: 
ELITE UNITS: SEAL Team 6 counterterrorist 
lorce; Sweden's ROjdykare EDD frogmen: 
EXPOSE: Swimmers Among the Trees; 
AFRICA: Sierra Leone's RUF rebels; TRAIN· 
ING: Gunsite's tactical shotgun course; 
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS: mysterious Presidential 
helicopter crash. 
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MERCS: SOF visits French Foreign Legion: mere 
muscle checks civil 1var in Angola WEAPONS: 
Dragunov - man behind legend; SIG's P239 
ELITE UNITS: America's new expeditionary force. 

ELITE UNITS: SOF spies on Delta Force train· 
ing in Houston; NORTHERN IRELAND: does 
peace have a future? BOSNIA: NATO air power: I 
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AFGHANISTAN: alliance against Taliban fac
tion; SOUTHEAST ASIA: SOF on the ground 
with Bo Mya in Burma. 
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mer SEALS; SOUTHEAST ASIA: Khmer Rouge 
genocide in Cambodia; MIDDLE EAST: most 
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Uganda; MIDDLE EAST: terrorism in Damascus; 
PHILIPPINES: government and Moro rebels unite 
to deleat Muslim faction: BATF: Congress grounds 
ATF air lorce; MEDIA: lormer SEAL Harry 
Humphries helps Hollywood get it right. 
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series; KNIVES: training with Bowies; VIETNAM: 
did Soviets grab U.S. pilots? PERU: dramatic res
cue at Japanese Ambassadors Residence; RUSSIA: 
SOF inside military !raining base; WEAPONS: 
Walthers into the 21st century. 
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ELITE UNITS: inside look at U.S. Army Ranger 
school; OKC BOMBING: did Feds have prior warn
ing? AFRICA: Liberia's warring factions - streel 
gangs or military units? WEAPONS EXCLUSIVE: 
Russia's new Gepard SMG; TERRORISM: Middle 
East countries' nuclear threat. 
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Unholy Jllliance: Uets, Socialists and the Cammon Enemy 

If you saw what happened in Columbus , Ohio, when the 
Clinton policy team came to town you might have had a 
flashback. There is no better way to describe the receptio n 

and actions of Clinton 's top advisers than to ca ll it what it was -
a near-ambush. 

Secretary of Defense William Cohen, Secretary of State 
Madeleine Albright and National Security Adviser Sandy Berger 
thought they were on a secu red trail when they arri ved at Ohio 
State. Instead, they wa lked right into graz ing fire. Albright found 
herself ye lling at the spectators in the cheap seats, trying to 
sil ence those most vocal in their opposition. At the same time, 
former politician Cohen tried hard to keep hi s cool but from the 
nervous licking of hi s lips to the constant fidgeting many could 
smell blood in the water. Instead of a happy crowd, awed by the 
luminaries that had descended from the heights of Washington, 
they fo und pissed-off Americans with some damned hard, inte lli
gent questions. Despite cries of " fou l" from the Chief Executive, 
it was American democracy in its purest fo rm . 

On 18 February, the White House, in conj unction with media 
big-dog CNN, put on an "Internat iona l Town Hall Meeting" on 
the topic of the brewing conflict with Iraq. This event occ urred 
in St. John 's Arena on the campu s of the Ohio State University. 
CNN made a deal with the White House fo r the exclus ive broad
cast ri ghts to the event. Presum ably, the White House selected 

Co lumbus because it does not exactly have a reputation as a 
hotbed of rad icali sm. They were right on that. What they fai led to 
take into account was the voice that free Americans sometime 
find the need to use. 

A hostile crowd doesn' t materi a lize in an instant these days. 
No, there was trouble brewing on the campus of Ohio State and 
in the city of Columbus Jong before the "Town Hall Meeting" 
showed up. At some points it was downright weird. 

It became obvious this would be more than just your ordinary 
fee l-good political appearance and sell-job when a U.S . Army 
Ranger and a soc iali st student activist compared notes on why 
military intervention was just flat-out wrong at thi s poi nt. Here 
was a professional infa ntry office r - Airborne, Air Assa ul t, 
Ranger with all the associated doodads - advising the socialist 
anti- war act ivist on the weaknesses of the planned attack from a 
purely military standpoint. One was standing there with practi
call y no hair, the other with hair beyond hi s shoulders. It was a 
strange s ight, indeed, and wou ld onl y get st ranger. 

By announcing that they were coming to Columbus the 
Clinton team created an alli ance between veterans, military mem
bers and the American Ri ght on one hand and, on the other, the 
standard left- liberal and activist core that might be found these 
days on any major university campus. What everyone wanted to 
know, at the core, came down to one simple question : "Is your 
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planned bombing going to accompli sh anything?" There were 
other questions re la ted to this one such as, "If you do thi s, are you 
going to have to do it again, and again , and again?" and "What is 
the point of this graduated escalati on?" 

It mi ght not have gone down thi s way except fo r some excep
tionall y bad threat analysis by the Clinton team and CNN prior to 
the event. What triggered the shouting protests and all the arrests 
(there were arrests, inside and outside? Did 'ja know that?) was 
the way that the Executive Branch and CNN tried to create a 
deliberately managed and almost-scripted "feel-good sess ion." If 
this had been a political-party event it would not be out of the 
ord inary at all. But the problems started when they bill ed the 
whole shebang as a "free and open discussion of ideas and 
thoughts," then tried to screen and control all aspects of the event 
to ensure that it came off smoothl y fro m a policy standpoint. 

Two colors of tickets were distributed, scarlet and gray (as 
befits OS U) ; grey for the masses, scarlet fo r those generall y 
deemed-reliable. Only those with scarle t could even pre-submit 
questions to those controlling the microphones. Even then, the 
questions were screened. 

By the time the Clinton team rolled in the word had spread and 
most in the area knew what was coming. People were pi ssed 
about the way the event was being "managed" and fe lt this was 
not a good way to promote "free and open discussion." All that 
remained was for the lambs (Cohen, Albright and Berger) to be 
led into the house. 

Th is pro test was not just a libera l rant. It was a protest 
movement wi th fa irl y sec ure and broad-based support coming 
from across the entire politi ca l spectrum . The OS U portion 
seemed to be centered on the Department of History, where 
hi stori ans of a ll ages saw unnerving paralle ls between thi s 
Democrati c pres ident ' s pl anned use of fo rce, and the last 
Democrati c pres ident who used fo rce 30 yea rs ago . Military 
historians, usua lly a bas tion of conserva tive tho ught, pointed 
out that no sing le piece of te rrain eve r fe ll , or nati on changed 

its co urse, du e to mere conventi onal bomb ing. 
Po liti cal historians pointed to President Joh nson 's poli cy of 

"graduated esca lation" and wondered how a president who 
protested that acti vity a few decades ago could now be planning 
the same ac tions under another ti tle. Soc ial hi stori ans were aghast 
at the para llels with a mere mov ie, Wag The Dog, and wondered 
how the Clinton presidency would spin this. All of them came to 
roughl y the same conclusion, an opinion that was vo iced in the 
end by an aged veteran who had seen and made history, not j ust 
written about it. During the meeting this older man, proudly 
wearing hi s VFW cap, stood up and asked, "If you gotta do thi s, 
OK. But are you gonna do it right, so we don ' t have to keep 
putting our boys in harms' way? Or are you goi ng to do it half
way aga in?" 

T he protests started around noon. For th ose holding grey 
tickets there was the pros pect of a long line, standing in freez
ing ra in. At first, there we re just a few activi sts, the usual hard 
core fo und on any campus. But before too long, as the line 
lengthened, the protesters outs ide fo und themselves in posses
sion of a capti ve audience. When the time fo r ac tual seating 
came around there were more than I 00 peo ple out front, mega
phones and pl acards at the ready, with the medi a circling like 
sharks in water spread with chum. 

If you were watching, what you saw on telev ision was nothing 
compared to the rea lity as seen on the inside of St. John 's Arena. 
Within the echo ing cavern that is more accustomed to holding 
basketball fans than political di scourse it was sheer chaos at 
times. Reports from various local-news sources reported up to 
eight people were arrested. None of that made it to the CNN 
broadcast thanks to strateg icall y pl aced breaks fo r commercials. 
At one point, Bernard Shaw (o f Gul f War fame and a moderator 
that day) literall y got into a shouting match with an aud ience 
member. Now that's irony fo r Shaw, of the med ia eli te, to sup
press free-speech, yelling at a citi zen fo r exercising free speec h. 
God bless Ameri ca. ~ 
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The Germans Are Coming, The 
Germans Are Coming 

I am very concerned over the Pennanent 
Air Force Base being set up in New Mexico. 
Pennanent Geiman air force (Luftwaffe). Old 
Holloman Air Force Base. When Clinton is 
closing down our military bases. Are we 
going to sit by and let nuclear-capable coun
tries set up in New Mexico or anywhere else? 
Why not Japan or Vietnam or Cuba with 
nuclear weapons. 15 aircraft Tornado type 
jets with nuclear capability. I don 't trust any 
other country inside U.S. confines - with 50 
aircraft to be established at Holloman AFB 
New Mexico by 1999. Nuclear jets could 
destroy the working order of the USA (N-E
S-W) WITH no problem. Especially when 
the Secretary of Defense and Governor of 
New Mexico are making millions to let the 
Gennans' [swastika] in. 

, I think the American people better wake 
up (lest we forget). A nuclear I st strike by 
1999 is coming it seems to me. 

Also (Gold) is big time in the area where 
Holloman Air Force Base is (MAYBE) 
they're digging up our gold. Splitting with 
someone. 

Is this known by the American People? 
If they don't know they should be let know. 

Something sneaky is coming up. I don ' t 
know if you had an article on this base or 
not. But it should be checked into. Since 
you are one of the only publications that lets 
the people know what's going on in the U.S. 

Put the Germans out before we get a Big 
Nuclear 1st Strike. 

Ken Early, Retired U.S. Army 
Sierra Vista, Ariz. 

P.S. I hope you will find something out it 
seems they're trying to keep this secret. 

Ken, we checked this story out, and 
came up with a substantially different take 
on it than you (see story by Rick Sherrow, 
this issue). The reason they' re here is they 
need space to train in jet fighters, space 
they are very short of in Europe and we' re 
long on in New Mexico (if you've ever seen 
the air traffic at Frankfurt Main you know 
what we mean). I wouldn't worry about 
their aging British-built Tornados being 
nuclear-capable: My 1978 Ford pickup is 
nuclear-capable if I had a nuke. We've had 
permanent military bases in Germany since 
WWII (and have had nukes deployed there 
since at least the early 1960s), so I think it's 
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pretty unlikely they have 
any sort of hostile intent. 
It's cost us billions over 
the past 50 years keeping 
bases in Germany. I, for 
one, am happy to see the 
cash flow the other way. If 
the Germans who trained 
at Luke AFB in Arizona 
are any indication., they' II 
be real good neighbors. 
WWll is over, Ken, these 
men are of a different gen
eration -and if there is a 
WWlll they' II be fighting 
right alongside us. It 
might be good if they were 
well trained. 

"The Luftwaffe float in our Independence Day parade in 
1996. They fought as paid mercenaries of the British 
against American patriots. A foot note: they had planned to 
be in our Veteran's Day parade and I put so much heat on 
them, they didn't." 

As for any German 
interest in gold around Holloman , there may 
be a historical precedent for Germans hoard
ing gold, but I mined gold in the desert south
west for several years, and it'd be my guess 
that if they have any interest in gold, they' II 
find getting it out of the desert like, ahem, 
pulling teeth . One thing is for certain.: They'd 
have to steal a pretty big pile of gold to 
equal what they' re paying us for rent. 

The Prussians Are Coming, 
The Prussians Are Coming 

Enclosed is a copy of an article pub
lished by our local paper, the Alamagordo 
Daily News. Naturally, "Liberal and Left." 
This, along with the 300 Germans and their 
"families" here, (at Holloman Air Force 
Base on WSMR) many of whom are from 
"fonner" Iron Curtain countries, including 
of course, East Germany, raises questions. 

Soviet tanks, and anned military from 
countries trained in their use is a distinct 
threat. Your article mentioned a " lack of 
confi.nnation." Guys, these people feel so 
safe that this stuff was printed in our paper! 

Please take a few minutes and look 
through the enclosed. 

[Enclosed were news clippings regard
ing Luftwaffe training at Holloman, former 
Soviet equipment at White Sands, aging 
Sheridans being used as targets, plus a num
ber of letters/ads the writer had published in 
local papers. Also enclosed were the snap
shot and caption as noted.] 

Ken Roberts 
Alamagordo, NM 

You missed some more important FACTS 
here: Consider that the planes the Germans 
will be flying over American soil are 
BRITISH-made. Consider that the royal 
house in Britain is actually of GERMAN eth
nicity. Can't you see the threat? Obviously, 
the British government intends to once 
again use Prussian hirelings to crush the 
American Rebels and steal their liberty. And 
look at the money involved: MARK my word, 
the Tory bastards have again hired the 
Prussians to POUND us into submission. 
What's to be next, a coffee tax? 

There is also an a/tern.ate possibility: 
Although we do not for a minute doubt your 
patriotism or sincerity - maybe you should 
spend some time in the shade. 

Show The Show 

I am an Anny Special 
Forces Officer, and have 
been assigned to SF units 
for the last eight years. 
For the last two months I 
have watched Soldier Of 
Fortune, Inc. (SOF, Inc.) 
and would like to make 
the following comments. 

(They are just my opinions, but I do have 
considerable SF experience.) 

SOF, Inc. is probably about a 90% solu
tion when it comes to a TV show about SOF 
that is realistic AND entertaining. I've 
heard a few people complaining that it 's not 
realistic enough, that there shouldn't be a 
woman in it, that they don't have all the 
right equipment, etc., etc. Let's face it, a TV 
show that actually showed all the planning, 
rehearsal, etc. that went into a real mission 
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would be boring. I also real ize that there are 
no women on SF A-Teams or in SEAL pla
toons. So what? A certain amount of sex is 
necessary to sell anything. This is a TV 
show! Along the same lines, TV shows can
not afford all the aircraft, ships and boats, 
etc. that U.S. SOF uses. I know what all that 
stuff costs and I'm impressed with what is 
on SOF, Inc. Only a big-budget full-length 
movie could do better. 

SOF, Inc. is very entertaining and is as 
realistic as one could expect a one-hour TV 
show to be when it comes to Special 
Operations. The plots are plausible enough, 
the scenes and locations are good, the 
Special Operations infiltration techniques 
(military freefall parachuting, helocasting 
and surface and sub-surface maritime opera
tions) are very well done, the equipment is 
pretty accurate (weapons, radios, night vision 
gear, parachutes, etc.), and the weapons han
dling is good (if a bit dramatized). 

Equally important, the actors and 
actresses are capable actors and play their 
parts well. Particular kudos to the actress 
who plays the female character Margo. She 
has a tough assignment playing a female in 
a community where a female is a rarity - I 
expected the worst when I saw the lead-in to 
the first episode. She plays the part with 
just the right mix of toughness, humor, and 
sex . I like her. 

All in all, SOF, Inc. is a good show about 
Special Operations - it is the only weekly 
TV show I watch. After all the sitcoms and 
cop shows, I for one could easily put up 
with the few faults in SOF, Inc. Especially 
when one takes a moment to realize that this 
show is for a wide audience, undoubtedly 
has a limited budget, and has to tell a com
plete story in an hour. I hope SOF, Inc. 
keeps up the good work and is around for 
many seasons. 

Please withhold my name and address. 

Tanks For Keeping Us Honest 
March issue, the story 

of Castro 's Cuba, page 
45, in reference to the 
painting of Castro leaping 
off the rear deck of the 
"SAU-100." The tank in 
the painting is not an 
SAU-100! The tank is the 
long barrel version of the 

T-34. The T-34 had several variants: T-34 
with bulldozer blade; OT-34 flamethrower 
tank; T-34 bridge-layer (MTU); MT-34 
(Czech) bridgelayer; T-34 AA (mounting 
twin 37mrn guns ca. Vietnam); T-34T and T-
34T l armored recovery vehicle; WPT-34 
(Polish variant). 

The T-34 has five large road wheels, flat 
track and no track return rollers. During 
World War II there also was the short-barrel 
T-34, the Soviet tank that won the war on 
the Eastern Front! 

Scott Lowe 
Lee 's Summit, MO ~ 
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The Light Saber 
The flashlights most commonly employed by law-enforcement 

personnel and members of military special operations units 
are not aiming devices. They do not replace the weapon's 

sights. These lights are used to illuminate the target and permit 
accurate target discrimination. They backlight the weapon's sights 
and enable their proper use. Self-luminous D·itium sights do not 
assist target d iscrimjnation in total darkness. 

If powerful enough, they can also be used to momentarily blind 
your opponent. However, that has always been a very big "if," until 
now. Laser Products (Dept. SOF, 18300 Mt. Baldy Circle, Fountain 
Valley, CA 92708; phone: 800-828-8809, fax: 714-545-9537), whose 
famous SURE-FlRE flash lights totally dominate the field of combat 
illumination, has just introduced the incredible new I 2ZM 
CombatLight, which literally raises light to a non-lethal-force option. 

The most meaningful measure of the power of a fl ashlight for 
comparison purposes is the total amount of light it emits, which 
includes both the focused and wide-angle portions of the beam pro
duced by the flashlight. This is measured by an instrument called an 
" integrating sphere" and given i.n " lumens." This is a much better 
measurement fo r comparison purposes than "candlepower" 
because, as commonly used, candlepower is merely a measurement 
of the intensity of the hottest spot in the beam. This can be mis
leadingly high for flashlights having either larger reflectors or irreg
ularly focused beams with "hot spots." 

SURE-FIRE's most popular model, the 6P, uses two lithium bat
teries and will provide more than 60 lumen . The 
three-battery 9P delivers a remarkable 105 lumens. 
The new 12Z Magnum CombatLight, using four 
Durace ll DL123A li thium batteries, pushed to their 
maximum potential by a new, high-intensity, high-

(right) Incredible new SURE-FIRE 12ZM 
CombatLight, provides an awesome 500 
lumens,and literally raises light to a non-lethal
force option. (below) When employing night vision 
devices, if there is no ambient light or not enough 
to form a clear image, such as in a darkened build
ing or car, supplementary infrared illumination is 
required and the SURE-FIRE 3DL infrared flash
light throws a much stronger infrared beam than a 
flashlight with an infrared filter. 
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pressure xenon lamp and combined with SURE-FIRE's "Turbo" 
Lexan reflector provides an awesome 500 lumens - more than 
eight times the power of the 6P! 

This knock-out-power, tightly-focused beam was designed for 
dynamic entries - to blast in and blind the opponent. No one can 
return fire with 500 lumens of dazzling white light searing through 
his eyeballs into his brain. Non-complying prisoners or suspects 
turn to putty and can be controlled like sheep when this type of non
lethal force is applied. Without doubt, the SURE-FIRE 12ZM 
CombatLight and its weapons-mounted counterpart, the Ll20M 
lan1p module (which can throw a useful beam out to 300 meters), 
are important new tools for both law enforcement and self-defense. 

All of this power is packaged in a surprisingly small envelope. 
Weighing only 9.9 ounces, the overall length is only 9.0 inches. The 
body (machined from aircraft-quality aluminum) has a diameter of 
l.O inch and the head diameter is 2.5 inches. 

The switch used on SURE-FIRE flashl ights is quite simple. Push 
on the neoprene diaphragm in the middle of the tail cap, and the 
light comes on. Stop pushing and the light goes off. Rotate the tail 
cap until it's tight, and the light stays on. Unscrew it a bit and the 
light goes off. There are also four neoprene rings around the rear 
end of the body (which is stepped down to a diameter of 0.825-inch) 
that, in conjunction with the neoprene diaphragm in the tail cap, 
permit the unit to be used like a "syringe" in a manner that puts the 
support hand in more or less the standard Weaver position. 

There's no free lunch and the I 2ZM CombatLight's exceptional 
power and small size comes at a price. The four Lithium batteries 
have only enough capacity to run the light for approximately 18 
minutes, and, they are not rechargeable. Also, when the uni t is run 
continuously for more than a few minutes, the batteries heat up and 
trigger a protective thermal fuse, causing the light to temporarily 
shut down. This fuse automatically resets after a few minutes of 
cooling down. You have about three minutes of continuous use 
before a thermal shut-off occurs. If used intermittently in short 
bursts a thermal shut off can be avoided. 

Night vision devices rule the dark. In both second and third gener
ation systems, the objective lens collects light that cannot be seen with 
the naked eye and focuses it on an image intensifier. A photo cathode 
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" ... shooting a stationary man was child's play." 
-from The World's Sniping) Rifles 

1685 

U.S. MARINES 
Closa-«tuart ers 
Combat Manual 

4077+ $15.00 

1156 $22.99 0653 $24.95 4598+ $85.00 3111+ $14.95x 3624 $24.95 0976+ $21 .95 0281 $23.00 4135 $29.95 0778 $24.95 3855 $19.95 

SNIPER 

0620 $34.95 0265 1735 4309 $27.95 0562 $22.95 0307 $16.95x 3871+ $39.95 3160+ $19.95 4085 $21 .95 

7 REASONS TO JOIN NOW:1. Joining is easy.startwithr-T:;----------------------------:---, 
The World's Sniping Rifles-FREE. Then choose 3 books for 98~. Your bill I - . U MAIL TO: The Military Book Club Please wnt_e book 
(including shipping and handling) will come when membership is confirmed. I I ' 6550 East 30th Street ~um:ers he r~ . 1~~~~ 
2. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If you're not happy with your 3 books, I P.O. Box 6357 area Y own t e 
return them within 10 days at our expense. Your membership will be canceled; 1 Indianapolis, IN 46206·6357 b~ok otte~ef~· you may 
you'll owe nothing. The free book is yours to keep as our "thank-you" just tor try- www.MilitaryBookClub.com c oose a 1 erent one. 
ing us. 3. Save up to 40% ott publishers ' hardcover edition prices. Just I Simp;y cross out the 
pick at least 4 more books at our regular low Club prices during your member- I YES! Please enroll me in The Military Book Club according to book • 0489 and write 
ship. Take up to 2 years! Then you may resign any time. 4. Extra bonus! Take a I the risk-free membership plan described in this ad. Send me in the number of the 
5th book now for $4.99, plus shipping and handling, and reduce your member- I T/Je World's Sniping Rifles FREE plus the 3 BOOKS I've indicated. book you prefer 
ship agreement to only 3 books. 5. A FREE Club Magazine comes to you up to I Bill me just 98 ~. plus shipping and handling. I FREE BOOK #0489 
17 times a year. Each reviews the Featured Book Selections plus dozens of alter- I . 
nate books. Some are exclusive Club editions you won't find anywhere else. SAVE EVEN MOREi (write book number) I 
Every book we otter is a high-quality, full -text edition, sometimes altered in size I · Send me this book now I 
to fit special presses. Look for up to 2 special issues a year with super selections I and reduce my commitment to 3 books. Bill me I I I . ~=:==o:==:==: 
and more discounts. 6. Ordering is risk-free. Featured Book Selections are I an added S4.99, plus shipping and handling. NSQ?g 52 I 
sent to you automatically. To cancel-or order other books-simply mail in your I ~=:==o:==:==: 
Member Reply Form by the marked date. Shipping and handling (plus sales tax, I Mr./Mrs. I 
where applicable) is added to each order. You'll always have 10 days to decide. If 

1 
Miss/Ms. ~~-~~-5~7 your Member Reply Form is late and unwanted books arrive, please return them 

1 
"""' '''"' 

at our expense. 7. Easy Ordering. As a member, you can also order books via Address 
our Web site (www.MilitaryBookClub.com). I ___________________ Apt.-----

x_S~pe_c_ia_l e_d_it_io_n _ex_c_lu_siv_e~ly_fo_r_C_lu_b_m_e_m_be_r_s _+_S_o_ltc_o_ve_r ___ _ 
11 City ____________ State ____ ZIP ____ _ 

: Telephone, please( __ ) _______________ _ 

B095 L ~'~''!!'!!'~ i~-~- ~y~a1.::,t'!:'~d !!1:!! a.£!!1i~l;3:.'.,'~~e.!'.?h~o ~ec.!.:''!:'~ca,.!!!'n.;,_ §_0£ §'~ .J 

Prices shown are for publishers' hardcover editions. 
Club hardcover editions save you up to 40%. 

Prices shown were current al press time. 
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The California Tax Revolt 
We, the pro-gunners of America, have the power to launch a state-by-state tax revom 

When the enemy attacks, two things are targeted: the weapons depot and the gold supply. Take the weapons and they cannot fight! Take 
the gold (their paychecks) and they cannot restock the weapons depot! A poor opponent is much easier to enslave! Those who seek to 
disarm America are well aware of this fact! Let's take a glimpse into the future: Buy a gun? Not_ hardly! It was only with the greatest 
effort that Johnny could afford to feed and clothe his family, as 84% of his wages were, by design, taken in taxes. At midnight of July 4, 
2076, the political elite ordered the round up of them thar Constitutionalists. Johnny and his family were quickly taken. No shot was heard 
around the world! A few days later, the Bill of Rights was repealed! Where have all the pro-gunners gone? Gone to concentration camps, 
every one! The real reason for tracking gun ownership! 
We can allow ourselves to be divided, taxed into poverty, disarmed, defeated, and eventually enslaved, or we can 

unite in an effort to take back America in the same manner it was created, i.e., state-by-state rebellion. 

The California Tax Revolt is financed through book and t-shirt sales. 
No, Virginia, there is no Santa Claus! Tax revolts must be financed! 

"We mutually pledge to _each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor." 
____ YOUR TAX REVOLT DOLLARS AT WORK ___ _ 

"I'm pro-gun and I vote," declares publisher Keith Pullman. During The California Tax Revolt: "For every book sold, one dollar will be 
donated to my favorite national pro-gun association; for every t-shirt sold, _one dollar will be donated to my favorite California pro-gun 
association; my annual income as publisher will be limited to $40,000; and 100% of the remaining net profit will be used to place ads 
similar to this ad, until such time as a sufficient number of books and t-shirts have been sold to realize enough of a net profit to pay the 
entire cost of putting The Best System of Taxation Ever Devised on the California ballot," states Pullman. 
THE BOOK UNITED WE SIT, AMERICA outlines, in a humorous and politically incorrect way, The Best System of Taxation Ever Devised. 
The monetary value of things, including income, Js not taxed in any way, shape or form,· and the efficiency of the system reduces the local, 
state, and federal taxes of virtually every individual and business by 50% or more! To be even more specific: personal and real property, 
sales, excise, capital gain, inheritance, unemployment, disability, income, social security, and medicare taxes are eliminated. All tax related 
payroll deductions are eliminated. All permit, license, entry, user, etc., fees are eliminated. All existing forms of raising revenue, at all levels 
of government, are eliminated, and the manner in which revenue can be raised is limited. How, then, is revenue raised? The tax liability of 
every individual and business is determined in the same manner at all levels of government, based on the perpetual existence of three 
carefully chosen objects, which are owned and/or used on a daily basis by every individual and business in the world. The number of 
objects owned or used is proportional to the wages and desires of each individual (you can choose how much you want to pay in taxes), 
and the size and physical function of each business. 
THE T-SHIRT The I sponsored The California Tax Revoltt-shirt is just plain fun! 

What about the IRS and IRS clone agencies? They're terminated! That's billions of man-hours saved! 

THE CALIFORNIA TAX REVOLT IS AN ECONOMIC WEAPON! Putting billions of dollars §ill!. man-hours back into our piggy banks 
equals proportional increases in our economic and political powers, and individual liberties. What could you do with the money from a 
reduction in your local and state taxes of 50% or more? Spend it on yourself and your loved ones!" Pay off your debts! Make larger and 
more frequent donations to your favorite pro-gun associations and constitutional candidates, to fight the fight against those who seek to 
disarm America! 

IT'S A STATE-BY-STATE, DISCOUNTED, TAX-DEDUCTIBLE TAX REVOLUTION 
"The powers not delegated to the United States by the constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states 
respectively, or to the people." California isn't the only state that has an initiative process, and it's a proven fact that_ what happens in 
California is looked at very closely by all the states, as well as by Congress. Thus, the social, economic, and competitive nature of The 
Best System of Taxation Ever Devised will carry it over to the remaining states, and on to the "federal" level. Of course, a little outside help 
never hurts! Is it possible to turn The California Tax Revolt into The Colorado Tax Revolt? The Washington Tax Revolt? The Oregon Tax 
Revolt? And so on? You bet! And it's on Pullman's list of things to do! "We can hang together or we can hang separately," mused Ben 
Franklin. Not a Californian? Neither were the Founding Fathers! Pitch in and help kick it off! California first, and then on to the other states! 

3,700 pro-gunners per state ordering 1 gift combo are about all it will take to finance The California Tax Revolt! 
"Government is not reason. Government is not eloquence. It is force. Like fire, it is a dangerous servant, and a fearful master." G. W. 

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL TAX REVOLUTION 
Order Today! And Squeeze the Trigger on The California Tax Revolt! 

Is it possible to donate a book or t-shirt to your favorite charity, and then write it off? 
A certain President of the United States wrote off his used underpants! 
Please check with your tax advisor, as this President did, before taking any deduction. 

_________ Prices include shipping & handling ________ _ 

20 

BUDDY-UP with a few friends and buy at a discounted price! Make a group payment and provide a single ship-to address. 
THE GIFT COMBO One book and one t-shirt: $29.40 THE T-SHIRT One t-shirt: $15.95-Two or more: $13.95 each 
THE BOOK One copy: $18.70 -Two or more: $15.45 each ADDITIONAL T-SHIRTS (with any order) $13.95 each 
SIZES: men's small thru xxx-large. COLORS: white, black, ash, pink (pink is limited to sizes medium through x-large). 
Please indicate quantities, sizes, and 1st and 2nd color choices. Ladies! Order appropriate men's sizes for you and yours! 

Allow four to six weeks for delivery. Prices are subject to change without notice. 
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 7.25% SALES TAX. 

Outhouse Publishing, Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 461355, Escondido, CA. 92046-1355 
More info? http://members.aol.com/ttaxx/revolt.htm (or) send a #10 SASE. 

MAKE THE MOST OF THIS AD! MAIL OR FAX A COPY TO ALL YOUR PRO-GUN FRIENDS! 
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inside the image intensifier absorbs this light 
energy and converts it into electrons. Passing 
first through a micro channel plate that multi
plies them thousands of times, these electrons 
are drawn toward a phosphor screen. When 
this highly intensified electron image strikes 
the phosphor screen, it causes the screen to 
emit visible Light. Since the phosphor screen 
emits this light in precisely the same pattern 
and intensity that the light was collected by 
the objective lens, the bright image seen in 
the ocular corresponds exactly to the scene 
being viewed. 

However, if there is no ambient light or 
not enough to form a clear image, such as in 
a darkened building or car, you will need to 
provide your own illumination. Addition
ally, it can be difficult to see into shadow 
areas outdoors, especially so if there is a 
source of illumination in the viewing field, 
as this will usually cause the night vision 
device to trigger a reduction in gain. 
Preferably your supplementary illumination 
should be of the infrared type, so that you 
remain unseen, as criminals do not normal
ly tote about infrared detection equipment. 
You can use a SURE-FIRE 6P or 9P tactical 
light with an infrared filter, or better yet in 
my opinion, the SURE-FIRE 3DL infrared 
flashlight or the Model L46 infrared lamp 
module for weapon-mounted light systems. 
The 3DL flashlight weighs only 3.5 ounces 
with an overall length of 3.8 inches. 

With its infrared diode, the SURE-FIRE 
3DL throws a much stronger infrared beam 
than a flashlight with an infrared filter. 
Furthermore, the SURE-FIRE 3DL is quite 
a bit more economical to use as it will run 
for more than eight hours on a single 
DLl23A lithium battery. Be aware that 
because of its substantially higher infrared 
light output, and the fact that the human eye 
has some sensitivity to the shorter wave
lengths of infrared, if you look directly into 
the SURE-FIRE 3DL's beam, and your eyes 
are dark-adapted, you may see a faint red 
glow from as far away as 20 to 30 yards. 
This could affect its tactical applications. 

A lens is used to focus the 3DL's infrared 
Light into a round beam about 12 degrees 
wide. This produces a spot about 5 feet in 
diameter at 25 feet, 10 feet at 50 feet, and 20 
feet at 100 feet. This is a much narrower and 
more far reaching beam than that produced 
by the lR light source built into most milspec 
might vision goggles, monoculars and pock
et scopes. However, although wide enough 
for use at short distances, it still provides use
ful illumination out to 100 yards and beyond. 

There is a SURE-FIRE tactical lighting 
system available for interface with almost 
every weapon commonly used by armed 
professionals. As you can see from the 
above examples, the exceptional quality of 
these products is matched by Laser 
Products' dedication to continuing innova
tion in modern flash light technology. 
More police tactical teams and military 
special forces units use SURE-FIRE flash
lights than any other make. Once you've 
used their equipment, the reasons for this 
become obvious. ~ 
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An Allen Elishewitz Design 
)1)1)~ IJJ .. 'I1Ill1l'I1E 1~01..DING l\Nll~E 

Titanium Made In U. S . A. 

Non Magnetic 
Durable 
Light Weight 
High Strength 
Corrosion Resistant 

MISSION KNIVES & TOOLS, Inc. 
22971 Triton Way, #C, Laguna Hills, CA. 92653 
Tel: 714-951-3879, Fax: 714-598-0258 

EFFECTIVE 
STEROID 

REPLACERS 
100°/o Legal, Safe, and Effective 

Leading Steroid Replacer Build Mass and Lose Fat 
/-luge gains in muscle mass and strength have Human Growth Hormone increases lean Mass 
been reported from Boron users. Completely legal and decreases body fat. The ingredients of GH 
and no side effecls. Gains won't be as good as with Power Formula have been proven to naturally 
s1eroicls for most. bu1 response is gre~t and lifters increase Growth Hormone leve ls up 10 700% in 
are com in!! back for more. The extra edge. Boron. 90 minutes. GH levels still 300% higher 8 hours 

BORON 3 month cycle #.'i.'iOO 1" $1.'i .95 later. Gel the hard look with GH PO\~er Fonnula. 
D.H.E.A. Now mailable without Prescription GH POWER FORMULA 90 tabs #55024 524.95 
This remarkable nu1rient has shown extrodinary GH POWER F_ORMULA 180 labs #55025 544.95 
results in athletes. New studies have shown that the ult 1111ate Mass Formula 
D.H.E.A. is an effective way to increase muscle Get big now. Combine a.II of the besr_ Power 
mass in both men and women wh ile providing Formulas _for Ul11111are gams. _Bo.ron . D1benco
adcli1ional strength. try J.T.R.'s D.H.E.A. Today. z1de. Yoh1mbe. Smilax & .Am 1110 s. 111 a huge 60 
D.H.E.A. 90 Caps 50 mg. #55034 $ 19.95 day cycle. Guaranteed Size. Ge1 1t all with 1he 
D.H.E.A. J 80 Caps 50 m'!!. #55035 $34.95 Mass Fonnula. At a 30'k sav ings. 

• MASS FORMULA 60 day cycle #55050 $89.95 

All PRO BODY Power Formulas are 100% GUARANTEED or your money back 

SEND TO: JTR Labs 

Name (as on card)----- -------------
Address _______________ Apt.# __ _ 
City State ___ Zip ___ _ 
Phone#( 
Card# 

PRODUCT 
Ex ires 

ORDER# QTY PRICE TOTAL 

4069 Wedgeway Ct - dept#l 101--------11-----11--1---·1-----1 

St. Louis. MO 63045 
- IMPORTA T ORDERING INFORMATION SUB TOTAL 
-Fnrci~n orders add 2:' 'h or 101al in US funds 
-~ml d:IV ai r add S~.00 
-A laska'. Hawaii. Pucno Rim add 57.00 
-COD orders add 55.00 (Priori1y Mail) 
-Deakr inquires wckome 

SHIPPING 5.00 
Missouri add X .05975 
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Drive All You Can Drive 

For 35 years the venerable MIS I re igned supreme wherever Gis 
roamed. Before that, the Willys M38A I, M38 and the earl ier WWIT 
Jeep helped make the world safe for democracy. When Gl s fell in 
love with Jeeps, they could buy one when they got out- either sur
plus or as a commercial CJ series. Alas for those who fe ll in love 
with the old M IS I: although now replaced by the new Hummer, and 
although the MIS I series served well and continues to soldier on in 
other armies, it ain 't good ' nough for the DOT, and therefore is not 
street-legal. Alas, those who appreciate good vehic les will sure ly 
d ie without an Ml SI in the ir stable. 

Until now: T he goodie kings at Brigade Quarte rmaste r bring 
us the MI 51 Encore, buil t by Encore Vehic les from mostly new 
(some rebuilt to new spec) parts and a new, heav ier 14-gauge 
steel body, new monocoque chass is and frame, new fi berg lass 
hood. Subtle changes have been effected to comply w ith DOT 
and other bureaucratic whims, but you' ll never notice them from 
the vehicle you learned to love in the Army. Specs essentia lly 
paralle l the orig ina l: 19" ground c learance, two-or four-wheel 
drive, 24-volt dua l e lectrical system , 14 1 cubic-inch fo ur-banger 
engine, payload of 1,200 lb. highway, 800 lb. off-road, 7 .SOx 16 
GT tires, 12-month/ 12,000 mile limi ted warranty, black o r OD 
fi nish. Fording kit, automoti ve fini sh pa int, hunting stand ava il 
able - plus othe r accessories are available from othe r surplus 

outlets. And fo r less than a new 2x4 Jap pickup. 
For complete sales information, quotes, o r an Encore IS I video, 

phone: 800-228-7344 and te ll 'em you saw the M 15 I in SOF. 

EROM 

DOUBLE EAGLE 
Military-Style Goggle 

• Great for Nighttime Navigation 
• Hands-Free Operation; Headstrap 

Included 
• Stereoscopic Vision Provides 

Depth Perception 

• As Low As $1,995 

EXCALIBUR 

EAGLE SPIRIT 
Night Weapon Sight 

• Perfect for Hunting Nocturnal 
Varmints 

• Weaver Adapter Included 
• Adjustable Elevation and 

Windage 

• As Low As $1,595 

STRIKE EAGLE 
Day/Night Weapon Aimer 

• Dayl ight, Red-Dot Aiming 
• Weaver Adapter Included 
• Night Vision Laser Aiming to 

1,000 Meters 
• Shown with Optional 3X Lens 

• As Low As $1,695 

AMERICAN EAGLE 
The "Origina l" Pocketscope 

• Excel lent for Surveil lance and 
Photography 

• Hand-Held/Camera Adaptable 
• Lens Options Allow Long & 

Short Range Photos & Video 

• As Low As $995 

~~~ ~~. 
p....a-3.~'3'() Ge~ PO BOX 400, FOGELSVILLE, PA 18051-0400 e 1/J fhe 

Ge~\\.&. (610) 391-9105 e-mail: xcalibur@ptdprolog.net FAX (610) 391-9220 l.JsA! 
• 
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Land, Water, Snow: Hydro-Traxx 

Getting to some places is sure a lot easier if you have an 
amphibious 6x6 - assuming it has the range, re liabi lity and carry
ing capacity you need. The Hydro-Traxx compares very favorably 
with other such vehicles: Features that put the Hydro-Traxx ahead 
of the pack include a reliable 25hp Kohler engine with a trouble
free all-hydraulic drive, payload of 1,400 pounds on land and 1,000 
in the water, a land speed of ] 7 mph and a water speed of 5 mph 
when equipped with optional skirt. Other options avai lable include 
convertible top, fold-down windshie ld, snow tracks, snow blade, 
electric winch, outboard motor mount, traile r hitch, various lights 
and electrical accessories, etc. 

Built for honest service, the Hydro-Traxx will haul seven aver
age passengers, or a similar mix of passengers, gear and game ani
mals. Check this one out! 

Hydro-Traxx, Dept. SOF. , 5061 N.W. County Line Road, 
Clayton, IN 46 118; phone: 317-539-648 1; fax: 3 17-539-4450. 

Pock-It It! 

Our generation is blessed 
with more useful toys than we 
can carry. Our multi-tools, 
knives, mini-lights and assorted 
bells, whistles, and gimcracks 
combine to make a well-aimed 
tool geek potentially more help
ful than a Boy Scout on vita
mins. That is, if he has all these 
toys with him: Emergency and 
rescue personnel in particular 
need everything right with 
them, as they never know what 
they wi ll have to confront next. 

Now cometh Nite Ize, the 
innovative new company that is 
making a generation of outdoor 
gear user-friendly, with acces
sories and holsters to ensure the 
equipment is with you when it's 
needed. Their new Pock-Its util
ity holster safely canies your 
mini-flashlight, multi-tool, keys, pens, scissors, cl ip knives, money, 
credit cards, sewing kit, glass breaker, magnifying lens - whatever. 
And it does so comfo11ably, safely and very securely - with multiple 
caJTy options for suspenders, belts, or LBE. Avai lable in different colors, 
or in quantity with your custom unit or commercial logo. 

Look for Pock-Its in the flashl ight or multi-tool section of Ace, 
True Value or Lowe's. If your local dealer doesn ' t have them in 
stock, contact RCP Enterprises, Dept. SOF, 2525 Arapahoe Ave. 
Suite E4-277, Bou lder CO 80302; phone: 303-449-2576; fax : 303-
449-2013; e-mai l to: info@ nite ize.com, or check out their website 
(http://www.niteize.com). ~ 

(UN)ARMED AND DANGEROUS 
Empty-Hand Tactics 

GUNSITE TACTICAL WACO 
Against the Armed Attacker Volume 1: 

Knives, Handguns, and Impact Weapons 
with James Keating 

Learn what it really takes to defend yourself against an 
armed aitacker. Based on universal movements thal work 
against all hand-held weapons, this is the most effective 
system of weapon defense ever devised. Color, approx. 75 
min., VHS only. $29.95 

CONCEALED CARRY 1 
Whether you are an off-duty law enforcement officer, on an 
undercover assignment or a civilian with a CCW. you need to 
know the proper tactics and techniques of deploying a handgun 
from concealment. In this groundbreaking tape, the master 
instructors at Gunsile teach you i11eir proven mei11ods of carry· 
ing, drawing and using concealed handguns effectively. Color, 
approx. 40 min., VHS only. $29.95 

The Rules of Engagement 
This explosive new documentary is the first complete picture 
of the tragic raid, siege and assault on the Branch Davidian 
complex in Waco, Texas, in 1993. It shows how the FBI repeat
edly lied to tile American public in order lo focus massive 
deadly force on tile Branch Davidians. This shocking video will 
change forever how the world perceives the events at Waco. 
Color, approx. 136 mins., VHS (U.S.) format only. $24.95 

POSTAGE ANO HANDLING $5.00 PER ORDER . I 
PALADIN PRESS • P.O. BOX 1307-8VF • BOULDER, CO 80306 • PHONE 303-443-7250 

FAX 303-442-8741 • E-MAIL SERVICE@PALADIN PRESS.COM • WEB SITE WWW.PALADIN-PRESS. OM 
Videotapes are nonreturnable. Defective tapes will be replaced. 8VF 
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What's Mine 
The following tale reached us via email and was simply to good 

to pass up. While we could not find an author to credit or check and 
verify the details, this seemed to be one of those stories that while 
may not be true , at least should be. If any readers have more infor
mation, please contact us. 

Every second lieutenant. acq uires embarrassing memories when 
he wears gold bars - 1t seems to come with the ,1 ob. 

The first time the Air Force sent me on temporary duty by 
myself, I experienced probably the most embarrassi ng moment in 
my life, which I te ll here in hopes that other "butter bars" won 't 
make the same mistake. 

I was traveling from Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, to 
Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif. , one spring, and the flight 
scheduled me fo r a two-hour layover in the St. Loui s, airport. I 
decided to hit the snack bar and bought a cup of coffee, a package 
of Oreos and a newspaper. After forking over to the cashie r the 
nine bucks , or so, these items cost, I scanned the crowded seating 
area for a place to re lax . The lounge was busy, but the re appeared 

by Unknown 

Was His 
to be a spot across from a fe llow in a military uniform of some 
sort. "Great!" I thought, "Another soldier. Maybe he can tell me 
about li fe in the forces." 

With my coffee on the ri ght side of the table, my newspaper on 
the left and my Oreos in the center, I sat down before I took my first 
close look at the man opposite me. He was a Marine Corps 
brigadier general, mean looking, no hair, a nasty scar on his fore
head and about six rows of ribbons, including the Silver Star with a 
cluster. To me, the general had horns, fangs , a pitchfork and point
ed tail , as well. 

I was already committed to usi ng the table, but not wanting to 
bother the general, I meekly squeaked, "Good morning, sir," before 
seating myself. 

I had begun the paper 's crossword puzzle and was making good 
prog1:ess when I heard a peculiar rustling sound, much like the 
crinkling of ce llophane. I looked up out of the comer of my eye to 
discover the general had reached across the cen ter of the table, 

Continued on page 29 
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These are the same secrets used bv SWAT cops and Spec-Op soldiers! 

World-Famous Streetfighter Allows A 
Loaded .45 Automatic To Be Pointed At His 

Face And Fired ... 
Just To Prove He Can Teach You To Safely Disarm And Disable Barehanded 

Even An Armed Attacker Who Has Made Up His Mind To Shoot ... 
And Do It As Easy As Taking Candy From A Baby! 

By Dr. R. L. Horine, Director. TRS Civilian Fighting Division 

Dear Friend, 
You' re about to witness something a lot 

of very important military and police people 
would prefer that you never see. (And they're 
do ing their best to keep it secret.) 

But first. .. do you have a toy or model 
handgun in the house you can use for a 
li ttle ... experiment? (Do NOT use a real gun 
for thi s!) To prove a point that wi ll change 
your life (and your self-confidence) foreve r, 
l want you to do 2 things: 

1. I want you to set this "training" gun aside, 
and watch the three videos I will send you. 

2. Then, I want you to give the gun to the 
toughest, biggest and most coordinated 
friend you have ... and ask him to ... 

Point The Gun At You 
And Squeeze The Trigger! 

It is important that you choose someone 
who is larger than you. Preferably, he should 
also have some skill at figh ting. A black belt 
karate master would be perfect. 

Why am I asking you to do this? Because, 
I want to prove to you that what you see on 
these video tapes wi ll a.I low you to instantl y 
take that gun away (bare-handed) and put him 
down on the ground before he can move a 
mu scle to squeeze the trigger! And once 
down, you wi ll be able to keep him on the 
floor (and even slap him si lly, if you please). 
You' ll be in complete control. 

As you will see in these tapes, you do not 
need strength, or special agili ty, or even pre
vious ski ll in fight ing. You will see how even 
a small man (5' S", 140 pounds soaking wet) 
can eas il y di sarm and take down a body
bui lder (6' 2", 240 pounds) trained in judo! 

It 's an as ton ishi ng fac t to learn , but it is 
true nevertheless. What you are about to 
learn are the identical "Disarm and Disable" 
tactics used by elite U.S . military person
nel, big city SWAT teams, and hi gh-profi le 
sec urity enforceme nt ... 

Which Have Been Kept Secret 
From Civilians (Like You) 

For Almost 20 Years! 

Now, don ' t get the idea the "moves" you 
are about to learn are difficult, just because 
they have been held in secret by some of the 
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most feared fighters in the world. The moves 
are simple and natural .. . yet utterly devas
tating when used against an armed attacker. 
You wi ll be able to quickly take away your 
assa il ant 's gun, and you will also learn: 

* How to "jockey" fo r your best first-strike 
position during an attack! 

... How to instantly " classify" any gun 
(single action vs. double action) . . . and 
how to tell if a gun is in "Condition One" 
- military jargon for "ready to fire"! 
(This " inside" weapon knowledge could 
give you a precious extra second in any 
confrontation ... enough to choose your 
best next move!) 

''' The most important (and toughest) deci
sion you must make in any armed con
frontation ... and how to make it intelli
gentl y and morally (so you never have to 
second-guess yourself later!) 

* Why the incorrect disarming techniques 
will actually force your attacker to 
fire ... whether he's decided to or not! 

* Why a man with a gun standi ng just 2 feet 
away from you is at a di sadvantage ... and 
how to use simple "leverage" to make him 
regret it fo rever! 

* Why the correct way to "clear" a wea
pon increases your chances of not get
ting shot (first rule of bare-handed gun 
fighting) by 60 % ! 

* Why the fancy-schmancy spinning head
kick techniques most martial artists learn are 
hopelessly inadequate in surviving a real 
street-fight! (And the "false confidence" you 
get wi ll cause you desperate trouble!) 
What's more, you ' ll also learn how to dis-

arm an attacker who has a knife ... along with: 
* How to tell when your attacker is just 

"bluffing" with a knife ... and when he's 
about to commit to stabbing you! (Cru
cial knowledge for making your best 
fight-ending move!) 

* The single niost in1.portant decision. you 
must come to terms with in a knife fight! 

* How to protect your most vulnerable 
"targets" during a knife tight ... and how 
to use these rapid-blood loss areas against 
your assailant to end the fight instantly! 

Plus, you ' II learn the tactics of taking 
away a c lub. or baseball bat from an 

'1 seldom give endorsements, but 
this is something special. The re
lease of these tapes are unparal
leled -you can learn a lot ... it 
may save your life. " 

Colonel Robert K. Brown , USAR (Ret. ) 

Founder and publisher of 
Soldier of Fortune Magazine. 

attacker. .. and also: 

* How to tell where the "sweet spot" of a 
club or baton is . . . where all the damaging 
power is located ! (And how to avoid it!) 

* Where the "safety" area of the club is: the 
20% of any swing where the power of the 
club is wasted (and where your opportu
nity to end the fight lies)! 

And, once you've disarmed your attacker 
and are facing him bare-handed .. . well , 
that's just child 's play now. These tapes will 
show you: 

* How to use the secret of your body's 
natural "fulcrums" to bring anyone to 
their knees ... using only 12 pounds of 
pressure and a tiny " torque" of your 
wrist! (Once you understand the secret, 
even a fighter twice your size can be 
dropped in a blink ... with no more ex-
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ertion on your part than you'd use to 
open a tin can!) 

* The one "dojo" karate trick to never use 
in the real world! (It's a silly, dumb thing 
to do ... and yet it's one of the first things 
you learn as a rookie martial artist!) 

* How to master the strongest grip you 're 
capable of - no matter how "weak" you 
think you are! 

* How to use simple "cat-like" tricks to force 
your body to fall correctly ... so even if you 
get pushed down onto a concrete sidewalk, 
you'll bounce right back up without a bruise! 
(Plus - how to use your body's natural 
"cushions" to absorb almost any shock ... 
and avoid the common bone-breaks most 
people suffer when knocked down!) 

* The devastating secrets of joint manipu
lation (the lazy man's method of effec
tive fighting)! 

* The 4 crucial moves you must make when 
being "held up" from behind! (Or being 
forced to kneel from behind ... one of the 
more common assault techniques used by 
desperate criminals and hostage takers!) 

PLUS - and this is my favorite part of 
the package - you get an entire video of 
street-fighting ''Dirty Tricks" ... the same 
sneaky moves used by professional soldiers 
and cops who can't afford to waste time fight
ing by the old "rules of the street". You'll learn: 

* The 2 psychological responses all top war-
riors "surrender'-' to the instant a fight is at 
hand ... that increases their chance of sur
vival and victory by 400%! 

* How to quickly "cancel out" any size or 
weight advantages your opponent has! 

* How to judge - for yourself- the "Es
calation of Force" rule for any encounter! 
(So you are instantly in control of the fight, 
even if you've been totally surprised!) · 

* The secrets of "Single Finger" take
downs ••• using moves that are inde
fensible even by a larger and more ex
perienced opponent! 

* How to use "pain enhancement" tech to 
convince your assailant to stay down until 
the cops arrive! 

* How just 6 pounds of pressure on a nerve 
can set you free from almost any hold! 

* How to break away from strong-arm 
choke holds! 

* The natural "guides" on your attacker's 
body that automatically guarantee a 
correct strike! 

* How to avoid the devastating mistakes even 
black belts make when attempting head 
butts! (And how to use the professional 
tricks of performing head butts perfectly
one of the surest ways of bringing an op
ponent "down" without further action!) 

* The amazing "filthy cat fight" trick that 
even urban street fighters never learn ••• 
which will allow you to control anyone 
who isn't bald! 

* The 12 take-down tricks that are never 
taught in karate "schools"! 

* How to avoid the horrible mistake most 
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fighters make with groin kicks! 
* "Short Cut" kicks you can learn and use 

immediately... no matter how un
coordinated or clumsy you are! 

* How to negate (with simple pain-control 
moves) the common "harassment" at
tacks- bear hugs, full nelsons, and head 
locks - that are used against women! 

* Simple controlling moves that force your 
attacker to decide if he wants to come 
away with a broken arm or give up! (And 
how to keep him down - without serious 
damage - until the cops arrive!) 

* How rookie fighters "telegraph" their 
moves ••• and not to do it yourself (and 
use your knowledge to gain advantages 
over your dumber attackers)! 

* How to reverse the worst fighting position 
you could ever find yourself in! 

* * "In my 50 years of 
military combat experience 
no one has done the hands
o n research of being 
unarmed against a live 
weapon .. . until now! Study 
and master this tape. It will 
either save your life or save 
you years of imprisonment 
-as POW." 

Maj. General John K. Singlaub, 
USA (Ret.) 
General Singlaub's career was 
chronicled in his autobiography, 
Hazardous Duty, published by 
Summit Books. 

* Your 5 best "first strikes" to end any fight 
instantly-a split second before it begins! 

* The sneaky ways professional fighters use 
the element of surprise to turn around dan
gerous situations ... even when they're the 
ones who've been "jumped" by an assail
ant unexpectedly! 

* The simplest way to gain a "technical" 
advantage when you appear to be over
matched! 
And more. A lot more, in fact. For example, 

you'll get simple exercises to specifically 
strengthen what's weak in your "falling 
muscles". (The identical conditioning exer
cises used by professionals!) You' II learn how 
to train into mastery without breaking your 
partner's bones. These moves look simple (al
most too simple) ... but their devastating power 
becomes evident the first time your partner 
goes a fraction of an inch too far. (Don't worry, 
though - there are easy ways to make your 
practice sessions "fail safe"!) 

You'll understand "Shotgun and Uzi" dis
arming techniques (many traveling Americans 

have found themselves in mega-armed terror
ist situations overseas and here in the U.S.!) ... 
How only 4-6 pounds of pressure can snap 
a shinbone... Why no professional would 
ever attempt the "spinning round house kicks" 
that are taught to every new karate student (and 
which take 2-5 years to learn correctly!) ... 
How to "adjust" his attitude without doing 
obvious harm ••• A detailed "map" of ana
tomical targets (for example: where the thumb 
ends at the thigh is a crucial nerve point -
reaction: numbing shock when kicked) ... 
And, the most decisive move you can make 
to end any fight instantly! 

As you can see, the secrets revealed in these 
amazing video tapes will give you a powerful 
new way of moving in the world, because ... 

You Will Never Again 
Walk Your Streets In Fear! 

Are you having trouble believing all this? 
That's okay- I'm used to people being sus
picious ... at.first. But the truth is, what you 
are about to learn is praised by professional 
soldiers, and law enforcement personnel all 
over the country. 

I have included a sheet of "testimonials" 
with this letter from U.S. military generals, 
big-city police veterans and even the pub
lisher of Soldier of Fortune magazine (who 
almost never gives endorsements). They all 
agree that this new system can be learned 
quickly and easily, and will work on the street 
under even the worst conditions imaginable. 

Here is how we came to discover these 
"professional warrior'' bare-handed fight
ing secrets: For a long time now, I have been 
connected to the "inside" of certain elite mili
tary and law enforcement circles. (Including 
the Navy SEALS- the most dangerous sol
diers on the planet.) My goal is to help civil
ians like you to understand the super-effec
tive fighting skills that have been developed. 
I want my family to feel as safe and protected 
as possible, and I'm sure you want the same 
for your loved ones. 

Anyway, through certain inside "contacts" 
(which I am not going to tell you about) I was 
approached by two of the most respected pro
fessional combat trainers in the world: Randy 
Wanner is a feared martial arts expert who 
for years has been training federal and state 
law enforcement agencies in "street survival 
fighting tactics". (He was also the former 
Martial Arts editor for Soldier of Fortune 
magazine.) His name is well-known among 
the elite "warriors" of modem-day combat, 
and he has gone toe-to-toe with street fighters 
from all over the world to prove his techniques 
are superior to anything else out there. 

Bob Taylor (who spent 2 tours in Viet Nam 
with the lOlst Airborne, MACV-SERT, and 
the famous 75th Rangers) is considered one 
of the country's most experienced experts in 
counter insurgency operations; state, local and 
federal Jaw enforcement agencies use him fre
quently for training. He is also a specialist in 
counter-terrorism for African, South Ameri
can and Central American governments. 
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These two guys are in demand all over the 
world. Their clients include the U.S. mili
tary, big-city SWAT teams, international 
anti-terrorist squads and top security firms 
in 15 foreign countries. These clients hire 
Bob and Randy for just one thing: 

Their Incredible Skill In Quickly 
Teaching Their Unique 

"Bare-Handed" Disarming and 
Disabling Techniques For 

Armed Attackers! 

This new fighting system took over 20 
years to develop. It was necessary because the 
techniques the police and the military used to 
use - based on centuries-old karate moves 
- simply were not effective in real combat 
conditions. Soldiers and officers who were 
supposed to be disarming their attackers were, 
instead, getting shot and disabled themselves! 

Randy and Bob decided to find out what was 
wrong. There was only one sane way to do this. 
They used their connections within the mili
tary establishment to get "training" bullets for 
their weapons. These bullets (called "Red Jets") 
are almost impossible for civilians to get. They 
are made of wax and polymer, yet are calibrated 
to fire from real weapons and can blow a hole 
in quarter-inch plywood from 15 feet. These 
training bullets were necessary for Bob and 
Randy's research, because ... 

They Used This Live Ammunition 
On Each other To Develop Their 

New Disarming System! 

Let me tell you - it takes some kind of 
guts to face a gun loaded with live ammo. 
Those wax bullets travel at over 400 feet per 
second ... and even if they don't tear up your 
body like real bullets, these guys have the 
scars to prove getting hit with them isn't 
pretty. (I personally saw Bob shred Randy's 
left earlobe during a demonstration of the 
"wrong" way to clear a gun! There was blood 
everywhere during the rest of the demo.) No 
one else in the world has ever done this kind 
of live-weapon research! 

The first thing they found out, of course, was 
that 99% of the disarming tactics being used 
by soldiers and cops (and still being taught by 
smug karate masters who have never had to 
face a loaded gun in person) DO NOT WORK! 

This has to stop. It's irresponsible. It's stu
pid - especially when Randy and Bob have, 
after 20 years of tough research, come up with 
simple and easy-to-learn ways that do work! 

Their discoveries have revolutionized the 
way modern professional warriors approach 
armed attackers - already, there are cops 
who are on record saying these new skills 
have saved their lives in the street!· 

Why do you - as a civilian - need 
these skills? Are you kidding? The whole 
world has gone psycho. The odds that you 
will be faced by an armed attacker - with
out a weapon of your own to rely on - are 
getting worse every day. This kind of ad
vanced knowledge (even if it is easy to learn) 
isn't a luxury for American men anymore. 
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The facts are staggering: 
* M.I.T. (the famous university) did a study 

uncovering the fact that 5 of every 6 twelve
year-old kids are going to be the victim 
of a violent crime in their lives! That's 
almost everybody, sooner or later! (Most 
kids - and most adults, too - simply do 
not have a clue how to defend themselves 
in a tight spot. When you show a lack of 
confidence in yourself, you become the 
most attractive target for criminals there is!) 

* Jean O'Neil (of the National Crime Pre
vention Council) says that victims who 
are forced into an attacker's car rarely walk 
away alive! (Yet most people cannot mount 
even a feeble defense against someone 
forcing them through the door!) 

* And every kind of horrible crime is be
coming more and more common - you 
are no longer safe in your home, in your 
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lives ... and you will probably be trained (in 
a huge class) by people who have been pre
maturely promoted to "black belt" just to 
handle the classes! These "store front" stu
dios operate exactly like health spas - they 
lure in large numbers of people, and get the 
money up front. It's a business. 

And the garbage being sold to women of
fers only the pale illusion of self-defense: 
Tear gas will not work on a drug-crazed at
tacker intent on harm. You saw what police 
"stun guns" did to Rodney King on that fa
mous video: Nothing. Most rape-prevention 
seminars ignore the most common aspect of 
rape: The woman is thrown to the ground 
first, and then attacked. She will seldom get 
an opportunity to try the fancy knee-to-the
groin trick the seminars teach - a move 
which, by the way, is usually taught com
pletely wrong! (You may think a "ball kick" 

This is an unsolicited endorsement: 

Violence is on the upswing in America. Therefore it is 
important that both men and women possess the ability to 
defend themselves. The expert self defense instruction 
provided by Bob Taylor and Randy Warner, permits anyone 
to build a simple self defense strategy. The techniques 
presented in the tapes apply to the military, law 
enforcement, and all walks of the civilian community. The 
secret is practice and safety as stressed in the tapes. 

~~~Q.t~;t:.. 
Robert C. Kingstoli 
General, USA Retired 

car, in a restaurant, or on the street sur
rounded by other people! (Jerks with noth
ing to lose are now senselessly shooting 
their robbery victims even after they've 
gotten everything of value.) 
What's more, new studies show that 

women who fight back are less likely to be 
raped. And that learning some form of self
defense is your best bet against a criminal 
population who is prepared to use force and 
violence on a whim. 

But there's a BIG problem here. The 
way most Americans are going about getting 
prepared to defend themselves is simply ... 

Not Going To Work! 

Here are the facts, my friend: Most mar
tial art studios are run by people who have 
never been in a real fight before in their 

is easy, but it's actually a low-percentage 
kick, and hard to pull off. There are several 
better and more devastating things to do, as 
Bob and Randy will soon show you.) 

Even the fancy alarms and sirens people 
are "arming" themselves with are worthless 
in most cases of attack. (They don't protect 
cars, they don't protect houses, and they 
won't "protect" you either.) 

In reality, you have only two choices: 
Remain a vulnerable "potential victim" who 
trusts that God will protect you ... or learn 
the RIGHT way to defend yourself. 

It's not hard to do. In fact, it's relatively 
simple ... 

Once You Understand 
The "Inside" Secrets! 

One of Bob's favorite hobbies is to attend 
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the big conventions of gun enthusiasts. He will 
challenge 20 of them to line up with their fa
vorite weapon (unloaded, of course) and, one 
by one, demonstrate how he could take the 
gun away from them before they could pull 
the trigger. And then he would do it, bop, bop, 
bop, all the way down the line, never using 
the same move twice, never breaking a sweat, 
and never using any but the most simple skills. 

Sounds like something you might want to 
learn for yourself, doesn't it? 

Well, there's a "hitch". You see, the only 
way to even get any personal training from 
Bob or Randy was to get into their heavily
monitored seminars. But to get in, you need 
2 forms of official credentials and licenses 
(plus about $850 for the full board of instruc
tion). Only professionals - elite soldiers, 
police SWAT teams, high-profile security 
agents - have been allowed to learn this life
saving stuff ... 

Until Now! 

Why now? Because, after about a year of 
intense negotiation, we convinced Bob and 
Randy to go into a video studio and - tak
ing as long as they needed - produce the 
first video package ever of their most trust
worthy techniques for facing an armed at
tacker bare-handed. 

And they did just that. After weeks of film
ing and editing, they created the only pack
age in existence for people (like you) out
side the world of professional warriors. Yet 
they pulled no punches in presenting their 
new fighting system! What you get here is 
all their best techniques, best advice, and best 
training methods! 

coming at you with a gun, club or knife 
(the most common weapons you'll see on 
American streets)! 

* Included is the famous "Dirty Tricks" 
video of Bob and Randy's favorite moves 
- really sneaky ways to manipulate and 
"put down" any attacker before he knows 
what happened ... and keep him down un
til help arrives or you decide an "alterna
tive" course of action! Even trained street 
fighters twice your size will go down fast 
- and stay down - with these astonish
ing fighting secrets! 

• Plus, you get to KEEP this "Dirty Tricks" 
video, even if you decide later to return 
the package and get your 100% refund ... 
as my gift to you just for giving this pack
age a look-see! 
The techniques you will discover on these 

tapes are the identical ones taught to elite 
soldiers, SWAT team cops and high-security 
personnel ... 

With One Important Difference! 

In these videos, you get the incredible 
advantage of seeing everything via 3 separ
ate cameras (mounted stage left, right, and 
overhead) ... so you get multi-angles and 
slow-motion repetitions of each and every 
move! This means you get an increased un
derstanding ... and you'll follow a faster 
"learning curve" than even the professionals 
get during a seminar! 

This is no Hollywood B.S .... these are real 
techniques used by cops and soldiers! And 
make no mistake - this stuff should only be 
used when you are faced with what the pro
fessionals call "Condition Red": The point 
where you have absolutely decided that your 

Here's what you get in this amazing, 
assailant has already made the choice to harm 

just-released video package: you .. and you must act to save your life! 
* Three full-length videos (almost 5 solid That's what this tape package is all about. 

hours) - teaching you all the advanced You, ultimately, have to take responsibility 
combat techniques for instantly disarming for yourself, and for your actions. We can't 
and disabling (bare-handed) any assailant do that for you. Neither can we guarantee r------------------------1 

Priority Order Form for SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Readers Only! I 
For fastest service use your credit card and Call Toll-FREE I 

1·800·899-8153 (Ask for Department FC-13) : 

0 YES! I'm finally ready to take responsibility for my own self-defense! Please rush me I 
this amazing 3-video "Fighting Chance" package ... including the Bonus "Dirty Tricks" I 
video that's mine to keep no matter what I decide later. I understand I have a 100% No Risk I 
Monev-Back Guarantee: If I'm not completely blown away by what I learn, I can simply I 
return the package for a fast refund, no questions asked. (But the "Dirty Tricks" video is my I 
gift forever!) That's a great offer ... so here's how I want to pay: 

D I prefer to pay with my credit card; Please charge my: 0 Enclosed is my Check or Money Order for $73.00: 

D Visa D MasterCard D Discover D AmEx (Make payable to TRS) I 
Card# ____________ _ Name: _____________ I 

Expires_~_ Address: _____________ I 

Signature City ST Zip : 

TRS • 606 East Acequia, Department FC-13 • Visalia, CA 93292--
cA & VA residents add appropriate sales tax. Rush shipping available for.additional charges of $10 for "2-day" shipping and $15 tor "Overnight" shipping, I 

Foreign orders may require additional shipping. Call for more information. 

L------------------------~ 
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that what you learn here will make you in
vulnerable to harm - that would be a stupid 
claim; and you would be a fool to believe it. 
No, what you have here is an OPTION. You 
are giving yourself one more (powerful) 
choice in this crazed, dangerous world- the 
choice to not be a vulnerable victim who has 
no idea what to do ... even though you know 
that certain harm is imminent! 

I don't rob people. I don't like to hurt any
one, and I don't like to see other people get 
hurt. It sickens me that the criminal element 
has taken over our streets, and is invading 
homes with impunity. That sucks - and I, 
for one, am damned glad to have tools like 
these to take back my little piece of the world. 

And I believe you feel the same way. 
That's why I've written this to you today. 

I want you to see these tapes for yourself. 
Right now. 

Here's the deal: All you need to do is call 
my office at 1-800-899-8153 and ask for De
partment FC-13 (that's a toll-free call and 
won't cost you a cent) and tell the person who 
answers that you want the "Fighting Chance" 
video package ... along with your free replica 
gun. Have your credit card ready. Or, if you 
prefer to pay by check or money order, sim
ply fill out the "Priority Order Form" below 
and mail it with your payment to: 

TRS, 606 E. ACEQUIA. DEPT. FC-13 
VISALIA, CA 93292 

The cost of this incredible package is just 
$97 - that includes everything (including ship
ping and handling charges) ... and you have a ... 

Full 3 Month Risk-Free 
Money-Back Guarantee! 

If you aren't satisfied with this package 
- for any reason at all - just send it back 
and I will rush your refund back by return 
mail. I trust your judgment here. I wouldn't 
be writing to you otherwise. 

And, you get to KEEP the gun, even if 
you decide to return the videos! Consider it 
a gift, just for giving these astonishing tapes 
a "trial run". 

But you do need to hurry! Even though 
we have many allies in the military and law 
enforcement "brotherhood" who support our 
attempts to "de-victimize" civilians, you 
should know there are many others who are 
scared to death with the idea of giving these 
secrets away. We have already been "stopped" 
by the U.S. Navy for offering another prod
uct. .. and the truth is, there are no guarantees 
this product won't be "stopped" also. 

If that happens, you won't be able to get 
this information at any cost, anywhere. So, 
you see, it's very important that you order 
now, while you have this letter in your 
hands ... and don't risk having these tapes 
withheld from you! 

8Dli /4awo 
Dr. R.L. Horine 
Director, TRS 
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I Was There 
Continued from page 24 

opened the package of Oreos , taken 
out one and began eating it: Now, 
not having attended the Air Force 
Academy, I was not familiar with 
how to dea l with the fin er points of 
military et iquette, such as what to 
do when a seni or member of anoth
er service calml y rips off one of 
your cookies. Several responses 
came to mind , but none of these 
seemed entire ly appropriate . 

I realized that the honor of the 
Air Force was, in a small way, at 
stake here. I certainl y couldn 't let 
the general think I was a complete 
weenie. Bes ides, at airport prices, 
one Oreo is a significant fraction of 
take-home pay fo r a second li eu
tenant. The only response I could 
make was to reach across the center 
of the table, open the opposite encl of 
the package (trying not to notice that 
the other end had mysteriously come 
open somehow), extract an Oreo and eat it 
very, very thoroughly. 

"There," I thought, "I ' ve subtly shown 
the genera l that these are my Oreos, and he 
should go buy his own." 

Marines are known for many qu alities, 
subtlety not among them. 
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The general ca lml y reached out for 
another Oreo and ate it. (By the way, the 
genera l was lick ing the miclclles out first 
before eating the cookies .) Not having said 
anything the first time, of course, I coulcl
n 't bring it up now. The only thing to do 
was to take another cookie for myself. We 

wound up alternating through the 
entire package. For an instant our 
eyes met, and there was palpable 
tension in the air, but neither of us 
said a word. 

After I had fini shed the las t Oreo, 
they announced a garbled something 
over the public address system. The 
general got up, packed his papers 
into his briefcase, picked up the now 
empty wrapper, threw it away, 
brushed the few crumbs neatly off 
the table and departed. I sat there 
marveling at his gall, and feeling 
very, very fooli sh. 

A few minu tes later, they 
announced my flight. 

I felt a great deal more foolish 
when I finished my coffee, threw the 
cup away and lifted my newspaper 
- to reveal my Oreos! 

Today, two of us are running 
around the armed forces rehashing 
the same story, but only one of us has 

~ the punch line. And general, if you 
~ are reading this , please get in touch 
~ with n1e. 

I will be glad to send you a case 
of Oreos. 

Thus far, theft charges have not been 
filed against any former USAF 2nd Lt. 
Marin e generals, contrary to popular 
belief, do have a sense of f0tgiveness -
maybe even a sense of humor. ~ 
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UNITED STATES 
Under armed? U.S. military struggles to keep adequate presence in 
Persian Gulf without shortchanging other crisis areas. U.S. sends 
extra aircraft to South Korea after sending aircraft carrier Pacific to 
Gulf. Korean General John Tilelli complains Seoul vulnerable to attack 
for loss of Pacific carrier and battalion of Patriot missiles and ammo 
ships sent to Gulf. U.S. Sends amphibious group with 2,000 Marines 
to Gulf, leaving Mediterranean without Marine landing force. U.S. 
Sen. Hagel warns U.S. forces "stretched to the breaking point." • 
Cyber-Attacks: Iraqi crisis triggers informal contest among Internet 
hackers, causing record number of cyber-attacks on Pentagon. 
Attacks cause inaccurate shipments of munitions and equipment to 
some combat units. One Israeli hacker found breaking into 400 
Pentagon computers.• Nukes, Kooks & Air Force: Environmentalists 

RUSSIA 

block Air Force from testing empty B61-11 nuclear bomb casings i;,,. • ...,,,11 
against frozen ground in Alaska. Bomb cases are designed to pene
trate deep into enemy bunkers, and have been tested 24 times • New 
Phoenix Aviation 20 program aims. to keep pilots in cockpits. 
Program allows captains passed over for promotion twice to contin
ue flying to completion of 20-year tour, gaining pension, then give 
conversion course for airline pilot jobs. • "Reserve" battle: Army 
opposes Total Force Integration and Reserve Components Equity Act 
of 1999, designed to establish National Guard as "primary" reserve 

New Missiles: Government plans to build hundreds of Topol-M (SS-
27) intercontinental missiles by 2010. Half to be based in silos, with the 
rest headed for 16-wheeled transports. • Bioweapons: Dr. Kanatjan 
Al ibek, Russian scientist who defected to U.S. in 1992, gives U.S. star
tling view of Soviet-era biological weapons program. Alibek says 
Soviets had intended to include bio warheads in strategic missile 
attacks on U.S. cities. Alibek says military may have blackmailed 
Gorbachev into maintaining small clandestine bioweapons program. 
Nuke Tests: Russia asks U.S. for supercomputers to do simulation tests 
on nuclear weapons, to counter increasing Russian concern of status 
of aging nuclear weapons. • Russians need beryll ium to build new 
weapons, but has no supply other than Kazakhstan, which demands 
hard currency Russia doesn't have. • Weapons Inspectors: First team 
of international chemical weapons inspectors arrive in Russia early 
March. Russia wi lling to withdraw troops from Georgia as part of over
all settlement. • Chechens killed: Russian border guards ki ll nine 
Chechen gunmen; arrest six others in clash over stolen cattle. 

component while dismantling Army Reserve. 

COLOMBIA 
FARC Rebel Attack: Mobile Brigade #3, consisting of 120 
soldiers, attacked by 400 FARC rebels in Caguan jungle 
area. Government sends 1,000 reinforcements to rescue 
40 survivors. Australian oil company Coplex pulls out of 
Colombian oi l fields due to rebel attacks. Elections on 8 
March return ruling Liberal Party to power. • Troubled 
Leadership: Colombia's comptroller general arrested on 
drug charges; says he'll implicate others. Human rights 
activist Jaramillo gunned down in his office, exposing link 
between army and paramilitary death squads. 

SIERRA LEONE 
Junta Captures: More than 600 armed junta supporters captured by 
Nigerian troops in northwest in March, bringing total to 1,300. ECOMOG 
peacekeepers move into northern part of country, where junta and rebel 
troops remain at large. Junta troops kicked out of Kabala. Junta and 
RUF troops fight over control of Daru, differing on plans to surrender to 
Nigerians. ECOMOG captures Daru next day. Analysts note junta has 
wrecked Sierra Leon economy during nine months of control. 

MEXICO 
Mayans ambushed: Paramilitaries ambush 
group of Mayans who met with foreign 
human rights monitors, prompting charges 
of government campaign to stop such 
meetings. Government rejects de-mands 
from Zapatistas that troops withdraw from 
positions surrounding jungle bases unless 
rebels agree to specific date to resume 
peace talks. 

SOUTH AFRICA 
New Racism? National Party accuses 
ANC of adopting racist policies. National 
Party demands Truth Commission provide _ 
details of blanket amnesties granted to 37 
senior ANC members. Defense Minister 
Madise announces plans to speed up 
changing demographics of military by 
providing special recruitment, training and 
promotion programs for blacks. 

LEBANON 
Security Zone: Fighting and artil lery 
duels continue daily along Security Zone. 
Israeli planes attack Hezbollah positions. 
Israel reports Hezbollah obtained supply 
of shoulder-launched anti-aircraft weap
ons and were fi ring at attacking aircraft, 
without success. Hezbollah sets up satel
lite TV station to broadcast in Hebrew to 
cal l for Israel is to withdraw from 
Lebanon. Israel launches new drive to 
negotiate withdrawal from Lebanon in 
exchange for security guarantees - the 
same proposal as was rejected before. 

BELGIUM (BRUSSELSI 
In Bosnia to stay? NATO plan for extend
ing peacekeeping mission in Bosnia may 
lead to "semipermanent" al lied presence 
there, report European and U.S. defense 
analysts. Analyst say plan cou ld also sig
nal start of shift in political-military power 
within NATO from United States to Europe. 
NATO officials in Brussels and diplomats 
from 16-member nations renounce the 
analysis, saying the decision to maintain 
troops in Bosnia past June deadline does 
not mean greatly extended stay. 



Bus Bomb: Bomb of unknown 
destroys bus in Wuhan, killing 30. • 
Chinese government continues arresting 
dissidents who are demanding reforms. • 
Organ sales: Two Chinese men arrested 
in U.S. for trying to sell human organs 
taken from executed prisoner to under
cover FBI agent. Chinese government 
denies involvement in organ trade. • 
China rejects Amnesty lnternational's crit
icism of human rights record as "irre
sponsible. • Premier Li Ping tells parlia
ment army must be trained and equipped 
for modern war. China increases defense 
budget by 12% to $10.96 billion. 

Electronic Warfare: Department of Defense 
gears up for 25-year program to coordinate 
electronic war1are research and develop
ment. Program, known as Kawalka, will cost 
equivalent of $1.34 bill ion in U.S. dollars 
over five years. Largest portion to be spent 
on EW self-protection for Air Force and 
Army aircraft, including F-111 strike aircraft, 
Black Hawk helicopters and C-130 Hercules 
transport planes. 

Government warns escalation of 
armed conflicts may lead to 
renewed civil war. • UNITA rebels 
say they missed United Nations 
deadline to completely disarm 
because government would not 
disarm civilians and private mili
tias. UNITA fears such groups will 
launch wave of revenge killings as 
happened in Rwanda. Angola gov
ernment charges Zambia contin
ues selling arms to UNITA rebels. 

Nuke Program? Suspicions continue in U.S. intelli
gence community of Russia and Iran cooperating 
on nuclear missile prog ram for Iran. Israeli Trade 
Minister Sharansky confident Moscow "not know
ingly" selling such technology. U.S. investigators 
arrest two men trying to sell Iran spare parts and 
Phoenix missiles for F-14s. U.S. offers Russia deals 
on Satellite launches and nuclear technology if it 
pulls out of Bushehr reactor project. 

Murder & Bombs: IRA denies major rift within ranks. 
Irish police disarm large car bomb near Boer. Letter 
bomb from pro-British group explodes in Belfast post 
office, wounding four. Protestant gunmen murder two 
men in Poyntzpass. Pol ice detonate 270kg Continuity 
IRA car bomb found south of inter-Irish border. 

CUBA 
No Reform: Government frees nearly 300 
jai led dissidents after Papal visit. Castro unan
imously re-elected by National Assembly; 
rules out reforms in seven-hour acceptance 
speech. OAU considers reinstating Cuba, a 
move attacked by Cuban-exile groups in U.S. 

No Jesse: President Kabilia refuses to meet with r 

U.S. civil rights leader Jesse Jackson after U.S. 
envoy met with opposition parties and called for 
end to ban on political movements. • Kabila's 
troops shut down opposition newspapers and 
arrest key opposition leader Tshisekedi. 

Troop withdrawal : Army leaders to reduce 
troops by 200,000 in country's troubled south
east, to save money. Pullback is result of 
Turkey's stepped-up military offensive against 
separatist Kurds, say army officials. Also, pact 
with rival Kurdish faction in Iraq has aided 
Turkey's effort to crush 13-year insurgency by 
outlaw Kurdistan Workers Party. 
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THE ART AND SCIENCE OF 

MONEY LAUNDERING 
Inside the Commerce of the International Narcotics Traffickers 

by Brett F. Woods 
This is the most authoritative and thorough treatment of money laundering you'll ever get your hands on. It is written by a certified fraud examiner, who is a former U.S. 
Secret Service agent and current inspector general for the state of New Mexi~o. In it he shows you how the world's best money movers - drug traffickers - evade the most 
sophisticated detection measures by using speed, high-tech encryption technologies and anonymity. You'll also get an inside, up-to-the-minute look at the countermeasures 
used by U.S. and international law enforcement agencies to stop this illegal flow of money. The first rule in solving any crime or tracing funds is follow the money, and here 
the author gives you a hands-on lesson in how to do just that. This is an essential reference for all law enforcement professionals, Pis, lawyers, adventurers and curious citi-
zens who want to get inside the network of today's professional money launderers. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 208 pp. $18.00 

THE COMPLETE M1 GARAND 
A Guide for the 
Shooter and Collector 
by Jim Thompson 
Th~ this ~ the most comprehensive book ever 
written on the M1 Garand. A heavi~ illustrated, 
practical history for shooters and colleolors alike, ii 
tells the complete story of the M1, combining high· 
quality, detailed photos; functional and 
troubleshooting data, including original military 
manua~; marl<et information and much more. 8 1/2 x 
11, softcover. photos. illus., 160 pp. $25.00 

SECRETS OF A MASTER GUNFIGHTER 
Jim Cirillo's Advanced Guide 
to Combat Shooting 
and Gunfight Survival 
with Jim Cirillo 
Jim Cinllo has survived more gunfights than 
Wyatt Earp, Bal Masterson and ' Wild Bill" 
Hickok combined. In lhis video, he reveals more 
secrets of his combat shooting methods and 
presents lnesaving tips that will increase your 

llf.:jl)1~3('chances of survival when the bullets are flying. 
· Color, approx. 90 min., VHS on~. $39.95 

BEAT THE BILL COLLECTOR 
How to Obtain Freedom 
from Your Oehl 
by Max Edison 
II debt collection agencies are harassing you to 
sellle your unpaid bills, you do not have to put 
up with their bullying tactics! This book tells you 
exact~ how you can use simple tricks to get 
them off your back for good or resort to heavy 
legal firepower if they persist in calling you at 
work or home. Know your rights! 51/2 x 8 1/2, 
sottcover, BO pp. $12.00 

THE ART OF THE RIFLE 
by Jeff Cooper 
"Rilleoratt has been completely Ignored since 
World War II,· says Jeff Cooper, America's fore
most rifle instructor. To remedy this situation. he 
took ii upon himself to set down the line art of 
the rifle before it was lost forever. In his no
holds-barred style, Cooper instructs you in 
everything you need to know about shooting the 
rifle; while entertaining you with tales of marks· 
manship, combat and big-game hunting. 8 1/2 x 
11, hardcover. photos, 104 pp. $29.95 

ADVANCED ULTIMATE SNIPER 
Stale-of-the-Art Tactics, Techniques, and 
Equipment for Military and Police Snipers 
with Maj. John L. Plaster, USAR (Ret) 
This long-awaited sequel to The Ultimate 
Sniper reveals the cutting edge in sniping 
tactics and technology, including night 
sniping, suppressed sniper weapons, .50-
caliber rifles, winter sniper warfare and 
advanced sniper fieldcraft. Color. approx. 
120 min .. VHS only. $59.95 

MODERN SURVIVAL RETREAT 
A New and Vital Approach to Retreat Theory 
and Practice 
by Ragnar Benson 
Modern retreaters have a new enemy to fear - our 
own government. In this companion to the classic 
book T/1e Survival Re/real, Ragnar answers such 
vital questions as how to identity exactly who 
threatens your freedom, when to occupy your 
retreat and how lo tight the government when it 
goes hard-core against you. 5 112 x 8 1/2, solt-
cover. photos. 120 pp. $15.00 

THE MODERN IDENTITY CHANGER 
How to Create a New Identity for 
Privacy and Personal Freedom 
by Sheldon Charrett 
Finally, here is an all-new instruction book on 
how to oblain a new identity, produce 
supporting documents for ii and use it safely in 
today's society. Learn how lo gel Social Security 
numbers, driver's licenses and more. For aca~ 
demic sludy only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, soltcover, 
illus .. 152 pp. $20.00 

GUNSITE TACTICAL 
CARBINE 1 
The combination of accuracy, firepower, and 
impressive terminal ballistics of the carbine 
makes ii an exlremely versatile tactical weapon. 
Now you can master its use with this 
comprehensiye instruclional video that covers 
all the critical skills of carbine use, including 
marksmanship, gunhandling, reloading, carry 
modes and tactical target engagement. Color, 
approx. 50 min., VHS only. $29.95 

REEFER WARRIOR 
How My Friends and t Found Adventure, 
Wealth, and Romance Smuggling 
Marijuana-Until We All Went to Jail 
by K. Hawkeye Gross 
The story of how the author went from flying 
combat missions in Vietnam to smuggling dope 
by the plane load from Colombia. His amusing 
reflections of his adventures and misadventures 
offer a vivid portrayal of the drug-smuggling 
world of the late 1960s and '70s. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
hardcover, 368 pp. $29.95 

THE TACTICAL SHOTGUN 
The Best Techniques and Tactics 
for Employing the Shotgun 
in Personal Combat 
by Gabriel Suarez 
In h~ seoond book on tactical weapons, Suarez 
sets the record straight on the true role of the 
shotgun in combat. He shows you what you need 
to know lo defend your home, family or business, 
including multiple hostiles, low-light situations, 
moving targets and more. 5 1/2 x 81/2, solt-
cover, photos, illus., 232 pp. $25.00 

WANTED 

~.1.~1 1 .... , .... _, ,, .. ,_ 

THE ULTIMATE INTERNET TERRORIST 
How Hackers, Geeks, and Phreaks Can Ruin 
Your Trip on the tnfonnation Superhighway ... 
and What You Can Do To Protect Yourself 
by Robert Merkle 
This is an owner 's manual lo the 
"Darkside" of the Web. Read ii and weep. 
Then do what ii takes to save yourself from 
becoming roadkill on the Highway lo Hell. 
5 1 /2 x 8 1 /2, soflcover, 152 pp. $15.00 

HOME WORKSHOP GUNS 
FOR DEFENSE ANO RESISTANCE 
Vol. V, The AR-15/M16 
by Bil/Holmes 
The latest volume in this popular and timely 
series otters detailed instructions. complete with 
photos and machinist's drawings, for making a 
pistol-caliber AR-15/M16 entirely from raw 
materials, as either a rifle or pistol, open or 
closed boll and in semi or lull auto. For 
academic study only. 8 /12 x 11 , soltcover, 
photos, illus .. 120 pp. $20.00 

GUNSITE TACTICAL 
EDGED WEAPONS 1 
In a violent, close-range encounter, the edged 
weapon is one of the most devastating 
defensive tools available. To make it truly 
effective, however, you need proper training in 
its use. This hard-hitting video gives you that 
training by presenting the critical elements of 
the edged weapons course of the world-famous 
Gunsile Training Center. Color, approx. 35 min .. 
VHS only. $29.95 

STREET STOPPERS 
The Latest Handgun Stopping 
Power Street Results 
by Evan Marshall and Ed Sanow 
This long-awaited sequel lo Handgun Stopping 
Powerg~es the very latest results of hundreds of 
actual shootings involving every major handgun 
caliber, including U>e hol new .40 S&W. Also 
covers exotic ammo street results, the controversial 
Strasbourg Tests on live goats, the Fuller Index for 
predicting stopping power and much more. 8 1/2 x 
11, soltcover, photos, 392 pp. $39.95 

THE TACTICAL PISTOL 
Advanced Gunfighting 
Concepts and Techniques 
by Gabriel Suarez 
Big-city cop and gunfight veteran Gabe Suarez 
leaches you the most vital lessons and 
techniques for prevailing in any situation where 
you must draw your weapon. Chapters include 
The Dynamics of a Gunfight, The Rules of Close
Ouarter Combat, Holding Hostiles at Gunpoint 
and more. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, photos, 
illus., 216 pp. $25.00 
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OTHER FASCINATING TITLES 
REVENGE & HUM OR 
The Layman's Guide to Suicide 
Gare & Feeding ofTenants 
Make My Day! 
Tenant's Revenge . . 
Forgive? Forget II' 
Revenge Book: The Chilling Sequel . . .. ................ . 
Politics and Dirty Tricks . . ....... ....•. 
High· Tech Harassment: How to Get Even wilh Anybody, Anytime 
Gel Even: The Video of Dirty Tricks 
Politics and Dirty Tricks: A Guide lo Screwing Up the System . . .. ... • ..•. 

PERSONAL & FINANCIAL FREEDOM 

. .. ... $10.00 
. . . . 10.00 
.... 19.95 
. ... 12.00 
... 19.95 
. .. 10.00 

. ... . 14.00 

.. . . . 19.95 
.... 14.95 
. ... 14.00 

Ragnar's Action Encyclopedia of Practical Knowledge and Proven Techniques, Vol.1 ... $45.00 
Ragnar's Action Encyclopedia of Practical Knowledge and Proven Techniques, Vol. 2 ... $40.00 
The Professional Gambler's Handbook: Beating the System by Hook and by Crook . . . 15.00 
Super Privacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .......... . . ...... 15.00 
Free Stuff: How Others Gel Free Money, Booze, Gasoline, and Everything ......•.•.... 14.00 
Insider Secrets to Diamond Dealing: How Real Money Is Made .. 15.00 
Secrets of International Identity Change ..... . ......... ..... ....... ..... ..... 17.95 
Pawnbroker's Handbook: How lo Get Rich Buying and Selling Guns, Gold, and Other Good Stuff .. 18.00 
Keep Whal You Own: Protect Your Money, Property, and 

Family from Courts, Creditors, and the IRS .......... ...... 15.00 
Scams from the Great Beyond: How lo Make Easy Money Off of ESP, Astrology, UFOs, Crop Circles, 

Cattle Mutilations, Alien Abductions, Atlantis, Channeling, and Other New Age Nonsense . 20.00 
Swiss Money Secrets: How You Can Legally Hide Your Money in Switzerland .. ............. 15.00 

ESPIONAGE & INVESTIGATIONS 
SWAT Leadership and Tactical Planning ... ... ................. $ 18.00 
The Home Workshop Spy: Spookware for the Serious Hobbyist ... . .........•........ . 25.00 
Spook Book II: A Strange and Dangerous Look al Forbidden Technology . ...... 34.95 
SOE Secret Operations Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 20.00 
SpyGame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40.00 
Pl School: How lo Become a Private Detective ..... . .• •.•.•. . •.• . , ..• . . . . .... 14.00 
How to Make $100,000 a Year as a Private Investigator ..... 19.95 
How to Get Anything on Anybody . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 30.00 

WEAPONS 
Breath of Death: The Blowgun Video . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 29.95 
Glock: The New Wave in Combat Handguns . . . 25.00 
Home Workshop Prototype Firearms: How to Design, Build, and Sell Your Own Small Arms ... .. 25.00 
Zips, Pipes, and Pens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 15.00 
Home Workshop Weaoonry (video) . . ... . ..... ....... .. . 29.95 
The Complete AR· 151M16 Sourcebook: What Every Shooter Needs to Know . . ... 35.00 
The AR· 151M16: A Practical Guide . . .. ............... . .. 16.95 
AR-151M16 Super Systems . . 19.95 
The Ruger .22 Automatic Pistol: Standard/Mark I/Mark II Series .. ... •. .• . , . • • . • . • . . .. 12.00 
Full-Auto Conversion of the SKS Rifle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 12.00 
Ragnar's Big Book of Homemade Weapons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25.00 
Home Workshop Guns for Defense and Resistance: Vol. II, The Handgun . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14.00 
Home Workshop Guns for Defense and Resistance: Vol. Ill, The .22 Machine Pistol ... 16.00 
Home Workshop Guns for Defense and Resistance: Vol. IV, The 9mm Machine Pistol 20.00 
The Gatling Gun: 19th Century Machine Gun to 21st Century Vulcan ...... 29.95 

ACTION CAREERS 
Keep 'em Alive . . .... . . .• . • . • . . •.• ... •.. ..... • . . 
Unrepentant Sinner . . .. .. . . , • . .. . . , , .• . 
Drug Smuggling: The Forbidden Book ............ . ...... ......•. 
Bodyguarding: A Complete Manual . . ........ ... •. 
Executive Protection: A Professional's Guide to Bodyguarding 
Dead Clients Don't Pay .. . .................. ... . . 

MILITARY SCIENCE 

... $12.00 
19.95 

.. 16.00 
. 19.95 

.. 12.00 
. . . . 12.00 

The Gestapo and SS Manual .... ...... .. ......... ... $ 25.00 
U.S. Army Special Forces Medical Handbook .. 22.95 
Soldiers on Skis: A Pictorial Memoir of the 10th Moun lain Division 50.00 
KGB Alpha Team Training Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 20.00 
War Story . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . 29.95 
Killing Zone: A Professional's Guide to Preparing or Preventing Ambushes ... 25.00 
Shadow War: The CIA's Secret War in Laos ...... 49.95 
Special Forces Operational Techniques . . . 25.00 
U.S. Navy SEAL Combat Manual ... 22.95 
The German Assault Rifle: 1935-1 945 . . 49.95 
MIA Rescue: LRRP Manhunt in the Jungle . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . .... . 29.95 
SEALs: UDTISEAL Operations in Vietnam . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • • . . •. , ... .... . ... 26.95 
Special Forces Close-Quarter Combat Manual . . . .... . ....... ........ . 25.00 
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SURVIVAL 
Do-It-Yourself Medicine . 
Survival! 17 Ways to Start a Fire without a Match 
Fugitive: How lo Run, Hide, and Survive 
Advanced Fugitive ..... .... ........... . 
Survival: A Manual Thal Could Save Your Life 
Survivalisl's Medicine Chest .. 

...... $20.00 
. 24.95 

.... . . . 12.00 
. ........ ... 15.00 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 18.00 

Wilderness Wayfinding: How to Survive in the Wilderness as You Travel 
Live Off lhe Land in the City and Country ......... . ... . ...........•.• .. 
The Survival Retreat: A Total Plan for Retreat Defense 

. 10.00 
. . . 15.00 
. . 29.95 

.... . . . . 10.00 
. 10.00 

..... . 8.00 

... .. 29.95 
. . . 19.95 

Ragnar's Ten Best Traps: And a Few Others That Are Damn Good, Too 
The Trapper's Bible: Traps, Snares, and Pathguards 
The Ultimate Outdoorsman (video) ........ ........• 
4-Wheel Freedom: The Art of Off-Road Driving .. ..•.• . •. .. . . 

SNIPING 
The Ultimate Sniper . . .... ...... ... . ...... $ 39.95 
U.S. Marine Corps Seoul/Sniper: World War II and Korea . 
U.S. Marine Corps Sniping: FMFM1 -3B .. 

.. . ... 39.95 
. .... 14.95 

The Complete Book of U.S. Sniping ......... . .•..• 
S.W.A.T. Sniper: Deployment and Control 

. .. . .. . . . . • . • . . 39.95 

Sniper Training: FM 23-1 O 
The Long-Range War: Sniping in Vietnam 
SEAL Sniper Training Program 
The German Sniper: 1914-1945 

KNIVES & KNIFE FIGHTING 
Street Steel: Choosing and Carrying Self-Defense Knives 
Reverse-Grip Knife Fighting (video) . 

. 12.00 
.... 25.00 

39.95 
. ...... 30.00 

... . 60.00 

.. . $23.00 
29.95 

Renaissance Swcrdsmanship: The Illustrated Use of Rapiers and Cul-and-Thrust Swcrds .... . . 25.00 
The Complete Bladesmilh: Forging Your Way to Pertection . .. 35.00 
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New, Eye-Opening, Documented 
FREE REPORT Proves ... 

Now, You Can Destroy Any Attacker Using 
Never-Before-Seen ''Killing'' Techniques 

Creator of Official U.S. Navy SEAL Combat System Releases Brutal New 
Gun. & Knife Sections Of His Instructor Qualification Fighting Series 

C an you disann a man holding a knife to 
your throat? What if a car-jacker sticks a 
gun through your window - and your 

wife, girlfriend, or child is sitting beside you? 
In an often brutal yet professionally direct ap

proach, Jerry Peterson's new video series shows 
you how to destroy these attackers, while taking 
you to the l!J1i.mllk level of fighting. 

The culmination of a 2-year transformation 
from actual SCARS military an:hive techniques, 
his Instructor QuallOcatlon Serles offers you the 
opportunity to learn what until now was taught to 
military Special Operations forces (SEALS, Rang
ers, Green Berets, etc.). 

It's been called "the most brutally effective 
fighting ~ever seen." 

Before explaining more about this system, 
here's how Jerry Peterson, the creator of this sys
tem, became the first - and only -- civilian ever 
to standardize, license and teach a hand-to-weapon 
fighting system to the United States IT'.ilitary. 

In 1989, Naval Special Warfare Command 
(NSWC), the group which controls all SEAL ac
tivity, was looking for ways to standardize hand
to-weapon combat techniques. After an exhaus
tive review, they had rejected every single mar
tial art form In the world. 

They found each completely unworkable in 
combat-oriented fighting situations where SEALS 
were in full gear, carrying 100# packs, and often 
knee-deep in water. 

Amazing Sclenttnc System 
Then a SEAL NSWC officer (with black belts 

in 3 martial arts) saw Jerry Peterson's scienl!fic 
fighting system. What he stumbled on wasn't mar
tial arts. In fact it was unlike anything he 'd ever 
seen before. 

The SEAL officer watched in disbelief as a 
class of inexperienced students threw real punches 
for virtually 1 full hour, never repeating the same 
sequences. In one session he witnessed more fight
ing than most martial arts students see in a year. 

Later, two top brass at NSWC saw the officer 
demonstrating moves he'd learned. But intrigue 
turned to doubt when they learned the originator 
was an ex-Army enlisted man . 

Still they met with Jerry, as much out of admi
ration for his Vietnam record as anything (he spent 
15 months as lead point for Charlie Company, the 
l 73rd Airborne - one of the most decorated units 
of the war). As Vietnam vets, the SEAL officers 
figured Jerry at least would understand their needs. 

Easily Defeats Decorated SEAL 
But they were totally unprepared for what hap

pened. To prove his system, Jerry Peterson and a 
highly-decorated SEAL Officer (and at 240, 100 
pounds heavier than Jerry) went toe-lo-toe - but 
at half speed. To the Officer's amazement he was 
Instantly disabled and dropped to his knees . 

Only then did he realize - had he not been 
talked out of going full speed by others who knew 
the awesome power of Jerry Peterson's system, 
his false confidence in his martial arts training and 
in bis sheer size advantage would have left him 
with an arm broken as easily as a match stick! 

In 5 short minutes these SEAL officers - men 
who had seen everything in the way of brutal fight-
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ing, and who had virtually unlimited budgets to 
develop the SEALS into the world's best - were 
blown away by Jerry Peterson's Autoldnematic"' 
fighting system. 

Officially Required SEAL Training 
Following a pilot program at Command head

quarters all SEALS began receiving this training. 
Still, hardheaded, cocky, non-believing SEALS, 
many with extensive martial arts backgrounds, con
stantly tested Jerry: 
0 SEALS are the most proficient combat swim
mers in the world. Yet 40-year-old Jerry (who 
wasn't a particularly good swimmer) "drowned" 
SEAL after SEAL in training. His scientific prin
ciples apply on any terrain. 
0 SEALS are trained to run 20 miles in soft sand. 
But Jerry (who really wasn't in great shape) had 
them gasping just 5 minutes into his first work
outs while he participated effortlessly. He used 
breathing techniques others had never seen (tech
niques he can teach you in minutes). 
0 In Europe Jerry challenged a deployed SEAL pla
toon to pin him against a wall. All thought it a joke. 
Yet he escaped - from the grasp of 14 of the most 
proficient fighting men in the world (then showed it 
was no trick - simply physics, and easily learned). 

Today SEALS use all these scientific techniques 
and many more. Since 1989, Navy SEALS go 
through a minimum of 40 and up to 600 rigorous 
hours of Jerry Peterson's training priQr to deploy
ment (often in intense, 24-hour a day sessions). 

Top Government Officials Amazed 
His system was demonstrated to Navy Admi

rals, a 4-Star General, and Congressional leaders 
- as well as the Secretary of the Navy and the 
U.S. Secretary of Defense! 

Jerry was even called in prior to Desert Storm 
to brief the military on using Neural Offensive 
Linguistics'"' (a cornerstone of his system, it de
fines a mind set which eliminates all defensive 
thinking, allowing anyone, even you, to make in
stantaneously correct decisions in the midst of any 
hostile environment). 

Devastating Power Gives You 
An Unfair Advantage 

In his HCS video course Jerry Peterson intro
duced you to his revolutionary system. 

Now, with the publication of Jerry Peterson s 
SCAR-HCS Hand-To-Weapon fighting system, 
Jerry leads you into the never-before-seen world 
ofbrutal , no-holds-barred gun, knife and club fight
ing - material you 've never seen (unless you were 
in elite Special Operation forces) . 

You'll learn the same hand-to-weapon tech
niques, the same mental approaches, the same 'kill' 
sets Jerry developed for over 200 SEAL SCARS 
instructors. (These SCARS instructors now teach 
this system lo lill branches of the military Spec Op 
forces - Army, Navy and Air Fon:e). 

You'll know how to defeat, seriously disable 
and, when necessary, kill anyone threatening your 
life or the life of a loved one or friend! 

Guaranteed To Work In Your Most 
Nightmarish Hostile Situation 

Everything in his system was proven in the most 
intense war l;ib of the past 30 years - Vietnam! 

But this isn't a 
course to impress 
friends at your Karate 
studio. The Instructor 
Qualification Series is 
Jerry Peterson's l<2IIl:. 
l2lfil professional 
fighting system. 

And professional 
fighting has but one 
objective: to defeat an 
attacker incredibly 
fast. In 29 years 
Jerry's longest fight 
lasted but 5 seconds! 

Official SEAL SCARS-CFC 
Creator Jerry Peterson 

This system is only for those who need a pow
erful yet amazingly~ system (simple because 
it's based on quickly-mastered scientific principles 
not a difficult art form) to protect them in life
threatening situations. 

No Navy SEAL has ~ lost in hand-to-hand 
combat when correctly applying Jerry's system! 
And they never will (nor will you) because . .. his 
system is undefeatable! 

This Totally Integrated System Enables 
You To Destroy Any Attacker -

With Absolutely No Fear Or Hesitation! 
Cheap imitators advertise fighter after fighter 

after fighter - a hodgepodge of unrelated, nonsci
entific moves. Now they even lil<.. hoping to con you 
into believing SEALS would lose to these guys. But 
they know. No one beats a j>eterson-trained SEAL. 

These 'wanna-bes' leach one move if an attacker 
swings a fist at you, another if he's got a knife. 

But Jerry Peterson's scientific system teaches 
you why you MUST use the exact same techniques 
- with a weapon or without! What everyone else 
teaches is wrong. Just ask the SEALS! 

The imitators claim they've trained Navy 
SEALS. But Jerry Peterson is the ~ ~ of 
the 2flkilll hand-to-hand and band-to-weapon com
bat fighting system used by the SEALS today. 

He's the only civilian with a Naval Special 
Warfare course number (SCARS-CFC# K-431-
0096) plus a new $2.5 million military facility 
predicated solely on his SCARS training. 

The Navy SEAL 'wanna-be' trainers? They 've 
got nothing - no official status, no course number. 

Free Special Report Reveals 
GUN And KNIFE Fighting Secrets 

Jerry Peterson's system is brutal. It has to be. 
Yet it's surprisingly easy to learn. It requires NO 
athletic ability, NO speed, NO conditioning. 

And because his videos offer an unprecedented 
3 camera angles (including a new overhead shot), 
you can learn this scientific system in just days; 
specific techniques often in just minutes. 

Jerry has created a Free special report reveal
ing the amazing details about his scientific weap
ons fighting system - the system which has made 
the Navy SEALS an undefeatable fighting fon:e . 

It's easy to get your free copy. Just call 

1-800-600-1420 
24-hours for a Free recorded menage to get your 
Free report. International, call 602-921-8533. 

O C .. pyright 19:~ Ch«Hon & Co., Inc. 
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A fter 26 days trying not to freeze 
or fall to a bone-crushing death, 
wo Russian climbers were the 

rst of their countrymen to make a 
successful winter ascent of North America's 
highest mountain. There were no headlines 
in the national news, but they were only the 
14th and 15th to ever climb Mt. McJ(jnley 
in the dead of winter. 

It was 1600 hours on 16 January 1998, 
the thermometer hovering at 22 below. 
Veteran Mt. McKinley pilot Jay Hudson 

SOF's intrepid publisher Robert K. Brown 
(black jacket, kneeling) poses with 
Russian team about to assault Mt. 
McKinley, in January. With Brown are (left 
to right) Jay Hudson and Esker Coffey, of 
Hudson Air, and Russian team members 
Artur Testov, Vladimir Ananich and 
Aleksandr Nikiforov 

naught without prudence, and that a 
momentary negligence may destroy the hap
piness of a lifetime. Do nothing in haste; 
look well to each step; and f rom the begin
ning think what may be the end. 

Prior to meeting the Russians, SOF pub
lisher Robert K. Brown got an air tour with 
Jay Hudson. Eyeing winter conditions on the 
mountain, Brown wondered if the Russians 
knew what they were in for. Team member 

witnessed the event from the air, commenting "They are in the his
tory books now." 

The Indian name for McKinley is Denali, " the high one," and it 
is certainly an imposing landmark - but what McJ(jnley is most 
noted for is fata l and failed attempts. With 1,500 square miles of ice 
and gray rock faces, McKinley is a difficult climb in the best sunny 
summer weather. In winter it drops to 140 below, with ambient tem
peratures Lingering at 60 below for weeks at a time while winds rage 
150 mph. And there are only four or five hours of daylight. 

It's a different world at high altitude. The body does not function 
as at lower elevation. Thin air combines with lower barometric pres
sure to impede oxygenation of the blood: Oxygen starvation leads to 
luggish menta l performance. From about 18,000 feet on, cognitive 

ability is diminished by 50% - more as altitude increases. Equipped 
only with your remaining room-temperature IQ, staying alive and 
navigating is tremendously difficult. These are bad circumstances for 
decisions of any kind, much less dealing with health and safety issues. 

The first successful winter attempt of Mt. McKinley was 3 1 
Januruy 1967. It proved costly when one member of that team fell to 
his death in a crevasse. Later that year, during a summer attempt, seven 
men died from the cold. Since record-keeping began in 1932, seven 
women and 82 men have perished trying to conquer the mountain. Of 
those, 34 unrecovered bodies are still clasped to Denali 's bosom. 

A friend of the author, Joe Ebner, is among those whose li fe 
ended on McKinley. ln January 1976, he scaled the summit in cele
bration of the 200th anniversary of the United States, but the 
cl imber he was roped to fe ll and took Joe with him. 

Daryl Miller, the mountaineering ranger at the park says that 
when he does a body recovery, he thinks of the quote from Edward 
Whymper posted on the wall of the Talkeetna Ranger Station: 

Climb if you will, but remember that courage and strength are 
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Vladamir Ananich said he understood that 
their chances of success were Jess than 50-50, but both the two des
ignated climbers reached the summit. All team members survived 
without injury except for cracked hands. This is not to imply it was 
a cake walk: One of the last to die on the mountain was a Russian 
who perished after a successful ascent last summer. 

With a break in the blizzards, Hudson landed the Russians and their 
gear on an ice field near the 14,000-foot base camp. He first had to test 
the LZ by repeatedly touching down to get a feel, then taking off again, 
before actually landing. He did the initial ice-field landing in the light
weight Piper Cub with only one Russian, before he brought the gear 
and the other two team members in the larger 185 Cessna. 

He checked on the Russian team several times during their 31 
days on the mountain, before landing once again to haul them off on 
2 1 January. Hudson charges $225 per climber for the round trip, 
plus a $7 base-camp fee. One of the most experienced McKinley 
pilots, Hudson 's family has been flying in the area for 52 years, and 
he usually trains the National Park Service pilots who fly the moun
tain. He has worked with the park service during many of the 91 res
cues that have taken place s ince 1992. Air tours around the moun
tain start at only $120, depending how many are in the plane. 

You can reach Jay at: Hudson Air Service Inc., Box 648, 
Talkeetna, AK 99676; phone: 907-733-232 l. 

Permits are requi red from the Park Service to climb McKinley, 
with advance registration required two months ahead. The $ 150 fee 
is a bargain, in that it's very cheap insurance: If you play by the 
rules and get in trouble, they will make every attempt at rescue at no 
charge. Applications are screened, and rangers spend time with 
prospective cl imbers to vet their competence. As the highest moun
tain in North America, McKinley is a popular climb. Some 30-40% 
of those who climb McKinley are foreigners. Interested? Contact 
the U.S. Park Service Mountain Rangers, Box 588, Talkeetna, AK 
99676; phone: 907-733-223 1. ~ 
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all seemed insane. Fifty minutes was all it 
had taken to go from the safety and security 
of the nearest town into a completely diffe r
ent world, and yet here I was asking direc
tions as casual ly as I would in London. 

I could see the Taliban positi ons on the 
other side of the river, about 500 meters 
away. But it was on ly 20, or so, meters 
between the last mud house and the sand
bags. No problem, if I moved briskly ... or 
so I had thought. "Yes, keep going," the 
youth with the radio had said with a grin 
and brisk handshake. 

So up the dusty track I had gone, moving 
quickly at first - seeking the protection of 
the blindside of the hill to hide me from the 
Taliban gunners. But such protection, as it 
was, was of an illusory nature. Hardly more 
than 50 meters up the hill the air pressure 
around me agai n changed, almost unde
tectably fo r a fraction of a second, perhaps; 
an ever so slight waft of wind as if the air 
around me was being gently sucked in 
somewhere. No noise, no five-second 

(above) A machine gunner sur
veys his kill zone through the 
sights of his weapon. (right) 
Atop his world, a young war
rior no doubt reflects upon 
home and family in a country 
that has known almost no 
peace in his lifetime. (insert) A 
Hip, workhorse of the former 
Soviets, their surrogates and 
allies, lumbers back toward 
friendly lines. (below) Safely 
far away on a mountainside, a 
muj cheers the impact of a 
round on Taliban positions. 
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scream of the shell , j ust a change in the ai r 
around me. Then, before my body had fully 
hit the ground, there was a massive bduumf 
Just where I had been not-so-casually walk
ing minutes earlier, there was a massive fog 
of dark-grey smoke. 

I wondered if the Taliban tank crew had 
spotted me and decided to amuse themselves 
by sending a quick shell in my direction . 

Clambering to my feet, I continued my 
climb up the hill , dusting myself off and 
check ing my cameras. I am half way up the 
hill , with drops of sweat starting to trickle 
down my forehead and my legs beginning 
to ache when I come across a soldier squat
ting on the path . 

With a jerk of his head he indicates that 
I should fol low. I do, and we both move on 
up, though only for a few minutes. Another 
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massive bduump.f below us throws both of 
us sprawling to the ground. This time, how
ever, the blanket of smoke is farther away 
and my guide is instantly back on hi s fee t 
and motioning me to follow. If the hill had 
not been so steep I would have run which, 
as it turned out, would have been a mistake. 

Taliban 11Wasps'' 
A few fee t below the top of the hill I am 

motioned to sit. There is a diffe rent sound in 
the air. The sound of wasps. Wasps traveling 
at great speed, zipping over our heads above 
the hilltop. "Taliban ," is the soldiers' way of 
explaining to the ignorant foreigner in tow 
that we are under, a very few feet under, 
thankfully inaccurate machine-gun fire. 

"Okay, come on," he says eventually, and 
we climb on, not quite over the top. "You see 
the trench? When I say nm, run." I give a 

brief nod and stare at the fl at ground of the 
hilltop around me and at the stait of the 
trench system about 30 meters away. "Okay," 
he says in an apparent moment of blissful 
silence, "run," and suddenly I was off, a bit 
like they run in the movies - low and fast. 
The difference, perhaps, was only that I was 
wishing more than anything else that I should 
be goi ng back, that I should be almost any
where but running faither forward. I could as 
easily shoot pictures of the lines a couple of 
kilometers behind the actual fi ghting. There 
were plenty of soldiers there, too. But I was 
going fo rward, past pieces of exploded 
shrapnel and rockets scattered randomly on 
the ground on either side of me and into the 
incline of the trench, which was shallow 
enough for me to still have to stoop as I con
tinued, at a slightly slower pace, through the 
labyrinthine network until , finally, I landed 
lying on the ground, gasping for breath at the 
feet of Commander Abdul Majid. 

"Come on, I'll take you on a tour." he 
bad said. So I bad smiled and nodded as if a 
tour of hi s trenches was just the thing I had 
wanted . In fact, all I wanted to do was find 
a snug bunker, curl up and go to sleep, any
thing to stop the fear coursing through my 
body at an almost uncontrollable rate. 

Instead, I am soon moving down the 
u·ench line on my haunches with three soldiers 
in tow with the constant zips of whizzing bul
lets overhead. A few minutes later I am in a 
smal l redoubt overlooking the valley, cau
tiously pee1ing over the 1im of the eaithen 
banks to catch a glimpse of the Taliban posi
tions directly in fron t, about a kilometer away. 
Tape-e-Khane, says Abdul Majid pointing to a 
concrete fo1t perched on the hilltop opposite. 
To my right, far below and behind me, is the 
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valley I came along. It is here that the incom
ing tank shells are zooming in at an uncom
fo1table rate. 

Uncomfortable it may be, but the soldiers 
ai·ouod me seem to be chee1f ully uncon
cerned. And this apparent confidence in their 
ability to survi ve gives me, in turn, confi
dence. Where I prepai·e to hurl myself to the 
ground at the slightest sound of the whine of 
incoming shells, Abdul Majid dismisses the 
sound with a nonchalant wave of hi s hand, 
"Ach, it's going over us," he would say with 
a not very big smile. Or, "It's a present fo r the 
Talibs," in the case of outgoing fire scream
ing towai·d the enemy positions opposite . 

And, to my sati sfacti on, l find that we 
are not the only people on the receiving end. 
Government tanks are giving the Talibans a 
pasti ng. Watching cautiously we view Jai·ge 
puffs of smoke ignite on the opposite hi ll-

laughter from the hill top position as the two 
tai·gets dive fo r cover amongst the nearby 
shrubbery whilst bullets spatter mound them. 

Adbul Maj id 's little wm - for by Afghan 
standmds this day was quiet - is taking place 
in the nord1east of Afghai1istan and is pait of 
the government siege of the northern city of 
Kunduz, one of the few towns in the n01theast 
still under the control of the Taliban, the 
extremist Islamic mili tia which has decreed 
television , photographs and many other 
things of si milar il k un-Islamic. Just to 
emphasize their evil nature, televisions have 
been subjected to public ha11gings from lamp 
posts in Kabul , the Afgha11 capital . 

In the last few months, though, the mili
tary balance has swung toward the govern
ment. The Talibans' mass ive May 1997 
offensive, which brought them within an ace 
of capturing the enti re country, turned into 
an utter di saster. As many as 6,000 Taliban 
troops were killed or captured by govern
ment fo rces when a senior government com
mander - who had previously defected to 
the Taliban - redefected to the governnient. 

The countryside is littered with 
destroyed tanks, APCs and the like , a fi nal 
testimony to a disastrous offensive. 

Now the government is on the offensive; 
and Kunduz is being steadily besieged, main
ly by troops of Tadjik strongman Ahmed 
Shah Massoud, who has his headquarters in 

(top, left) The "Lion of Panjshir" arrives at the front. (top, right) "Three hots ... and a 
trench." Seasoned vets settled in for the duration. (above) A Hind rests and patiently 
waits as rockets are mounted - "gifts" for the Taliban enemy. 

top. A few seconds later the sound waves 
reach us and the emth trembles slight! y as 
the vibrations fight their way through. 

Tea was served in a plastic beaker and I 
gratefull y swigged away, washing some of 
die dust fro m my mouth and generally col
lecting my wits. 

"Two Talibs!" shouted the gunner, 
wrenching back the cocking mechanism on 
his PK. Hun-iedly summoned by an impetuous 
wave from Abdul Majid I crawl the few ymds 
to the gunner's position and gingerly peer 
down at the valley floor. Sure enough, about 
800 meters away, walking down the road me 
two just-discernible figures. In a matter of sec
onds, though, there is a stream of red tracers 
pomi ng towai·d diem followed up by hoots of 

the mountainous Pa11j shir Valley several hun
dred kilometers to the south of Kunduz. The 
siege, however, is taki ng place at a snail's 
pace. Ground is being taken fro m the Taliban 
litera lly meter-by-meter as government 
troops fight from village to vill age in their 
attempt to encircle, close on, and then cut off 
the air supplies to Kunduz, which arrive from 
Kabul at a steady rate of fo ur airplanes a day. 

The Cab" s Meter Is Running 
So, as I slithered back down the hillside, 

having declined Abdul Majid 's invitation to 
stay the night (pleading that I had a driver 
waiting but, yes, I would come back), I 

Continued on page 68 
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D
eja vu! First it was Russian tanks in 
America's heartland [see "U.N. 
Troops Invade Arizona," SOF, Feb 
'95] here to enslave the citizenry. 

Now, m1ss1ves were pouring into my fax 
machine - "The German Air Force had 
moved into New Mexico and taken over the 
old abandoned Holloman Air Force Base" 
and "9,000 German troops and hundreds of 
aircraft have established a base on U.S. soil 
in preparation for herding Americans into 
New World Order concentration camps! " 

Unlike the Arizona story, which was 
picked up by only a few local newspapers, 
and that caldron of consp iracy The 
Spotlight, this time the story made it onto 
CNN and into the pages of the Washington 
Post. As usual , Soldier Of Fortune isn't 
content with second-hand info. We prefer to 
see and evaluate the "threat" ourselves. So 
off it was to the high-desert of south-central 
New Mexico and a visit to Holloman Air 
Force Base and the German Air Force 
Tactical Training Center-U.S.A. 

While I was the Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal (EOD) supervisor at neighboring 
White Sands Missile Range for a number of 
years I spent quite a bit of time flying Army 
helos out of Holloman, so I was looking for
ward to a bit of homecoming. 

Arriving at the base I met up with my 
German Air Force (Luftwaffe) guide, Tech 
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German Jlir force 
ln11ades 

New Mexico? 

Text & Photos by 

Ritbara [. Sb~rrow 
Sergeant Michael Sprengard. Asked what I 
wanted to see the answer was simp le . 
"Everything," I said. The first stop was at 
the unit 's personnel office where First 
Lieutenant Jochem Fass, a personnel offi
cer, gave me a brief rundown on unit orga
nization and personnel strength. At that time 
there were 28 officers, 252 NCOs and 

ALAMOGORDO,NEW :MEJflCO 
BEGRUESST 01£DIUTSCHEN SOWATEN UNO IHRE FAM/LIEN. 
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enlisted troops and 12 civilians assigned, 
not to mention 330 dependents. 

I had planned to interview Lieutenant 
Colonel Gottfried "Blacky" Schwarz, the 
unit's deputy commander. But that was 
going to have to wait, as he had a training 
flight scheduled that morning. Well , it 
seemed as good a time as any to take a look 
at the troops in action. In a few minutes the 
ground crews would be pre-flighting the jets 
and that was definitely where the action was. 

Driving out to the ready hangars the sky 
was awash with dark, low-hanging storm 
clouds giving forth a chilly, non-stop drizzle 
which served to amplify that "tactical " feel
ing one gets on an active military base. 

Arriving at the hangars, I found what I 
was looking for. Like crouching forest
green birds of prey sat the Tornadoes. 
Impressive from every angle they sat low 

Conspiracy theorists suspect German 
troops in America will eventually herd cit
izens into "New World Order" concentra
tion camps. Others more familiar with the 
operation are less frightened. This bill
board, erected by the Alamogordo (N.M.) 
Chamber of Commerce, welcomes 
Germans to the area with "Begruesst die 
Deutschen Soldaten und ihre familien. 
Herzlich Willkommen!," or "Greetings [to] 
the German soldiers and their families. 
Sincere Welcome!" 
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and quiet, waiting to take to the skies. 
Entering the hangar I found the ground 
crews hanging out in that laid-back pre
operation mode, familiar to Gis the world 
over. The good-natured banter soon van
ished. It was time to get down to business. 
Hanging BDU-33 practice bombs under the 
bellies of the warbirds. Checking the big 
27mm Mauser BK cannons, checking and 
rechecking, and all the time keeping watch 
out of the comer of their eye on the stranger 
in their midst. There was nothing unfriend
ly in their eyes - it was simply that these 
men were professionals. The safety of these 
airplanes and the men who flew them was in 
their hands, and they were all business. 

After a familiari zation walk around I 
climbed up to join the maintenance officer, 
First Lieutenant Tobias Wandel, for a cock
pit briefing. Once topside, I got a full run
down on the weapons systems, controls and 
avionics systems. Naturally, I had to try it 
on for size. 

Before climbing into the pilot's seat, 
the crew chief made doubly sure I didn 't 
have any loose items that might fa ll out 
of my pockets and into his bird . Although 
I'd spent many hours in the fro nt seat of 
Army Hueys and Kiowas they were noth
ing like this. 

A New Breed 
Recognizing the need for a new high

speed, low-level attack aircraft that would 
meet recently established NATO criteria, 
Britain, West Germany and Italy joined 
forces in 1969 to fom1 Panavia. This newly 
formed consortium was compri sed of 
Europe's largest aircraft manufac turers -
Aerospace of Britain, Messerschmitt
Bolkow-8/ohm, of West Germany, and 
Aeritalia, of Italy. As a result of their joint 
efforts, the Panavia Tornado was born, and 
took to the air in August 1974. 

Becoming operational in 1980, this 
swing-wing, two-seater jet incorporated the 
best of many worlds. Computer-intensive, 
this day/night, all-weather warbird was battle 
tested during the Persian Gulf War. It proved 
itself wo1thy to both friend and foe alike. 

The Luftwaffe currently flies the 
Interdiction/Strike (IDS) version, as well as 
the Electronic Combat Reconnaissance 
(ECR) "Wild Weasel" version. With multi
ple hard-points on the fuselage and wings 
the Tornado is capable of carrying nearly 
20,000 pounds of ordnance, including 
bombs, rocket pods, guided missiles and 
electronic countermeasures systems. 

Single-barreled 27mm Mauser BK can
nons are tucked into each side of the forward 
fuselage. Capable of spitting out 1,024 rounds 
per minute, these twin stingers are guaranteed 
to give any opponent a bad hair day. 

With its wings in the forward (unswept) 
position the Tornado can take off and, with 
the aid of jet-thrust reversers and anti-skid 
brakes, land at forward airfie lds not access i
ble to many other fixed-wing aircraft. When 
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its wings sweep back into the attack mode, 
the Tornado takes on the appearance of a 
giant angry ruTow as it streaks towru·d its tar
get at an impressive Mach 2.2 (1,455 mph). 

For those times when the Tornado must 
do an in-air refuel there is no longer a need 
to wait until weather conditions, location, or 
the tactical situation permits rendezvous 
with a tanker. Like scuba divers who buddy
breath, Tornado drivers have the capability 

to transfer fuel from jet-to-jet by means of 
retractable fuel -transfer hose assemblies 
mounted in their external, 1,500 liter (396 
gallon) drop tanks. 

Dial-A-Chaff 
An age-old bane of combat pilots has 

been that annoying "beep" in the cockpit, 
warning they were being painted by enemy 
radar. For years, one solution has been to 

(top) German Air Force personnel conduct pre-flight checkout of wing-mounted fuel 
tank and Mauser BK 27mm gun. (above) A German Air Force Panavia Tornado awaits 
takeoff in a hangar, after pre-flight preparations. For those times when the Tornado 
must do an in-air refuel there is no longer a need to wait until weather conditions, 
location, or the tactical situation permits rendezvous with a tanker. Tornado drivers 
have the capability to transfer fuel from jet-to-jet by means of retractable fuel-trans
fer hose assemblies mounted to their external, 1,500 liter (396 gallon) drop tariks. 
(inset) The tail of each German fighter jet at the Holloman Air Force Base features a 
yellow background and Zia sun symbol from the New Mexico state flag, a German mil
itary Iron Cross and two silver darts that represent the unit's two aircraft types - the 
Tornado and the F-4 Phantom. 
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eject pre-cut strips of metall ic chaff in 
hopes it would confuse the opposing radar 
signal. One problem: If the signal returned 
from the chaff didn' t match freq uency, the 
radar signal could be boosted to "punch 
through" the chaff cloud. 

To combat this weakness the Tornado's 
on-board computer analyzes the enemy 
radar freq uency, then signals the chaff dis
penser to cut its chaff strips into the specif
ic lengths required to match the foe' s radar 
beam, thus masking the airplane. 

Whether it is screaming in at 1,000 fee t 
off the deck to take out enemy SAM si tes 
and radars; providing high-speed, low
level ground support mi ssions; or bl asting 
enemy aircraft out of the sky at 60,000 
feet, the Tornado is definitely one bird you 
want on your side. 

Soon all pre-fl ight preparations were 
complete, the crews settled into the cockpits 
and the big Tornadoes were rolled onto the 
tarmac. In short order the powerful twin 
Turbo-Union RB-199 jet engines screamed 
to life and the fl ight of three Tornadoes 
streaked skyward and vectored for the Four 
Corners region of northwest New Mexico. 

After a 600-plus mile sortie the jets 
made their practice bomb run over the 
Holloman range and headed back to base 
where I met Col. Schwarz at the Officer 's 
Club for a spot of lunch and some light 
conversation. It was then to hi s office for 
our interview. 

Luftwaffe U.S.A. 
The German Air Force Tactical Trai ning 

Center at Holloman AFB, under command 
of Colonel Eckhard Sowada, came about as 
the result of a worldwide search for an air
training faci li ty. It was to provide good 
year-round weather and increased air space 
- all needed for a fighter-weapons instruc
tor course and advanced tactical training for 
Tornado crews; as well as a basic course 
and fighter-weapons instructor course fo r 
the Luftwaffe 's F-4 Phantoms. 

(right) First Lieutenant Tobias Wandel 
briefs SOF on seat controls and instru
ments of the Tornado's rear cockpit, used 
by a weapons officer. 
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(top, right) When all pre-flight preparations were complete, the crews settled into the 
cockpits and the Tornadoes were rolled onto the tarmac. In short order, the powerful 
twin Turbo-Union RB-199 jet engines screamed to life and the flight of three Tornadoes 
streaked skyward and vectored for the Four Corners' region of northwest New Mexico. 
(top, left) Chaff/flare pod mounted under Tornado wing. For years, fighter jets have 
been able to eject pre-cut strips of metallic chaff in hopes of confusing enemy radar 
signals. Typically, however, enemy pilots can "punch through" a chaff cloud if it sends 
off the wrong signal frequency. To combat this, the Tornado's on-board computer ana
lyzes the enemy radar frequency, then signals the chaff dispenser to cut its chaff strips 
into specific lengths required to match a foe's radar beam. (above) BDU-33 practice 
bombs mounted under Tornado. 
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Lieutenant Colonel Gottfried "Blacky" 
Schwarz is deputy commander of the 
German Air Force Tactical Training 
Center-U.S.A. After an initial agreement 
between the secretaries of defense of 
Germany and the United States in the fall 
of 1990, the first talks were held to for
malize moving Germany's Tornado flying 
operations to Holloman Air Force Base, 
N.M. By 1999, 42 Tornados and 600 per
sonnel will be stationed at the base. 

After an initial agreement between the 
secretaries of defense of Germany and the 
United States in the fa ll of 1990, the first 
talks were held to formalize moving the 
Tornado fl ying operations to Holloman 
AFB. In 1992, the USAF/GAF F-4 training 
relocated to New Mexico. On 23 Apri l 1996 
the first Tornado took to the New Mexico 
skies. In May 1996, a $42 million infra
structure was in place and the phase, 
dubbed Holloman I, was operational. When 
fully up to strength Holloman I will consist 
of 12 Tornado jets and 300 personnel. 

Next on tap, Holloman II, is scheduled 
to be in pl ace in 1999. Under th is phase an 
additional 30 Tornadoes and 600 personnel 
will be stationed at the base. Additionally, 
another $100 million to $120 million, all 
paid for by Germany, will be injected into 
support functions and the local economy. 
Holloman I and II are currently on a l 0-year 
lease, which expires in 2004. 

Why New Mexico? Long-recogni zed by 
U.S. flyers as the ideal training environ
ment, the American southwest is blessed 
with an abundance of sunshine, a sparse 
population , and a wide variety of terrain 
conditions. All such conditions combine to 
make for one of the best military flight
training locations in the world. Considering 
the NATO standard requirement of 180 
llight hours per year, it makes the area far 
superior to the on-again-off-again weather, 
dense population and increasi ngly restric
tive air-space condit ions over much of 
Europe. For comparison, the population of 
Berlin is the same as the entire state of New 
Mexico, and the state occup.ies only 15% of 
the land area of Germany. 

With the exception of unmarried person
nel under age 25 , Col. Schwarz told me 
everyone li ves in the neighboring town of 
Alamogordo. Although there has been a bit 
of culture shock coming from the green 
forests of their homeland to the desert scrub 
brush of New Mexico, the Germans are 
finding the area and their new neighbors 
very much to their Liking; so much so that 
some are already asking about extending 
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their three-year tours of duty. What a coin
cidence - that's just what I did when I was 
stationed in Germany. 

When I asked what he had to say about 
the fears being expressed by some that the 
Germans were part of a New World Order 
plot, here to bomb American cities and herd 
citizens into United Nations ' concentration 
camps, the colonel's reply was short, sweet 
and hard to beat: "Bullshit !" he snorted. 

Nuts And Bolts 
The next stop was a tour of the unit's 

logistics squadron, with its commander, Lt. 
Col. Freudenfeld. Overseeing supply, 
ammunition, electronics, maintenance and 
transportation the Logistics Squadron has a 
complement of five officers and 233 NCOs 
and enlisted men. 

The majority of the maintenance is done 
in the United States, with the exception of 
depot maintenance, which is stiII done in 
Germany. Except for the aircraft and associ
ated parts, everything in the unit, from 
office computers and furniture to vehicles 
and warehouse shel ves is purchased or 
leased here. 

For an American view of the German 
presence, as well as to discuss the "LTN inva
sion" rumors, I spoke with Brigadier General 
Bruce Carlson, commander of the 49th 
Fighter Wing and Holloman Air Force Base. 

General Carlson found it rather amusing 
that some of the conspiracy tales had 
Holloman as "an abandoned air base." 
Considering the 4,500 military and 1,500 
civili ans assigned here it made for a pretty 
active ghost. 

As for the reception of the base and the 
c itizens of Alamogordo to the German new
comers, the response has been overwhelm
ingly supportive. Although, the general 
noted, at the rate the American mess halls 
attract the German flyboys, "Things get a 

little crowded." Not surprisingly, I fo und 
Gen. Carlson's observations echoed by the 
numerous townsfolk I spoke with. 

auf Wiedersehen 
After spending two in format ive and 

enlighten ing days with the officers and men 
of the German Air Force Tactical Training 
Center-U.S.A., Soldier Of Fortune has no 
reservations about their mission or goals. It 
was a unique opportunity to meet some 
truly gracious and hospi table military pro
fessionals . 

The objective of thi s mi ssion was to vis it 
and talk to military men about their jobs and 
equipment. In the process, SOF was again 
able to shine the Li ght of truth on one more 
mi sdirected conspi racy theory. Mi ss ion 
accomplished. 

Richard Sherrow is SOF s contributing 
editor for forens ic sciences and has, arnong 
other credits, a great deal of time behind the 
T-bars of U.S. tanks. ~ 

SOF correspondent Rick Sherrow checks 
out the fit of a Tornado pilot 's seat. 
Whether it's screaming in at 1,000 feet off 
the deck to take out enemy SAM sites and 
radar, Sherrow writes, or providing high
speed, low-level ground-support mis
sions, or blasting enemy aircraft out of 
the sky at 60,000 feet, the Tornado is def
initely one bird you want on your s ide. 

Tech S ecs: Panavia Tornado 
Wingspan (swept): 28 ft. 2 in. 

Wingspan (unswept): 45 ft. 7 in. 

Wing Area: 286 sq. R. 

Length: 54 ft. I 0 in . 

Height: 19 ft. 7 in. 

Maximum Take Off Weight: 60,000 lb. 

Maximum Speed: Mach 2.2 ( 1,455 
mph) 

Maximum Range: 1,500 miles 

Service Ceiling: 65,000 feet + 
Engines: Twin Turbo-Union 

RB-199 Mk 103 
Turbofans 

Engine Thrust: 16,900 lb. per engine 

Armament: 2 Mauser BK 27mm cannons with 180 rounds per gu n. Under-Wing 
and fuselage stores include: Paveway laser-guided bombs; HARM 
anti-radiation air-to-ground guided missil es; JP233 sub-munition 
dispensers; Sidewinder air-to-air guided missiles; various other 
bombs, missil es and dispense rs. 
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KUWAIT-IRAQ BORDER - It is one 
week before National Liberation Day -
seven years to the date when Allied forces 
freed Kuwait from Iraqi occupation - and 
instead of planning my celebration at a 
swanky embassy party, I am surveying an 
Iraqi army-built defensive berm through the 
main-gun sight of a US Army MIA! tank. 

Outside the 67-ton tracked behemoth, a 
strong wind is whipping around grains of 

have been the primary persuader in finally 
getting Iraq to the table. But ground units 
like this one - in the desert less than 25 
miles from Iraq i territory - represent the 
legacy of the " line in the sand" drawn by 
President George Bush in 199 1 . 

It was these same MI A l Abrams tanks 
that destroyed hundreds of Iraqi tanks and 
APCs during Desert Storm in some of the 
largest, most one-sided battles ever waged 

Text & Photos b~ Mark H Milstein 
sand like miniature lawn darts, while thou
sands of miles away at the Pentagon, plan
ners are busy putting final touches on what 
everyone on the ground is saying will be 
days upon days of non-stop air strikes and 
cruise-missile salvos. 

This, according to US Army Sergeant 
Cordell A. Sherrill , " won't be your grandfa
ther's air strike." 

And, Sherrill continued, " it won't be a 
replay of Desert Storm either." 

"We won't need hundreds of thousands 
of ground troops to make Saddam cry 
uncle," the 3rd Battalion 69th Armor tank 
gunner said. "We 're not here this time to 
drive him from Kuwait. We're here to 
remind him that moving on Kuwait would 
be a big mistake." 

The threat of air strikes on Baghdad may 
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in the history of tank warfare. 
When SOF arri ved in Kuwait the US 

Army had roughly I 00 tanks in the field , 
with double that many still in storage at 
Camp Doha, the US Army 's main pre
positioned hard wa re base just outside the 
capita l. 

Fifty-eight of those Ml A Is were with 
me at a sprawling, but desolate tactica l sup
port area known to the troops as the 
"Cabal." The other 42 Abrams tanks, plus a 
large number of Bradley fi ghting vehicles, 
were spread out within a LO-mile by I 0-mile 
box about 40 minutes down a dirt road west 
of Highway 80, the main north-south road 
linking Iraq with Kuwait City. At its center 
was "Battle Base," the command complex 
that would oversee any ground action exe
cuted by thi s mechanized infantry force. 

Like most SOF adventures, getting there 
is half the job. Nearly a month before things 
reached a rapid boil , SOF began contacting 
the fo lks at the Army Central Command 
(ARCENT) at MacDill AFB , in Florida, to 
set the stage for a trip to Saudi Arab ia -
where most of the US military 's pre-posi
tioned hardware in the Gulf is stored - to 
spend a few weeks with one of our arm ored 
units which we believed would be part of 
any first-strike force . 

Welcome To Kuwait 
After learning the Saudi government 

wasn 't go ing to let journalists into the coun
tsy, and hearing them say they weren' t 
going to allow the US to use any of its bases 
for offensive action , we focused our atten
tion on getting an OK to join elements of 
the US Army already in Kuwait for 
"Intrinsic Action" exercises. Intrins ic 
Action is part of a series of on-going fie ld 
training exercises that have been held in 
Kuwait since the end of hostilities in 199 1. 

Faxes and te lephone ca ll s flew, and 
after some intervention by Mr. Claude 
Young, the American embassy in Kuwait ' s 
top-gun press attache, and the Kuwaiti fo r
e ign mini s try, I fo und myself be in g 
whi sked from the recentl y rebui It a irport 
- destroyed in a tank battle between US 
Marines and Iraqi Republi can Guard u nits 
- to the Sheraton Hotel. 

Think of Tucson , Ariz., or San Diego, 
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populated by legions of white Chevrolet 
Caprice Classic-driving Gulf Arabs and 
you've got Kuwait. The State is an anomaly 
among its neighbors; it absolutely loves 
America, and is quite unabashed about its 
support. Parents name their children after 
George Bush, and Fudruckers, McDonald's 
and TGIF restaurants compete for space 
along the coast road with the Emir's palace. 
Mention that you' re from the States to most 
Kuwaitis and it' ll usually prompt an invita
tion for a coffee or a tea. 

As diplomatic traffic between Baghdad 
and the UN picked up speed, so too did the 
arrival of US troops into Kuwait. Word was 
that the Pentagon had chosen the week fol
lowing the end of the Nagano Winter 
Olympics (Feb. 23) to begin their assault. 
The stage was being set. 

Australian SAS troops designated to act 
as rescue teams in the event that any all ied 
aircraft were downed behind enemy lines 
had already arrived. Twelve F- 117 stealth 
fighter jets were now stationed at Ali al 
Salam Airbase outside of Kuwait City and a 
period of six moonless nights was only a 
week away. Perfect bombing conditions, Air 
Force personnel in Kuwait were saying. 

ARCENT was reporting that between 
eight and 10 747s filled with troops were 
arriving at Kuwait City international airport 
every day, and equal numbers of C-Ss, C
l 7s and C-14 ls were landing daily at air
bases outside of the city. 
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Right behind them, however, was an 
army of international media who descended 
on the oil-rich sheikdom only to hit a brick 
wall in the form of a too-small, too-inexpe
rienced and totally unprepared US Army
led Joint Information Bureau (JIB). 

While the American Navy was doing 
everything in its power to accommodate the 
hoards of journalists and TV crews that had 
descended on the region, the Army decided 
to assemble a team of press-hating res.erve 
officers whose only success was in demo
nizing all US ground forces. The result was 
a public-relations disaster for the Army. 

With the JIB reduced to organizing press 
pool events for the mainstream press, and 
our request to be embedded with an armor 
unit being processed, we decided to head up 
to the Iraqi border to see for ourselves what 
Saddam was doing. 

Saddam Not That Stupid 
While we didn't find any Republican 

Guard mechanized divisions lurking among 
the berms, we did find 28-year-old Kuwaiti 
Army 2nd Lt. Abdullah Nasser manning the 
final checkpoint on the Kuwaiti side of the 
DMZ, only a few hundred meters from Iraq. 

Nasser, a graduate of military-exchange 
programs at both West Point and Sandhurst, 
said there were no known Iraqi units close 
to the border, and if we joined him for lunch 
at his brigade headquarters he would 
explain more. 

"Speed and Power" - at 67 tons and $2.8 
million a copy the Abrams tank supplies 
both. It was the M1A1 Abrams that 
destroyed hundreds of Iraqi tanks and 
APCs during Desert Storm in some of the 
largest, most one-sided battles ever 
waged in the history of tank warfare. Take 
note, Saddam: They're baaack! Noted 
SOPs host Capt. Robert Ashe, (below), of 
Albany, Ga. "No one hopes for combat, 
but there are no concerns about our 
readiness. It's our business." 
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"Saddam will not invade Kuwait again ," 
Nasser said after a lunch of traditional 
Kuwaiti food at the officer 's mess. "He's 
not that stupid. He knows he would pay a 
price that he cannot now afford. So, what he 
does instead is cause us to always be on full 
alert, test our resolve and try to divide us." 

Nasser then took us to the brigade's 
briefing room and unraveled an oversized 
map showing the border region. 'These are 
our M1A2 tanks," Nasser said. "These are 
the American positions, and here are the 
locations of known Iraqi forces. Because of 
the agreement signed after the war, there 's a 
DMZ that prohibits all parties from placing 
heavy weapons within it. Our tanks are 
here, nearly 30 ki lometers from the border. 
Saddam's nearest tanks are here, almost 70 
ki lometers from our border. " 

Nasser said that his orders allowed him, 
in the event of hostilities, to drive his 
M lA2s upwards of 20 kilometers into 
southern Iraq to create a security zone. 

(above) The threat of air strikes on 
Baghdad may have been the primary 
persuader in finally getting Iraq to the 
table, but ground units like this one -
in the desert less than 25 miles from 
Iraqi territory - represent the legacy 
of the "line in the sand" drawn by 
President George Bush in 1991. Inside 
Abrams, Staff Sgt. John Brown of 3rd 
Battalion 69th Armor, 1st Brigade 3rd 
Infantry Division (Mech) discusses 
tank's capability. (upper right) Agile 
Bradley fighting vehicles are deployed 
alongside tanks, in a theater almost 
ideal for armored war. (right) East 
meets West as Kuwaiti checks out 
Patriot antimissile battery. 
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"There would be thousands of refugees 
flooding across our border if a war broke out," 
Nasser said. "We would need this buffer." 

The scenario described by Nasser also fi t 
well into the rumors SOF was heari ng about 
US armor pushing across the border into 
Iraq and cutting off the Basra-Baghdad 
highway in the event of hosti lities . The 
tanks were an important link in the overall 
military buildup that as of late February 
included nearl y 5,000 ground troops in 
Kuwait, 350 combat aircraft in the region 
and an average of 30 warships on station in 
the Persian Gulf. 

Meanwhile, back in Kuwait City, 
things had gone from warm to hot , with 
civilians lining up to buy gas masks, expa
triates lining up to fly out of the cou ntry 
and civi l defense authorities organi zing 
mock air raids for school kids. CNN was 
reporting that UN Secretary General Kofi 
Annon was headi ng to Baghdad for last
ditch effort talks. No one, at least no one 

in Kuwait , beli eved Annon 's efforts wou ld 
come to much. 

It was time to get things in gear. After 
pushing, prodding and finally screaming, 
SOF was given the green light to spend a 
few days li ving in the desert with the U.S. 
Army's spearhead armor unit, the men of B 
Company, 3rd Battalion 69th Armor, from 
1st Brigade, 3rd Infantry Division (Mech). 

When the 3/69, based at Fort Stewart, 
Ga. , got its orders back in mid-February to 
head to Kuwait, it came as no surprise, said 
3/69 commander Lieutenant Colonel Mike 
Altomare. "We are America's 911 if a con
flict breaks out anywhere," he said. 

Readiness: It's Our Business 
In 1994, when Saddam massed six 

di visions of tanks and infan try on the 
Kuwaiti border, the 3/69 was among those 
first to arrive during a fast co unter
deployment. Last November, the battalion 
showed its stuff during Bright Star exer
cises in Egypt. It recently completed a 
stint at the National Training Center in 
California's Mojave Desert. 

Soldiers with the battalion widely 
assume that a conflict with Saddam is just a 
matter of time. "Being trained and ready, we 
are at our peak," said Captain Robert Ashe, 
of Albany, Ga. "No one hopes for combat, 
but there are no concerns about our readi
ness. It's our business." 

The soldiers have spent hundreds of 
hours of preparation, honing ski ll s and 
developing a high level of teamwork neces
sary to succeed under even the worst battle
fi eld conditions. 
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"I was kind of looking forward to see
ing what we could actually do in combat," 
said Private Jason Langley, a tank driver 
from Huntsvi lle, Texas. ff recent gunnery 
scores are any indication, the 3/69 may be 
the best tank battalion in the Army. In live
fire tests back in January, five tank crews 
in the battalion received perfect 1,000-
point scores. Most battalions would feel 
honored if one crew scored l ,000. 

In recognition of their accompl.ishment, 
crew members received a much-coveted 
bronze belt buckle with the battalion's motto: 
"Speed and Power." The buckle is described 
as the tank-crew equivalent of a Super Bowl 
ring. That motto is an apt description of the 
capabilities of the $2.8 million Ml tank. 

Teamwork 
One of those perfect crews is command

ed by Sergeant First Class Robert Keel, of 
Pittsburgh. He said the key to a perfect 
score in gunnery is teamwork. 

Sergeant Keel 's driver is Private 
Langley. The driver 's job is not only to 
move the tank quickly (up to 40 mph) over 
difficult terrain, but also to move it steadily 
while the gunner and commander are 
attempting to find and destroy enemy tanks 
as far as two m.iles away. He said optimal 
combat speed is about J 0 mph, being care
ful not to force the tank 's automatic trans
mission to shift into a higher or lower gear 
at the moment of firing. 

Loading rounds into the main gun is also 

Just outside Kuwait City lie acres upon acres of Iraqi tanks, 
artillery, and APCs - mute evidence of the unimaginable vio
lence and lopsided victory of Desert Storm. 

a critical aspect of a 
tank crew's teamwork. 
Specialist Chester 
Foster, of Macon, Ga., 
is one of the fastest 
loaders in the Army, 
capable of pulling a 40-
pound live shell out of 
the magazine, placing it 
into the breach, closing 
the breach, removing 
the spent shell casing 
after firing, and placing 
a new shell into the 
breach within 3 sec
onds. In contrast, the 
automatic loaders in 
Iraqi T-72s typically 
take from 7 to lO sec-
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3rd Battalion 69th Armor tank gunner Sgt. 
Cordell A. Sherrill, "We won't need hun
dreds of thousands of ground troops to 
make Saddam cry uncle. We're not here 
this time to drive him from Kuwait. We're 
here to remind him that moving on Kuwait 
would be a big mistake." And, Sherrill 
continued, "it won't be a replay of Desert 
Storm either." 

onds to perform the same operation. 
A third critical skill needed to wage tank 

warfare is that of the gunner. Sergeant 
James Floyd, of Mills, Pa., is Keel 's gunner. 
F loyd says his job is a lot like playing 
Nintendo. In fact, his trigger system looks 
like a steel version of the same controls 
used in the popular video game. 

But Floyd is under no illusion about the 
seriousness of his mission. "When I'm out 
there, I'm not thinking video game," he 
said. Instead, he is concentrating on us ing 
the tank's thermal imaging sensors to iden
tify and kill enemy tanks. An Iraqi T-72 has 
an effective range of about 1,800 yards, 
while an M l 's range is nearly twice that. 

On the other side of the "Cabal" the 
morning's breakfas t mess was being broken 
down, and as we stuffed our faces with T
rats of sausage and eggs, oatmeal and coffee 
we ran into Privates First Class David Maue 
and Joseph Hayes - both part of the US 
Army's fire support team. 

"We' re the eyes and ears of the 
artillery," the Buffalo, New York-born 

Continued on. page 71 
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Jack-Boated 
Terminators 
Take Na 
Prisoners & 
Ha11e Na Case 

by James L. Pate 
PHOTOS COURTESY ART ALPHIN 
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T
his story's scenario is unfortunately 
fami liar, another example, some 
legal experts say, of federal law 
enforcement's fai lure to learn from 
past fiascoes such as Waco and 

Ruby Ridge; perpetuated by a continuing 
tolerance of totalitarian tactics and abuse of 
power by the U.S. Department of Treasury's 
"special" agents. 

Dressed in plain clothes with no distin
guishing markings - refusing to show 
badges, identification, or a search waiTant 
- T-men forced their way past a frightened 
housewife into a family home. The raid was 
based on allegations by an informant who 
not only had a strong motive to lie, but is a 
convicted felon. Few "facts" provided by 
the snitch had been checked beforehand. 

But the agents - a combined force from 

the U.S. Customs Service, the Bureau of Alco
hol, Tobacco and Firearms and the Internal 
Revenue Service - knew the allegations were 
sexy enough to grab headlines: Gun-running 
to foreign countries, money laundering, tax 
evasion and narcotics trafficking. 

Once inside the home, the T-men yelled 
obscenities at the woman, a respected 
author of children's books, threatening her 
when she tried to make a phone call. They 
further terrorized her by opening and 
pulling apart feminine hygiene products , 

Art Alphin with two cape buffalo shot by 
him and Peter Capstick in the Okavango 
Delta of Botswana in 1990. Alphin used an 
A-Square Hannibal Model rifle in .500 A
Square; Capstick used the first Hannibal 
Model rifle in .470 Capstick caliber. 
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and pawing through her lingerie, holding up 
items of intimate apparel and making lewd, 
crude jokes about her sexual practices. 

The overall ransacking of the home was 
unusually thorough. Although the treasury 
snitch made no mention of illegal drugs, the 
words "controlled substances" had been 
mysteriously added to one list of items to be 
seized that was attached to the search war
rant. Christmas gifts under the tree were 
ripped open. The terrorized woman heard 
agents swinging specimens from her hus
band's hunting rifle collection against the 
walls, breaking the gun stocks. 

agents violated his 4th Amendment right 
guaranteeing protection "against unreason
able searches and seizures," the suit claims. 

Outrageous, Unconscionable 
In every step of the legal process since 

the raids against Alphin's home and busi
ness, the feds have dragged their feet as long 
as the law would allow. Sometimes longer. 

In late February, a federal judge issued 
an order demanding that the feds respond to 
Alphin's motion for a hearing on the return 
of the remainder of Alphin 's property. 

Government lawyers had already ignored 
two deadlines for responding to the motion. 

Alphin remains unbowed, and he said it 
was only after months of deliberation that 
he decided to "go public." 

"We are prepared to endure any hardship 
in order to bring maximum publicity and 
pressure to bear on the federal government, 
so that the renegade agents will be disci
plined, so that our damages will be set right, 
and so that renegade agents will be deterred 
from committing such crimes in the future," 
Alphin told SOF. 

At the magazine's request, two retired 
.Welcome to the disheveled and terror

ized world of Arthur Alphin, a West Point 
graduate and retired lieutenant colonel now 
a maker of custom hunting rifles, and his 
wife, Elaine Marie Alphin, an award-win
ning author of children's books. 

r-----------------D~e~d~e:ra~l .. l~a=w:-:e:n~fo:r:c:ement officials reviewed 
copies of the affi-

"Our lives were irrevocably changed on 
19 December 1996," Alphin told Soldier Of 
Fortune, referring to the day that treasury 
agents launched simultaneous raids against 
his home in Indiana and his gun business, 
A-Square Company, Inc., of Bedford, 
Kentucky, near Louisville. "A-Square 
was effectively shut 
down for nearly six 
months," after trea
sury agents carted 
off all his business 
records and comput
er eq uipment. An 
order already ap
proved for export to 
France was seized in 
mid-shipment. 

There are some 
implausibles immedi-
ately apparent in the a ents raided 

. arbage left behind as Tre:s~[.;st gwalls of his 
Trash: photo at right is ~ed rifles were sma~hed g of "gun running, 
Alphin's business; tra!nts searching for ~~1den~~s even tore open 
home by renf'.gade aa9ney laundering, etc. Ag: comments directed 
dope smuggling, m d - in tune to obscen t in Alphin home. 
Christmas prese~ts a~eminine hygiene produc s 
toward Mrs. Alphin -

allegations against Alphin. His compa
ny does not deal in any of the types of 
weapons usually associated with gun
running or other illegal domestic sales. 
His company doesn't sell any handguns, 
nor even shotguns. It doesn't sell semi
automatic firearms of any type, or any 
firearms with detachable box magazines. 
It sells no weapons of a military caliber. 

Art Alphin 's business sells one type of 
firearm, and one type only: bolt-action 
hunting rifles; most of them of the large 
calibers needed to hunt big game - not 
the type of weapon desired by terrorists, 
bank robbers or street punks. 

Almost 18 months after the raids, 
Alphin is yet to be charged with any crime. 
But only a portion of his property has been 
returned, and the disruption to his business 
has caused considerable financial hardship. 
Alphin has sued in federal court, alleging 
agents made false statements and showed 
"reckless disregard for the truth." The 
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davits and search 
warrants for the raids 
on Alphin 's home, 
which is in Indiana, 
and his business, 
which is in Kentucky. 
Both lawyers said no 
facts were listed that 
would establish proba
ble cause. 

"This is the kind of 
federal activity that 
results in Wacos and 
Ruby Ridges ," said 
James H. Jeffries, III, 

referring to two of the biggest fiascoes in 
modern law-enforcement, the bloody 
botches against the Branch Davidian reli
gious community in Texas and the Randy 
Weaver family in Idaho. "This case against 
Colonel Alphin is outrageous and uncon

scionable, a perver-

sion of the system. 
"If I were still a federal officer, I 

would seek immediately to terminate the 
employment of" the agents and federal 
prosecutors involved, said Jeffries , a 
retired federal prosecutor now in private 
practice, specializing in federal gun law. 
During almost 30 years at the Department 
of Justice, Jeffries played key roles in the 
prosecution of white-collar criminals, 
from mobsters to former Vice President 
Spiro Agnew. 

.ulegal Nullities'"' 
"The warrant applications are legal nul

lities," Jeffries said. "Any magistrate judge 
that would read and rubber stamp what was 
submitted in this case has aided and abetted 
a travesty of justice. These were open war-
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Alphin was something of a renaissance man at West Point, con
ceiving/authoring/teaching classes on ordnance technology. 
Here Alphin (at left, hatless) helps other officer instructors 
unload Confederate Napoleon which he borrowed from West 

Point Museum. Building sol id and canister shot, he staged firing 
demonstrations for cadets. (above) Alphin demonstrates vener
able water-cooled M1917A1 Browning medium machinegun. 

rants, without the specificity required by 
law, to vacuum clean a person's home or 
business." 

Robert E. Sanders, who retired as a num
ber-two director in the BATF and also has a 
specialized law practice in federal-firearms 
law, agreed with Jeffries. 

"They were totall y lacking in probable 
cause to believe any crime had been com
mitted," Sanders told SOF after analyzing 
the documents. "Based on the information 
contai ned in the affidavits , I can ' t fi nd any 
probable cause to believe this man did any
thing i!Jegal. 

"U nfort un ate ly," Sanders sa id , " I 
be li eve the warrants will be uph e ld, just 
beca use the inves ti gating agents went 
for the warra nts. In reviewing the war
ra nts and affidav its, a judge will proba
bly find no mi srepresen tation or di sre
gard for th e truth ." 

Sanders noted that the feds face legal 
problems "on real complicated and techni 
cal issues regarding the Internal Revenue 
Service." Citing Title 26, Section 6103 of 
the Internal Revenue Code, Sanders said it 
forb ids the disclosure of all private tax 
information , info rm ation that , 
under law, shall not be divulged 
to any person for any reason, 
except under a court order. 

related compani es" and then enumerates 
over the nex t page gross receipts reported 
by vario us compani es over a fo ur-year 
period. 

The nex t step in the legal process for 
Alphin , as of thi s writing, is to have a 
hearing on the return of his remaining 
property, requested under 41 (e) of the 
Rules of Federal Criminal Procedure. In 
that motion , Alphin 's lawyers assert that 
the search warrants were "based upon 
fa lse statements that were made .. . with 
reck less disregard for the truth," and that 
the agents engaged in "unlawfu l and 
unconstitutional conduct." 

A 33-page memorandum in support of 
that motion analyzes, almost line by line, 
the affidavit and search warrant used to raid 
Alphin 's home. It claims that the raid was 
unl awful because the agents knew, or 
should have known , that the information 
upon which the warrants were based was 
false. It argues that the property and other 
ev idence should be suppressed, and all gov
ernment records and copies of those records 
should be purged from the federal system 
and turned over to Alphin. 

False And Misleading 
Agent Hornschemeier all eged that 

Alphin is pres ident of A-Square and two 
other companjes, A-Cube Company and 
Brontosaurus Brass Company. He 
claimed that " these co mpanies have 
reported gross receipts of $527 ,560 for 
the years 1990 through 1994." In fact , the 
dollar values ci ted by Hornschemeier do 
not re late to any thing, and could not be 
found on any return. 

"The only correct statement attributed to 
Agent Hornschemeier is that Colonel 
Alphin receives a pension from the U.S. 
Army, a statement that has absolutely no 
probative value," Alphin 's lawyer, Marc S. 
Murphy, wrote in the motion. 

"For a special agent of the IRS to claim 
that he reviewed the tax returns of Colonel 
Alphin and those of hi s related companies 
and make such a grossly inaccurate state
ment is outrageous," Murphy wrote. 

Hornschemeier also reportedly alleges 
that Alphin 's international shipments are 
processed through a customs office at the 
Cincinnati International Airport, and that 
documents provided by Alphln to that cus-

toms office indicated the sales value 
for products shipped through that 
airport for 1990-94, "approx.imately 
$3.5 mjlJion more than he reported 
to the IRS ." 

As Alphin 's lawyer noted, "thls 
statement is fal se and misleading." 
Alphin uses two other international 
airports for exporting hls products, 
in Memphis , Tennessee, and in 
Huntsvi lle, Alabama. "Moreover, no 
shipment has exited through 
Cincinnati for years." 

In th e applicati on for a 
search warrant fo r Alphin 's 
home, Special Agent J. Thomas 
Rothrock of the U.S. Customs 
Service, detail s in more than a 
page of informational specifics 
from Alphin 's business and per
so nal tax returns, all provided 
by, Rothrock said in the sworn 
statement, Special Agent Daniel 
J. Hornscbemeier, assigned to 
the criminal investigative divi
sion of the IRS. Rothrock said 
in hi s affidavit that Horn
schemeier "has reviewed the 
tax return s of Alphin and bis 

Art Alphin posed in Rhodesia in 1974 with cape buffalo, taken 
with the first rifle made in .500 A-Square. 

As to the dollar value Horn
schemeier said Alphin reported for 
hi s exports through Cincinnati, 
Alphin 's lawyer notes that careful 
examination of the paperwork filed 
by Alphin in Cincinnati and cited by 
Hornscbemeier were taken from the 
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front of the export license. On the 
back of the export license is a work 
sheet listing the value of what is 
actually shipped, deducted from the 
total estimate on the front page. 

"Agents possessing the qualifica
tions and positions claimed by 
agents Rothrock and Hornschemeier 
shou ld be familiar with this proce
dure," the motion asserts. "The fai l
ure on their part to follow the correct 
procedure resulted in a false and 
misleading statement being given to 
the examining magistrate. 

"Likewise, the allegation that 
more than $3.5 million in product 
have been shipped, but not reported 
to the IRS not only does not withstand a 
common sense test, it is entirely baseless," 
the motion states. "Assuming for argu
ment's sake that there were $3.5 million in 
sales, a reasonable split would have been 
approximately $1 million in sales for rifles 
and $2.5 million in ammunition . At an aver
age export invoice value of approx imately 
$2,500, this would mean that 400 rifles 
were illegally exported. 

ludicrous ... Absurd ... 
"A-Square's facilities and all its 

records were regularly inspected by 
Frankfort, Kentucky, ATF agents Wanda 
Reed, Ken Phil lips and Deborah Rankin," 
the motion states. "If 400 rifles had been 
... illegally exported, they would have 
been present on the production floor and 
then 'covered ' by 400 false entries in the 
FFL Bound Ledger, which has a 
total of 1,280 entries to begin with. 
Given the Frankfort ATF agents ' 
extremely tight, triple cross-check 
procedure, any such rifles and false 
entries would have been discov
ered . But [Rothrock] apparently 
never contacted the Frankfort ATF 
offices. 

Lion taken by Jerome Knapp a few years 
ago with a Hannibal model rifle in .416 A
Square. A-Square's success in the busi
ness arena is a direct reflection of the 
success of Alphin's products in the field. 

known to [U.S. Customs] that A-Square 
normally uses Federal Express. They could 
easi ly have verified the actual weight of all 
A-Square shipments. Further, the freight , 
not counting restricted article fees or excess 
valuat ion (insurance) charges [on the 
amount alleged by the government] would 
have been $246,404. 

"As shown on the Form 1120s, the total 
freight and postage actually paid during the 
years in question is approx imately 5 percent 
of this figure." 

Alphin 's motion also argues that if other 
freight carriers or shippers had been used by 
A-Square, it would have been picked up by 
customs records at the three airports used by 

ments would have been detected by 
postal workers, "particularly since 
the [investigating agents] had placed 
a mail cover on A-Square .. . This 
entire paragraph of the affidavit is 
fantasy. It is so grossly inaccurate 
and misleading that the [agents] 
either knew it to be false or were 
reckless and negligent in their inves
tigation." 

Fire A Convict, 
Go To Jail? 

Belying a working knowledge 
one would assume a government 
agent would have of government 
form s, Hornschemeier claimed, 

according to Rothrock 's affidavit, tbat 
Alphin reported only $39,560 in gross sales 
for his business in 1991 and 1992, but 
" reported gross sales of approximately 
$281,400 on ATF Form 5300.26, Federal 
Firearms and Ammunition Exci se Tax 
Return for the same period." 

This claim was "apparently mislead
ing," Alphin 's motion argues. The state
ment in both instances is correct, but gross 
sales "for purposes of ATF Form 5300.26 is 
entirely different than ' total gross sales' on 
Form 1120S (Federal Corporate Tax 
Return) - a fact which must be known to 
Agent Hornschemeier. The Federal 
F irearms and Ammuniti on Excise Tax is 
not paid on gross sales. Many items, such 
as cartridge cases, bullets and dies , which 
are a part of gross sales, are exempt from 
Federal Excise Tax and are not reported on 

ATF Form 5300.26." 
Then there is the matter of the 

Department of Treasury 's in for
mant. Apparently the woman' s 
motives were not scrutini zed, nor 
was her criminal record made 
known to the magistrate who 
signed the search warrants. Her 
all egations against Alphin were 
apparently taken at face value. "Likewise, a claim that A-Square 

Company exported approximately 
$2.5 million worth of ammunition 
without reporting the same is ludi
crous. A reasonable split would have 
been approximately $1 ,650,000 of 
.375 H&H ammunition and approxi
mately $833,000 of .458 Winchester 
ammunition . This would have 
required shipment of 42,226 boxes 

Manning booth at SHOT Show, Alphin talks big game 
hunting with prospective dealers. Except for the bizarre 
raid by misguided Treasury agents, A-Square's mete
oric rise to prominence in its field has made it a text
book free-enterprise success story. 

The "confidential source of infor
mation," or SOI, as the affidavits 
refer to the woman, is a former A
Square employee who was on parole 
from a 20-year sentence for embez
zlement. She got a job at A-Square, 
Alphin said, "using an alias and false 
papers. She was fired for stealing and, 

of .375 H&H amm unition and 20,9 J 2 
boxes of .458 Winchester ammuni tion. This 
would require 1,760 exterior shipping car
tons for the .375 H&H ammunition and 
l , 162 shipping cartons for the .458 
Winchester ammunition . 

"The total weight," the motion states, 
"would be 149,022 pounds. Added to the 
7,200 pounds of rifles, this would have 
resulted in a total shipping weight of 
156,222 pounds, or 78 tons. A claim that this 
quantity and weight of product could have 
been surreptitiously exported is absurd. 

"Furthermore, the simplest of checks 
would confirm that such weight of ship
ments did not occur. For example, it is 
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Alphin 's company. Such shipments are 
compared against invoices, both in spot 
inspections by U.S . Customs on departure 
"and habitually opened by customs in the 
destination country." 

"There has never been a discrepancy, 
and this was a matter of public record 
known to [Hornschemeier] , yet concealed 
from the magistrate," the federa l court 
motion notes . "If this quantity of goods had 
been mailed through United States Mail, 
then from January l , 1990, to December 31 , 
1994, A-Square would have had to mail , for 
each day the post office was open, approxi
mately 105 pounds of goods." 

The motion contends that such ship-

after her record was discovered, 
reported to the parole board. None of this 
was in the affidavit." 

Nor did the application for search war
rant mention that Alphin had voluntarily 
contacted ATF agents Deborah Rankin and 
Eugene Baker to report " the fact that his 
business had unknowingly employed a 
convicted fe lon." 

Rothrock was either so sloppy in his 
investigation that he failed to check out his 
informant 's background, or he knew she had 
a criminal record and concealed that infor
mation from a federal magistrate. 

Rothrock 's claim that Alphin tried to 
smuggle a rifle through the Cincinnati air
port on 1 August 1996 drew an unequivocal 
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denial in Alphin 's motion. 
On that date, Alphin said, he 
was on New York 's 
Manhattan Island, at his 
wife 's hospita l bedside as 
she recovered from corneal 
transplant surgery. 

tation was suffic ient to meet 
the intent of the customs 
regulation. He also placed 
on fi le with Kuchler's office 
proof of origin and registry 
for the rifle involved in the 
incident of May 1966. 

"Return to the U.S. with 
items originally taken out of 
the U.S. is not a violation of 
anything," Alphin 's motion 
asserts. " ... The statements 
made by [Rothrock] were 
intended to mislead the 
magistrate." 

Alph in confirmed the 
accuracy of one allegation by 
Rothrock, that a customs 
official seized a .416-Rigby 
rifle from Alphin at the 
Cincinnati airport on 14 May 
1996, when Alphin was 
returning from a business trip 
to France. Alphin disputes, 
however, Rothrock 's c laim 
that the seizure constitutes "a 
violation of Customs regula
tions." 

As Alphin 's lawyer 

Alphin and bear taken at "uncomfortably close" range on Kamchatka 
peninsula of Russia in 1991. 

The money laundering 
allegation by Rothrock is 
a lso is sure to get critical 
scrutiny. In essence, 
Rothrock alleges that money 
launderers have multiple 

explains in the motion, the rifle 
in question was a company-owned firearm 
manufactured by A-Square and used by 
Alphin at a shooting demonstration in Paris. 
The motion said the decision by customs to 
seize the rifle was "arbitrary" because they 
would only accept a certain customs form 
verifying that the weapon was owned by 
Alphin prior to leaving the country and had 
not been purchased abroad. 

Follow The Law, Go To Jail? 
"It had 'Made in the USA' stamped right 

on the weapon," Alphin told SOF, explain
ing that it was made in his production shop. 
Alphin said he had a similar experience in 
1992, when a customs inspector named 
Kuchler was about to seize firearms and 
camera equipment from Alphin as he 
returned from a trip to Zambia. But Kuchler 
relented, Alphin said, when Alphin fur
nished him invoices and other purchase doc
umentation proving that the items originat
ed in the United States. 

To obtain the customs form in ques-

tion, Alphin pointed out, one must vis it a 
customs office with any valuable mer
chandise, such as cameras, firearms or 
jewelry, to register the items prior to fo r
eign travel. A copy of the registration is 
then given to the foreign traveler, which he 
may produce on return to the United States 
to prove he owned the items prior to going 
abroad. 

The trouble with complying with that 
customs regulation where firearms are con
cerned, Alphin pointed out, is that the 
prospective foreign traveler would have to 
take the gun into either an airport or a fed
eral building, where such customs offices 
are located. Taking a firearm into either an 
airport or a federal building, is a crime. 

After the incident in 1992, in which 
Alphin was allowed to keep the rifle after 
showing satisfactory documentation on its 
manufacture and purchase, Alphin said he 
contacted the federal departments of com
merce, justice and treasury. Each informed 
Alphin, he said, that the purchase documen-

Alphin mans ballistics test range at A-Square factory in Bedford, Kentucky. His pen
chant for big-game hunting has melded with his engineering talent to form the suc
cessful A-Square business. A-Square proprietary designs/calibers have recently been 
licensed to Ruger and Winchester. 
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bank accounts, and com
monly own a legitimate business, then leaps 
to a conclusion, without a single supporting 
fact, that Alphin has multiple bank accounts 
and owns legitimate businesses, so he must 
be laundering money. 

In an attempt to support his money-latm
dering allegation, Rothrock revealed in his 
affidavit that the government's surveillance of 
Alphin 's personal and business mail detected 
the receipt of "mail from a bank in 
Johannesburg, South Africa ... On his person
al tax returns, Alphin claimed he did not have 
an interest in, or signature authority over, a 
financial account in a foreign country ... " He 
also claimed in the affidavit that Alphin con
trolled bank accounts in California. 

"Bank statements are issued on a regular 
and predictable bas is," Alphin 's motion said 
in response to this particular allegation. 
"The statement that Colonel Alphin receives 
mail from a bank in ... South Africa, and the 
innuendo inherent therein, is calculated to 
mislead .. . " 

The motion goes on to explain that, yes, 
Alphin received two letters from Valkskas 
Bank in Johannesburg, both of them gener
al correspondence, neither of them a bank 
statement. It goes on to explain that 
Alphin 's company bought a car in South 
Africa for his use when vis iting, which he 
does on a regular basis to consult with safari 
clubs and others interested in his line of 
game-hunting products. 

Money Shrinks In Laundry? 
"This fact was disclosed on all tax fil

ings and the vehicle was depreciated over a 
five-year period of time," Alphin's motion 
states. "The car is garaged, registered, main
tained and insured on A-Square's behalf by 
two South African individuals. In order to 
facilitate th is arrangement, Colone l Alphin 
uses personal, after-tax income, changes it 
to South African Rand and deposits same 
into an account at Volkskas run by the two 
individuals." 

Rothrock knew, or should have known 
from the lack of regularly mailed bank 

Continued on page 70 
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Cold Shoulder for Cold War lllly 

The youngster, who wore a uniform of 
sons, might have been 11 years old. He was 
nasty, high on wacky-backy and the only 
th ing old about him was his rusty 

Savimbi at a press briefing 
at one of his bush camps 
prior to a strike on the enemy. 
Below are UN/TA soldiers on 
parade at Jamba, Savimbi's 
bush HQ in the east of the 
country during an earlier 
phase of the war. This army 
was gradually molded into a 
crack combat force by the 

,.. South Africans. 
tA; .. )l' 

::>1'N l'V>Jlh 

5 4 

by Al J. Venter 

Kalashnikov. I was white and, it soon became 
clear, he simply didn ' t like whites - espe
cially those bigger than he. When he struck 
at me with his fists - arms outstTetched -
he almost had to stand on his toes. It should 
have been comical but it wasn't. I couldn't 
argue much, since he had a gun. 

The little shit was part of a group mann ing 
a roadblock on the narrow strip of tar that led 

out east from Huambo - or what was then 
still ca lled Nova Lisboa. We had heard tl1ere 
were ambushes to the south, so we thought 
we would make a detour. Bad mistake. 

As we approached the roadblock, a 
Portuguese re fugee trave ling ahead of us 
had been halted by a rebel soldier screami ng 
insults and wavi ng a gun in hi s face. The 
Angolan, already sweating fu riously in the 
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early morning heat, was angry and we 
never found out why. Had we not 
an-ived when we did, he would proba
bly have killed the man. 

I got out of our four-by-four and 
braced myself. Suddenly, the crazy 
one clubbed the Portuguese once 
with his rifle butt, and then again. 
Blood flowed. The impetus of the 
attack forced the D·aveler to fall back
wards into his cab. 

'Vai!' the soldier shouted in 
Portuguese, spittle dribbling from his 
lips. Go! 'Vai!' he screamed again, 
raising his AK. There was no mistak
ing his intent. 

In a single, fluid movement that couldn ' t have 
taken more than half-a-second, the victim swung his 
legs into his vehicle, turned on the ignition and moved 
the gear lever forward. In a swirl of dust, he was gone. 
Now it was our turn. Because I was the closest, the 
soldier turned to me. 

Then a strange thing happened. A remarkable 
change overtook the man. The screaming madman that 
I had been watching moments before, aghast, came 
toward me, hand outstretched. A smile creased his face 
from one ear to another. 

'Bom Dias,' he boomed, in a genuinely friendly 
tone. I was speechless. If I hadn' t just witnessed the 
near execution of a fellow traveler, I might have 
thought that this was one of Africa's good guys. The 
metamorphosis was total. Not so with the youngster 
who accosted me shortly afterward. 

Angola - then and now - is full of such contra
dictions. Such as a month or so before when I was out 
walking with Allen Pizzey - who was yet to join CBS 
- looking fo r something to do within sight of Luanda's 
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(above) UNITA troops climb 
onboard a captured Russian 
APC after one of the conclusive 
battles of the war at Cuito 
Cuanavale. One of 14 Angolan 
Army T-55s (left) knocked out by 
a combined UNITA/32 Battalion 
force on the Lomba River in mid 
1980s. (below) This Soviet SAM-
7 was captured by the South 
African army during a major bat
tle with Angolan troops. Here, 
it's tested by a South African 
army engineer and his sidekick. 
This and many other such 
weapons were passed on to 
UNITA guerrillas. 
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magnificent four-centuries old Fort Sao 
Miguel. In the capital, at least, it had all 
been relatively painless so far because 
Angola in 1975 was in transition. 

Heavy Fire And Torture 
Suddenly Pizzey and I - as well as 

everyone else in that part of town near the 
llha - came under heavy machine-gun fire. 
That was fine; it had happened before and we 
knew how to look after ourselves. But then 
the opposition decided to use mortars to 
retaliate and it soon became hairy. These 
days, Pizzey, now the CBS man in Rome 
covering the Middle East, laughs about it. 

(above) A Russian-built T-55 tank lies in 
ruin, after being blown apart by UNITA 
armor - just one of the many skills impart
ed on the guerrillas by South African 
instructors. This Soviet-built Ural heavy 
transporter (right) was among Soviet hard
ware taken by UNITA forces during the war 
against Luanda's troops. (far right) South 
African meres fighting for Luanda found 
dozens of Russian air-to-air missiles lying 
about the air bases they flew from. Though 
in perfectly good condition, they were dis
carded, wasting millions of dollars. 

It was at about this time that the name of 
a black guerrilla leader - one of many at 
the time - emerged from the bush (the 
Dembos, as they referred to the encroaching 
jungle in those parts). Dr. Jonas Savimbi 
had been around but it was early days and at 
that stage he lacked the prominence of peo
ple like Agostinho Neto or Holden Roberto. 
His movement was called The Union for the 
Total Liberation of Angola. Its Portuguese 
acronym was UN/TA, which stuck. 

The child who had been trying to 
knock seven tons of shit out of me at the 
roadblock was one of Savimbi 's irregu
lars. He arrived as the so ldiers were 

Huge piles of captured Soviet hardware, including these 120 mm Eastern Bloc mortars, 
were captured at the Battle of Lomba. Luanda, in the end, provided Savimbi with much 
of the strength UNITA needed to continue fighting the war. 
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checking our gear and went at me from the 
start. He kept hitting me until an older 
man - probably an officer - arrived 
and saw the look on my face, by now a bit 
bloody. He ordered the youngster to stop 
and when he didn't, he was rewarded with 
a cuff across the ear. My torturer did noth
ing until his boss left and then he started 
again, this time with renewed effort 
because I had caused him to lose face. 

Looking back, I realized later this 
apprentice psychopath had every intention 
of killing me. He would hit me a few times, 
look down toward his AK, raise the busi
ness end toward my chest and then start 
with his fists again. There was no reason for 
his actions except that he had probably 
never killed a white man before. 

His attitude was peculiar since racism 
had never been a problem in Lisbon's 
African colonies. The colonials had been 
mixing easi ly with the locals for centuries. 
It's an overworked homily, but its true: God 
made man white and God made man black, 
but the Portuguese made the mulatto. 

I'd been making my way - with oth
ers eager to get out of this carnage -
through some of the most remote country in 
Africa. We traveled south toward the 
Namibian border. There, we hoped, the 
South African army would be waiting for 
us. They were, though we saw a lot of dead 
people along the way including some who 

were burned alive. 
In those weeks since I had left Pizzey in 

Luanda, I had spent time getting my story, 
which also meant toting an FAL as a "free
lance" against anti-government MPLA 
Marxist troops trying to encroach the 
defenses of Nova Lisboa. This once-beauti
ful city was then Savimbi's stronghold. 

Still Fighting Marxists 
Almost 25 years later, Savimbi is still at 

it. He remains as implacably opposed to 
Marxist MPLA rule today as were his people 
when they used Chinese 82mm mortars to hit 
back at whomever was shooting at them in 
the shadow of Luanda's old Fort San Miguel. 

Today Angola epitomizes one of the 
great tragedies of the 20th Century. The 
country has been at war since 1961 - first 
against Portuguese colonials who shame
fully and hurriedly withdrew to the 
Metropolis when they threw in the towel in 
1975; then against each other. A succession 
of civil wars followed . The more recent, 
better-publicized phase, includes two years 
of internecine combat in the early '90s 
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against South African "volunteers" 
who were hired by the mercenary 
organization Executive Outcomes to 
oppose their old allies. 

Killing Old Friends 
Paradoxically, Savimbi was now 

fighting the same South African 
special forces-turned-mere with 
whom he and his men had shared 
decades of war. For a full genera
tion, South Africans and UNITA had 
been allies. Both, right or wrong, 
had a common vision: they were 
opposed - often passionately -
to the same brutal Marxist govern
ment in Luanda that had 01iginally 
forced Savimbi into the bush. 

anticipated the Portuguese dumping 
tl1eir colonies - Angola had acquired 
a very significant strategic signifi
cance. Moscow was delighted, espe
cially since almost all tlle revolution
ary leaders were radicals. 

Once Savimbi was a factor, 
Washington was happy as long as 
UNITA could keep chipping away 
militarily at MPLA's power-base. 
Luanda, it was determined by US 
strategists, would lack the political 
and economic clout needed to maneu
ver and possibly supplant American 
interests in the country. Thus began 
the bloody, bitter civil war that, inter
mittently, continues today. 

The Brink Of Bloodshed In that time, UNITA's troops 
were being trained by their South 
African allies. They had lived and 
fought and died beside each other. 
Personal and emotional ties, as we 
now know, had gone deep, though 
those who became turncoats and 
ended up fighting for the Marxists 

UNITA guerrillas examine an Angolan Air Force MiG-21 
brought down in eastern Angola with an American 
Stinger missile. 

Although tl1ere is a cease-fire in 
effect as I write, everyone is aware 
that both Savimbi and Luanda are 
preparing for the next round. The 
only difference is that though the 
'Evil Empire' is history, the Angolan 

would probably disagree. 
Curiously, Savimbi and his UNITA 

army were once a powerful Western ally in 
the battle against Soviet-backed subver
sion in Africa. Following MPLA's victories 
after independence (with Russian and 
Cuban assistance) Washington all but 
embraced Savimbi . It's an adage as old as 
war itself: If your enemy is my enemy, 
then we are friends. 

UNITA was the first African liberation 
movement to receive Stinger SAM ground
to-air missiles. Those, and other weapons, 
were intended to counter the $3 billion 
worth of war materiel the Soviets were 
pouring into Angola. Moscow also arranged 
for Castro to send 35,000 of his best-trained 
troops to this west African country in a bid 
to reinforce Luanda's military grip. 

Among those who rallied to Luanda's call 
were Vietnam, East Germany, Hungary, 
Czechoslovakia, North Korea, Libya, the 
Sudan, Poland and, of course, Nelson 
Mandela's African National Congress (ANC). 

Other countries, wary of Eastern bloc 
gains, rallied. In Africa, Morocco's King 
Hassan provided Savimbi with training 
facilities and arms. Mobutu 's Zaire (the 
Congo today), became his most powerful 
ally. Kinshasa gave Savirnbi access to the 
outside world as well as a market for his 
diamonds: UNITA was then controlling 
about half of Angola's diamonds. 

There was also Pretoria, invariably para
noid about communists and desperate for 
friends in a shrinking world because of 
Apartheid. South Africa was powerfully 
opposed to a Soviet presence in Africa, fear
ing their own blacks might become infected 
with the same liberation virus that had 
afflicted Lisbon's colonies. 

Other countiies that came to UNITA's aid 
were a mixed bag and included Saudi Arabia, 
some Gulf States, Communist China, the 
Shah's Iran (until the mullahs took over) and, 
very discreetly, several European countiies 
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UNITA General McKenzie, named after a 
Scottish missionary that worked in his vil
lage, stepping off an Executive Outcomes 
jet at Saurimo. He defected to Government 
forces in 1993 and is now a general in FAA. 

including France. Never to be bothered with 
tiivialities such as ethics or ideology, you can 
always count on the French to look after 
themselves and bugger the rest if there is a 
sou to be made. The Elysees Palace would 
support the devil if it could score; just as 
Paris is quietly doing now, pussyfooting on 
Iran and Iraq in the hopes of getting at their 
lucrative oil contracts. 

A Slick Incentive 
The bottom line - then and now - in 

this vast West African state was oil. It was 
first discovered offshore by an American 
company in the rnid- l 950s. The Cabinda 
Gulf Oil Company (Chevron) were offered 
good pickings in a string of unusually rich, 
low-carbon, oil fields in which this 
American company had a 39% stake. The 
bulk of it, even today, is exported to the 
United States. Now, with the communists 
dominating Angolan politics, that source 
was threatened. 

Independence · from Lisbon meant that 
quite unexpectedly - since nobody had 

Government remains Marxist. 
And today, Angola's Marxists are no 

longer pariahs in the eyes of the West. 
Enlightened pundits say the time has 
come to dump Savimbi. In spite of a track 
record of loyalty and dedication - and 
God knows how many hundreds of thou
sands dead (as well as three million land 
mines still in place in the country) -
dumping Savimbi is exactly what 
Washington, London, Paris, Bonn and the 
rest have already done. 

The United Nations has imposed sanc
tions on the rebel leader and his people in a 
harsh bid to bring him to heel. But then 
Savimbi is about the U.N.'s size. Pity they 
can ' t do the same with Iraq. 

Early 1998, and Dr. Savimbi remains 
ensconced in rather splendid isolation in the 
hilly bush country of Bailundu, about a hun
dred miles north of Huambo. 

He has chosen his headquarters careful
ly. The country is ideally suited for guerril
la war. An attacking force would have diffi
culty making headway through a succession 
of high-lying hills and gorges that surround 
the place. For access, he has an airport at 
Bailundu's 'twin-town ' of Andulo. Until 
recently there had been a regular stream of 
flights into the well-defended airport - all 
of them illegal and unscheduled - and all 
through porous Angolan air space. 

Smuggling Munitions 
That was the situation until 21 January, 

1998, when Angolan air force MiG-2l s 
intercepted a South African registered DC-4 
headed for Andulo. It had filed a flight plan 
out of Johannesburg and was supposed to be 
headed for the Congo. At its last refueling 
stop in Lusaka, Zambia, it turned sharp west 
into Angola. Angolan air force MiGs were 
waiting and the plane was forced to land at 
Menongue. On board were eight South 
Africans and a cargo which one report said 

Continued on page 69 
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With match-grade ammunition, the NORINCO .308 SVD will 
shoot 0.7 MOA, while retaining the exceptional reliability and 
durability of all Kalashnikov-type weapons. 

Draguna11' s Mass-Produced SllD Sharpshooter 

D on' t confuse the Mission Essential 
Need Statement (MENS) of the 

Dragunov sniper rifle (Samozaryadnaya 
snaiperskaya vintovka Dragun.ova - SYD) 
with that of the United States Marine Corps' 
M40A J. Russian snipers train for 45 to 60 
days in their units. USMC snipers spend 
three months at Quantico. But, more impor
tantly, each Russian motorized rifle platoon 
has one Dragunov-armed sniper. Thus, the 
SYD was designed to be a mass-produced 
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sniper system, and within that parameter it 
does quite wel l. 

By 1942 the flawed semiautomatic 
Model 1940 Tokarev (SVT-40) sniper rifle 
was abandoned and production of the 

TEXT & PHOTOS BY 

Peter G. Kokalis 

Mosin-Nagant M 1891/30 bolt-action sniper 
rifle recommenced. Desiring to move 
beyond a 19th-century rifle, development of 
a new semiautomatic system began in 1958 
at the arsenal in Izhevsk, where the 
Kalashnikov was produced. Principal 
designer on this project was Evgeniy F. 
Dragunov (1920-91), who was born in 
Izhevsk into a family of gunsmiths, and 
whose sons followed in his footsteps. The 
biggest problem was to resolve the contra-
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dictions between reliability (maximum tol
erances) and accuracy (minimum toler
ances). After trials in competition with a 
design by Konstantinov, the Dragunov was 
adopted for service on 3 July 1963. 

Chambered for the 7.62x54R cartridge, 
the SYD is gas-operated and fires from the 
closed-bolt position. It employs the same 
rotary bolt system as the Kalashnikov 
assault rifles and RPK squad automatic. 
There is a two-position gas regulator, for 
nonnal and adverse conditions, that can be 
adjusted using the rim of a cartridge. This 
rifle operates by means of a short-stroke 
piston which is not attached to the bolt car
rier as it is on other Kalashnikovs. 

This lightweight, hard-chromed piston 
is driven back by the gases passing through 
the barrel's port in the gas cylinder. It 
impinges against a spring-loaded, 11.75-
inch steel rod, riding over the barrel , which 
in turn delivers its rearward momentum 
onto the front face of the bolt carrier to 
drive it and the bolt rearward and out of 
battery. Long-stroke operation results in 
movement of a heavy mass which jars the 
weapon and decreases the accuracy poten
tial, one of a sniper weapon system's most 
important parameters. Both the 
Kalashnikov series and the SVD have three 
locking lugs, the largest lug (which has a 
slot cut into it to accommodate the unusu
ally large claw extractor) also has a projec
tion on it which serves as the cam that rides 
in the bolt carrier's cam path to rotate the 
bolt (35 degrees) and unlock it (and during 
the counter recoil stroke to rotate it into 
battery). As the carrier and the bolt go back 
together, the recoil spring is compressed to 

tor lever makes the usual loud AK noises. 
The curved Dragunov magazine holds 

10 rounds and, since this is a rimmed car
tridge, care must be taken that the round on 
top is in front of the rim of the cartridge 
beneath it. Unlike the AK, there is a hold
device that locks the bolt rearward after the 
last shot has been fi red. The magazine 
release catch, directly in front of the trigger, 
is a spring-loaded flapper-type and maga
zines must be inserted from the front and 
rolled back to engage the catch. 

Cold-War Optics 
The four-power PS0-1 scope features 

battery-powered reticle illumination. But, 
the batteries are of a type unique to this 
unit. A rubber eyepiece provides the correct 
eye relief of 2.7 inches. Field of view is six 
degrees. There is an unusual rangefinding 
reticle pattern that has been adapted from 
the RPG-7V's optical sight. It consists of a 
series of steps above a solid base Line. 
Every other step is marked in two-hundred
meter intervals, from "2" (the highest step) 
to "10" (the step closest to the base line). 
Just align an enemy soldier with his feet on 
the base line. The system is based upon a 
target 5 feet 7 inches (l .7 meters) in height. 
The step that matches the top of his head 
indicates his distance to you in meters. 
Then dial this distance on the elevation 
knob on top of the scope and you're good 
to go. There is also a graduated scale, cov
ering plus/minus 10 mils in I-mil incre
ments, for windage adjustment above the 
elevation reticle pattern. Use the aiming 
point in the center of the windage scale as 
your aiming point. Both the Israel is and 

Swarovski of Austria have copied this 
rangefinder reticle pattern. The sight incor
porates a metascope for the detection of 
infrared light sources. The optical sight's 
side mount is integral with the scope tube. 
The PS0-1 can be replaced by the NSPUM 
or NSPU-3 night vision scopes, in which 
case the system is referred to as the SVDN2 
or SVDN3, respectively. 

Supplementing this are iron emergency 
sights taken directly from the Kalashnikov 
rifle. The round front sight post, which is 
adjustable for both elevation and windage 
zero, is protected by a circular hood with a 
hole in the top to provide entry for the ele
vation-adjustment tool. The sliding tangent
type rear sight has an open U-notch and is 
adjustable for elevation in I 00-meter inter
vals from 100 to 1,200 meters. The 300-
meter battle-sight setting is marked with the 
Cyrill ic letter for "P." 

The receiver is a milled drop forging. It 
and all of the other components, except for 
the bolt group which has been left "in-the
white," are provided with a satin black 
baked enamel finish . Overall length is 
approximately 48 inches (1,220 mm) and it 
weighs 9.5 pounds (4.3 kg), empty, with 
scope. The barrel is 22.25 inches (547 mm) 
in length, and has four grooves with a right
hand twist of one tum in 10 inches (254 
mm). The bore and chamber are chrome
lined in the manner common to all ComBloc 
small arms. The SYD barrel is equipped 
with a lug to accept the Kalashnikov wire
cutter bayonet (a bizarre accessory for a 
sniper rifle). The flash suppressor has five 
ribs with slots in between and is reminiscent 
of that found on the U.S. Ml4. 

drive the carrier forward again. As 
the bolt is rotated into battery, the 
carrier trips an auto-safety sear 
before firing can take place. Since 
this is a semiautomatic-only rifle, the 
trigger mechanism is quite simple 
and consists of only the trigger, sear, 
auto-safety sear and its coil spring, 
hammer, disconnector, hammer and 
trigger pins and multiple-strand 
spri ng. Because of the disconnector, 
the trigger must be released com
pletely after each shot to re-connect 
the trigger bar with the sear. 

While some may be attracted to the NORINCO .308 
Dragunov (above) for its potential as a sniper 
weapon system, most will be collectors who want to 
own and shoot a piece of history. (below) Whenever 
possible, sniper weapon systems should be fired 
from the prone position, or, if not, then a braced posi
tion of some type. However, the sitting position is 
almost as stable as prone, and can be useful when 
shooting in high brush. 

The skeletonized, wood-laminate 
buttstock, with a leather padded 
cheekpiece that can be removed (and, 
thus, lost all too easily in the field), 
does little to minimize the sharp recoil 
of this full -power rifle cartridge. It 
has a smooth steel buttplate and a red 
phenolic, glass-reinforced pistol-grip 
cap. The two-piece forearm, also of 
wood-laminate construction, has six 
elongate ventilation holes on each 
side and two on the bottom. Vent 
holes on the top would only result in 
heat risers obscuring the sights. 

The standard Kalashnikov safety 
lever is used, but it has only two posi
tions. With the lever set in the upper 
position to safe and a magazine in 
place, the bolt carrier can be retracted 
only enough to inspect the chamber 
for a loaded round. Stiff and excep
tionally difficult to manipulate down
ward into the fire position, the selec-
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Building A Better 
Dragunov 

Several other countries have 
made Dragunov-type sniper rifles. In 
the early 1980s, the Romanians 
introduced a sniper weapon system 
called the FPK that looks like a 
Dragunov, but is based upon the 
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(above) Current caliber 7.62x54R Russian SVD as produced by the IZHMASH factory in 
Izhevsk, Russia. Note black synthetic buttstock and handguard. Newest models feature 
synthetic magazines, as well. (below) Experimental Russian selective-fire SVD with 
bipod and buttstock of slightly different configuration. Note absence of trigger guard. 

AKM assault-rifle receiver. Chambered for 
the 7.62x54R round, it has an RPK-type 
bolt carrier/piston rod assembly, instead of 
the Russian Dragunov's short-stroke pis
ton. The buttstock, forearm and flash sup
pressor are all of a different configuration 
than those of the SYD. 

Yugoslavia's Dragunov, the M76, retains 
the Kalashnikov's original long-stroke 
method of operation with the piston and 
extension attached to the bolt carrier. The 
M76 is chambered for 7.92x57mm car
tridge, also used by the Yugoslavs for 
machine guns, such as their copy of the 
MG42. At 11.6 pounds, significantly heav
ier than the Russian SYD, the M76 has an 
overall length of 45.4 inches. A simple, 
three-position regulator was fitted to the gas 
block. It can be adjusted only after the gas 
tube has been removed. The ON M76 scope 
is patterned after the Russian PS0-1. 
Instead of a bulb and battery, self-luminous 
tritium illuminates the reticle pattern. A 
blond, tight-grained wood, lightly stained 
and oiled, has been used for the buttstock 
(solid instead of skeletonized), pistol grip 
and hand guards. A 112-inch thick, solid 
black rubber recoil pad extends the length
of-pull and is effective in reducing the per
ceived recoil. 

cized bullpup configuration that is usually 
fitted with a sound suppressor and has been 
issued to the OMON ("Police Special 
Assignment Group"), an elite Russian law
enforcement unit. Furthermore, the Russian 
SYD can now be obtained in calibers 
7.62x5lmm NATO (.308 Winchester) and 
.338 Lapua Magnum. A sporter version, 
called the "Tiger," has been imported to the 
United States in caliber .308 Winchester, 
and is also available in 7.62x54R and 
9.3x64mm chamberings. A caliber .30-06 
model of the Tiger is currently undergoing 
testing. There was even an experimental 
model with selective-fire capabi li ty and a 
bipod. It was never placed into series pro-

duction. A caliber .22 rimfire SYD was 
made for training purposes, but little infor
mation has ever surfaced about it. 

Chinese Dragunov 
An almost exact duplicate of the Russian 

SYD has been produced in the People's 
Republic of China for several decades. 
More recently, a variant in caliber 
7.62x5 lmm NATO (.308 Winchester), man
ufactured by NORINCO, was imported to 
United States by Brolin Industries, Inc. 
(Dept. SOP, 2755 Thompson Creek Road, 
Pomona, CA 91767; phone: 909-392-7822; 
fax: 909-392-7824). Soldier Of Fortune 
recently received a test specimen of this 
rifle for test and evaluation. 

The Chinese .308 Dragunov comes 
equipped with a wide array of accessories: 
including a PS0-1 type scope with metal 
storage container and canvas cover, three 
10-round magazines, detachable leather
covered padded cheekpiece, front sight 
windage zero adj ustment tool, three-piece 
steel cleaning rod with handle, plastic oil 
bottle and an RPD-type tool box containing 
gas cylinder reamers, gas port reamer, 
cleaning rod stem, nylon bore brush and 
combination tool. All that, but not one of 
the most important accessories: a sling. A 
sling is to a rifle as a holster is to a pistol. 
The complete rig carries a suggested retai l 
price of $2,000. 

There are some significant differences, 
in addition to the chambering, between the 
Chinese caliber 7.62x5lmm SYD and the 
Russian rifle upon which it is based. As this 
rifle was obviously intended for the U.S. 
market, the auto safety sear has been omit
ted. The BATF has ruled that the presence 
of an auto safety sear turns a weapon into a 
machine gun. 

Since the .308 Winchester round is rim
less, it is no longer necessary to have a 
curved magazine, so the staggered-column, 
detachable box-type magazines provided 
are rectangular in geometry. They are just as 
hard to remove and insert as previously. 

In recent years the IZHMASH factory 
(Dept. SOP, 3 Derjabin Str. , 426006 
Izhevsk, Russia; phone: 011-7-3412-
240702; fax: 011-7-3412-781055) has 
expanded their SYD line. Current SYDs are 
equipped with black synthetic buttstocks, 
handguards and magazines. There is also a 
folding stock version called the SYDS (see 
"Dragunov - The Man Behind The 
Legend," December '96) and a little-publi-

Scope found on NORINCO .308 SVD is a copy of the Russian four-power PS0-1, but 
with markings in English. It is under-powered and the reticle pattern is too busy for long 
range shooting under the stress of combat. 
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was provided by Black Hills Ammunition 
(Dept. SOF, PO Box 3090, Rapid City, SD 
57709-3090; phone: 605-348-5150; fax: 
605-348-9827 - call for information 
about purchasing direct at retail if there is 
no Black Hills distributor near you). We 
selected 168-grain boat-tail hollow-points 
(BTHP) without moly-coating, as a con
siderable number of rounds must be fired 
before the bore has been sufficiently coat
ed for any effects of the molybdenum 
disulphide can be detected. 

NORINCO .308 SVD is equipped with the usual skeletonized, wood-laminate buttstock, 
with a leather padded cheekpiece that can be removed. 

This rifle fired several 0.7 MOA three
shot groups at 100 meters. This is very 
good, especially so for a semiautomatic 
sniper weapon system that has been in 
recent years severely criticized in the 
West for its supposedly mediocre accura
cy potential. 

Continued on page 66 

NORINCO .308 SVD comes equipped 
with a large array of accessories. 

On a more cosmetic level, while the bolt 
group remains " in-the-white," the receiver, 
barrel and al l other external steel parts were 
given a glossy black baked enamel fi nish 
over phosphate. The wood laminate stock 
was oiled and then lacquered. Russian 
scopes carry a distinctive gray anodizing; 
the NORINCO scope is black-anodized. 

While the 4X24mm scope is equipped 
with a retractable sunshade at the objective 
end and there are rubber lens caps for both 
the objecti ve and ocular, tlie rubber eye cup 
is missing. Both the windage and elevation 
knobs, as weU as the light switch, are 
marked in English. Whether the elevation 
knob, marked in 100-meter increments from 
"O" to "10" has been re-calibrated from the 
trajectory of 7.62x54R baU to 7.62x5lmm 
ammunition, and if so, what bullet weight, 
is uncertain. I doubt it. Statting at "3" there 
is an unmarked detent between each number 
that indicates 50-meter intervals. Both the 
windage drum and die reticle pattern remain 
identical to that of the Russian SVD. 

The trigger-pull weight of our test 
specimen was 2.0 pounds, after picking up 
the slack and pulling through the 
inevitable creep associated with 
Kalashnikov-type triggers. This is, in my 
opinion, too light fo r the stress associated 
with combat environments. 

AnMOASVD? . 
The ammunition used in our test and 

evaluation of the NORINCO .308 SVD 
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Norinco .308 SVD 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Caliber: 7.62x5 I mm NATO (.308 Winchester). 
Operation: Semiautomatic; gas operated with short stroke piston; locked breech; 

three-lug rotary bolt duplicating Kalashnikov method of operation;AK
type safety lever. 

Weight: (with scope, empty) 9.5 pounds (4.3 kg). 
Length, overall: 48 inches ( 1,220 mm). 

Barrel: Four-groove; chrome-lined bore and chamber, with a right-hand twist of 
one turn in I 0 inches (254 mm). 

Barrel length: 22.25 inches (547 mm). 

Feed mechanism: Ten-round, staggered-column, detachable, box-type magazine. 
Optical sight: -4X24mm PS0-1 type with 

battery-powered reticle illu
mination; field of view is 6 
degrees; rangefinder reticle 
pattern after that of the 
RPG-?V; incorporates a 
metascope for the detec
tion of infrared light 
sources. The optical sight's 
side mount is integral with 

~ -.::-::.-_ 

==:::...::._ __ ~ ...... 

Emergency sights: 

-'"""1~=~ 

the scope tube. 
NORINCO .308 SVD, fieldstripped. 

AK-type: round front sight 
post, which is adjustable for 
both elevation and windage zero; sliding tangent-type rear sight with an 
open U-notch, adjustable for elevation in I 00-meter intervals from I 00 
to 1,200 meters. 

Furniture: Skeletonized, wood-laminate buttstock and handguards, with a leather 
padded cheekpiece that can be removed. 

Finish: Glossy black enamel over phosphate; bolt and carrier left in-the-white. 
Manufacturer: China North Industries (NORINCO), Dept. SOF, 7 A Yue Tan Nan Jie, P.O. 

Box 2137, Beijing, People's Republic of China. 
Importer: Brolin Industries, Inc., Dept. SOF, 2755 Thompson Creek Road, Pomona, 

CA 91767; phone: 909-392-7822; fax: 909-392-7824. 
Suggested retail price: $2,000, complete with PS0-1 type scope with metal storage container 

and canvas cover, three I 0-round magazines, front-sight windage-zero 
adjustment tool, three-piece steel cleaning rod with handle, plastic oil 
bottle and an RPD-type tool box containing gas cylinder reamers, gas 
port reamer, cleaning rod stem, nylon bore brush and combination tool. 

T &E summary: Excellent accuracy with match-grade ammunition. Exceptional reliability 
and durability. Scope is under-powered and reticle pattern is too busy for 
long-range work in high-stress environments. Will appeal mostly to col
lectors who want to both own and shoot a piece of history. 
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SFEN MK II • SMG Construction Manual 
This manual is o complete 11 how 1011 book utilizing kits from ARMEX, Sarco, etc. Photographs detail manufacturing procedure, 

blueprinted receiver plans and STEN MK II Receiver Template .. 204 pages, 81 /2" x 11 11 illustrations, soh cover. 
Item No. C-337 ................................................................................................................................... $19.95 

Full Auto Modification Manual 
Here, in one book, are the full plans & instructions for the conversion lo selective fi re of 7 of the most popular weapons. Covered in this 

manual ore HK91, HK93, Moc-11 , AR· 15, Mini-14, and Ml Carbine. 71 pages, 5 1 /2" x 81 /2" illustrations, soft cover. 
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Simple Salutes 
A professional guide to safe firework construction, this book covers all the basics for creating "Simple Solutes" or Firecrackers. An easy 

to read and understand guide with illustrations & photos showing the process of making your own fireworks. 30 pages, 5 l /2 11 x 81 /2" 
illustrations & photos, soft cover. 
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How to Build Practical Firearms Suppressors 
This book is written for the person with more than just a passing interest in firearm suppressors or silencers. Most of the designs in this 

book are low cost and easy to build. The legal applications of silencers ore numerous, including va rmint hunting and other hunting 
adaptations. Other gun enthusiosts simply just enjoy the idea of silent shooting. l 05 pages, 5 l /2 11 x 81 /2" illustrations, soft cover. 
Item No. C-9259 ............................................................ ....................................................................... $14.95 

RUGER J0-22 CARBINE 
This is the complete set of manufacturing drawings and instructions for converting the Ruger l 0·22, .22 l. R. carbine into a fully automatic 

weapon which fires from an open-bolt. This design is based on the same principle used in military open·bolt submachi ne guns. 146 
pages, 5 l /2 11 x 81 /2" illustrations, soft cover. 
Item No. C-9307 ................................................................................................................................... $9.95 

Build Your Own AR· J 5 
Hove you looked at the various da-it·youself kits and decided they might be too tough to tackle? If yes, then th is is the book for you. You 

con build your own AR· 15 for no more than the cost of a stock riAe & have a one·of·a·kind weapon that you bu ilt yourself. 104 pages, 5 
l /2 11 x 81 /2" ill ustrations, photos, soft cover. 
Item No. C-9281 ................................................................................................................................... $14.95 

Fhe FURNER Diaries 
What will you do when they come for your guns? This is the question Earl Turner & his fellow patriots face when the government bans 

privately owned guns & force them underground. This fictional view of the future has been the focus for the media and the Government for 
years now read the book that has been in the news in the post year & o half. 215 poges, 5 1 /2" x 81 /2" illustrations, soft cover. 
Item No. C-342 ..................................................................................................................................... $14.95 

Fhe Anarchist C:oolc/Joolc 
Perhaps the most notorious 11 How To 11 manual on the market. This is one of the most popular books now in its 29th printing since 1971. 

Home-made weaponry, electronics, drugs, & explosives. 160 pages, 81 /2" x 11 " illustrations, soft cover. 
Item No. C-066 .................................................................................................................................... $25.95 
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Norinco's NllTO Sniper 
Continued from page 61 

I suspect the problem has been the lack 
of any 7.62x54R match-grade ammuni
tion avai lable for testing purposes outside 
of Russia . The factory making match
grade 7.62x54R ammunition is located in 
Novosibirsk and their headstamp code 
during the Cold War was " 188". The new 
headstamp is "LYE", which stands for the 
name of the factory, "Low Voltage 
Equipment. " Unfortunately, match-grade 
7 .62x54R ammunition could not be iden
tified by the headstamp alone, as this fac
tory makes standard ammunition also. 
Only the box states whether or the ammu
nition was designed for the Dragunov. 
During the war in El Salvador, I used to 
cull out from captured lots all 7 .62x54R 
ball with a " 188" headstamp for the 
National Police's Special Reaction 
Team's captured SYD. It never shot well 
and in the end I assumed it was standard 
ball ammunition the FMLN was probably 
using in the PKM GPMG. The guerrillas 
always destroyed the boxes as they 
thought that was the only way the country 
of origin could be determined . 

Will the NORINCO .308 SYD shoot 
sub-MOA groups at distances beyond 500 
meters? It 's possible. But, a four-power 
scope is inadequate for long-range sniping 
by today's standards. We need a 10-power 
piece of glass, and maybe more at the really 
far ranges. In addition, the SVD's reticle 
pattern is too busy for long-range shooting 
in a high-stress environment. 

The barrels used for this rifle are not 
match-grade, just standard .30-caliber bar
rels. However, their 1:10-inches twist is 
actually superior to the 1: 12-inches twist 
more commonly encountered in .308 
Winchester sniper rifles. A twist of J : 10-
inches will do a better job of stabilizing 
heavy (especially 180 grains and even 
heavier) bullets at extremely long ranges 
(1,000 yards and greater) and also usually 
provides somewhat greater accuracy 
potential in cold weather. 

Perceived recoil is sharp, but nothfog 
an experienced operator cannot handle. 
Reliability and durability are not at ques
tion with any SYD, which is a robust and 
completely reliable design. The ejection 
pattern is typical of the Kalashnikov 
series , to the rear on the shooter's right 
side and quite violent: about 20 feet back 
and a deficiency with regard to position 
disclosure. 

While some may be attrac ted to the 
NORINCO .308 Dragunov fo r its poten
tial as a sniper weapon system, I suspect 
that most will be collectors who wan t to 
own and shoot a piece of hi story with 
match-grade ammunition that will demon
strate its fine accuracy potential. This is a 
well-built example of one of the most 
famous sniper weapon systems of the 
Cold War. ~ 
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Professional Locksmithing Tools -

LOCKAID ..C~. 
Specifically designed to pick -
tumbler locks. Designed over thirty 
years ago to aid law enforcement agencies. 
Consists of tension wrench, three needles and 
Lockaid "Gun." Prices include a copy of the book 
"Lockplcklng Slmpllfled." 

Lockaid $69.95 ,11 
,:!,~,.!:i_ ]l : J 
features 11 of the most commonly 
used tools. Comes in a slim cowhide leather case 
for discreet undercover operatives. As a ~ 
special bonus, a 5-plece set of warded 
picks Is Included. A 16-piece set total. 
Also included, a copy of "Lockplcklng 
Simplified." Receive all this at a low price of 
Pix 13 $42.95 

Lockpicking Simplified $8.50 
Complete Guide to Lockpicking $15.00 

JI l j l .l!JJ I 
PXP 10 

', T '- I I 

~~·~·.··,~..It,; 

~~""' >/ • Shirt Pockat Size. 
• Top Grain Cowhide Leather. 
• Has 13 Picks, Tension Wrenchs and Broken Key 
Extractor. 
• All Picks with Metal Handles. 
• Copy of lockpicking Simplifoed. 

PXP 10 $34.95 

Safe & Vault manipulation $9.95 
How to Pick Pins & Wafers $9.95 ~ Improvised Lock Picks $9.95 

00 
Combination Locks $8.00 

Tubular Locks $8.95 Keys by lmpressioning $8.00 
Lockout and forced entry $11.95 Key Casting Manual $8.95 • Involuntary Repression $10.95 

tf1•~ 
This handy new pick set is the most popular set among 
professional locksmiths today. This k~ consists of 12 
different tools housed in a handsome black leather case 
designed for a shirt pocket. Included in the price, you 
receive a 5-plece warded key set and a copy of 
"Lockplcklng Slmpllfled." 17 -piece set total. 
ESP-13 $45.95 

MINI PICK TUBULAR 

Locks, Picks, Clicks $10.00 

SESAMEE DECODER 
This tool was designed to decode the exact 
combination of a sesamee padlock without 
d!J.magingthe lock. Detailed instruction included. 

$17.95 

The most alludiYe tubular pick on the marlcel, unike the larger picl<s with long 
handles or SCl9WdriYer handles. The longer the .1DOI, the more p!llSSUre needed 
which causes easy breakage. The advantage al the Mini Pick is tt is so short, $79.95 
)QI only 11911 )'OUr thumb and index fingei: With a lilUe practice this 1DOI will open a tubular lock in less than a minUlll. 
A. 'lbur Choice: (1) Cemer (2) Offset left (3) Offset right; a "Segal" 8 pin tubular; C 5-pin Tubular; ll 6-pin Tubular; E. 8-Pin flee.· 

• 

DOUBLE SIDED DISK TUMBLER PICKS 
Set of 4 picks designed to be used on the most popular double
sided disc tumbler, showcase, cam and padlocks. 

$29.95 SCHLAGE WAFER 
. . The most fantastic tool you will 

Electric Picks ever use. This set consists of two 
base keys and pick. Complete in-

l•-.----structions included. 

The best single tool for most pin tumbler locks • Opens many locks in seconds 
High quality aluminum construction • Used by locksmiths worldwide 

Catalog $3.00 - Free with order. 
Allow three weeks delivery 

on Personal Check Orders. 
Money orders ship same day 

received. 
4Ul'la All major credit cards 
accepted. 

PIX-EZ 
AH-In-One 
Pick-Set 
100% American Madel 
As conwnient to carry 
and ime as a pocket knlfel 
Only 4 inches long, half inch sqUllRI, weighs under fiw 
ounces, works fast and opens pin and water tumbler 
locks quickly, with very little effort. Six tempei8d spring 
steel picks, tension ~. $34.95 

WKSPICKS ~ 
Made of the finest blue tempered 
spring steel, this 5-piece padlock 
pick-set is a must in every lock-
smiths' tool box. This set will pick open most 
every warded padlock made today. $9.95 

MONTHLY SPECIAL 
RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
INCLUDES - 5 ITEMS 
1-MD-16 DELUXE SET ...................................... $59 95 
1-SCHALGE WAFER SET ................................. $29:95 
1-SESAMEE DECODER ................................... $17.95 
1-WKS PICKS ..................................................... 1.95 
1 ·DOUBLE SIDED TUMBLER PICKS ............. .121.U 

A VALUE OF $147.75 
AT A LOW PRICE Of $89.95 

MD16 
Shirt Pocket Size, Top Grain 

Cowhide Leather, Zippered 
Case, has 16 Picks, Tension 

Wrenches and Broken Key 
Extractor. 

$59.95 

MD32 
Hip Pocket Size, 
Top Grain 
Cowhide Leather, 
Zippered Case, 
has 32 picks, 
Tension Wrenches,·.· 
Broken Key 
Extractor. 
$69.95 

MD&O 
Top Grain Cowhide Leather, Zippered Case, 
has 60 picks, Tension Wrenches, Broken Key 
Extractor and Warded Master Keys. $109.95 

The law requires all 
purchases be 
made In good falth, 
wllhoul make 
believe or fraud by 
genuine persons 
within this Industry 

Send to 
Steve Arnolds 

Gun Room 
Postage & handling 

$6.00 
Overseas postage add 

30% of total. 

Z:.:;~:;·llC·:_m! 
Must be 18 years 

P.O. Box 68, Dept. SF6, Dexter, OR 97431; (541)726-6360 otage 

Web Address: www.gun-room.com E-mail: gunroom@pacwest.net 
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"Ginny" Harrison Floyd W il kerson 

Treasonable aid and comfort 
to the so-called Republic of 
New Africa (those areas curTently in 

a state of rebellion against the lawful 
government of the United States). 
C_ontact: FBI temp. hdqrs., St. Louis, MO 

For further information read: 

If I Die on the lersey Front 
a Story of America After the Split. 

Major critics from New England to Florida 
praise it as " ... a dandy of a no vel .... " and 
" ... a mighty clash of ideals and hopes .... " 

By M. Collins, 283 pages: ISBN 0-96~5726-0-5 
54.99 Only at uncommonly fine book stores. 

Mail orders: add $2.24 postage. 

800-301-7770 - 24 hrs. 
The Orchard Press 

Cornll'al l, C r 06753-0026 
E-mail on:h<ird Ql11i.co m 

Ovvn A 
Tovvn 

NOTICE 
Entire 100 plus acre town 

FOR SALE! 
You'll own over 30 buildings in the 
Pacific northwest, 1.5 miles of river 

the Post Office, the cemetary 
A World Class Property that's a 

once in a lifetime opportunity 

$1,250,000 
For more information phone 

(800) 822-8211 
Principles Only 
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Taliban-Tag 
Continued from page 39 

wondered how long it would be before the 
government launched a decisive large-scale 
offensive, a fina l devastating blow to the 
Ta li ban in the north of the country and to 
destroy forever the prospect of yet another 
Islamic fundamentalist state with all its 
dreary misinterpretation s of the Koran. 

And it was fo r this reason that I decided 
to return, a few days later, to the front line . 
Hoppi ng on the back of a troop lorry from 
town, I headed out again to the front. 

This time, l bivouac with troops in one of 
the many deserted vill ages around the front. 
Most are young teenagers . For the next two 
weeks I trund le around the su rrounding hill s 
with them as guides. "No, don' t go up 
there," they would say, "the area is mined." 
Although with I 0 million mines dotted 
around Afghanistan it seemed strange, 
indeed, that anywhere could be decreed safe. 

Other clays, though, their local knowledge 
and intelligence of the area would not prove 
so reli ab le. Setting out one sunny morning 
from the barracks - as our shattered little 
house was referred to - my guides decide to 
take a shortcut across the mountains. 

l should, of course, have remembered 
the adv ice given to me in England by a col
league, also a veteran of the Afghan war 
against the Soviets, who had made over 30 
tri ps into the country. 

Bear in mind, hi s "cheery" fax arrived as 
I was packing my bags alerting me that more 
journali sts died traveling with the 
mujahideen than were ever killed or captured 
by the Soviets. He reminded me of some of 
their excuses: "Oops, sorry, I didn 't think it 
was loaded," was rather too late for one 
un fo rtunate hack. 'T m so sorry, I thought 
you said ' reverse' ," was another, given belat
ed ly to a tank-squashed cameraman, and, 
"Oh, didn ' t we tell you about the mines?" 
encompass the more classic examples. 

In this case the boys need to get to differ
ent sections of the front line, and have taken 
me in tow. For a short whi le we stop on a hill
top and two of the boys scuttle down to a 
nearby village. They return minutes later with 
melons; just 5 kilometers away and clearly 
visible is the Taliban stronghold whi ch I had 
watched being pounded by government 
tanks a few days before. A picnic was held, 
Afghan-style, in the middle of a war. 

"No, no, don' t worry," is their response 
to my minor query as to whether the Tali bs 
might decide to send a coup le of she lls our 
way. They were right, on that front at least. 
But it is onl y when we reach the vill age of 
Deiwiran late in the evening when other sol
diers ask why I walked across the moun
ta in s, that the boys ' loca l knowledge 
appeared to be a little fl awed . 

"Don't you know," came the half-amused 
half-relieved response to my casual and off
hand shrug, you walked through a minefield?" 

For the most part, though, the situation 
as I tour the various parts of the front 

remains calm, if dai ly shelling can be called 
a tranquil situation. 

I can hea r the steady whummph 
whwnmph of rotor blades coming from the 
mountain s behind. "Government heli 
copter," says Z iub, a young muj ahideen, 
who has climbed up with the rest of the 
gang to see what 's going on. Sure enough, 
from over the hilltop the throbbing of rotor 
bl ades grows louder un til the Hind heli 
copter gunship heaves its ugly and sinister 
outline over the hori zon. 

"Exce ll ent! " says another youngster 
excited ly, "They're going to give the Talibs 
a pasting." He was right. I clearly see the 
four rocket pods - full y loaded - attached 
to the wings as the Hind lumbers in low and 
fast over our little rooftop. 

We crowd round on t he roof to watch the 
show as the Hind powers its way toward the 
Taliban lines. Islamic nutcases the Taliban 
may well be, but their gunners were no 
slouches. The air around the Hind quickly 
becomes thick with flack as the Talib gunners 
bombard the helicopter. "Look, over there," 
says Ziub, pointing at four virtually simulta
neous explosions a few hundred meters from 
the Hind, "they ' re volley-firing RPGs." 

The din of the Talib gunners, though, is 
drowned out by a sou nd, as if a powerful 
wind had been unl eashed. The helicopter, 
which is now hi gh above the Taliban posi
tions, dips its nose and multiple streaks of 
flam e spit from beneath the wings jettison
ing clouds of smoke. "There! There!" says 
another soldier pointing to a series of puffs 
of smoke along the hill ridge, where the 
rockets were crashing into Taliban posi
tions. It lasted all of three minutes before 
the Hind was winging its way back over us, 
while we waved from the roof. With the 
afternoon's entertainment over we troop 
back downstairs. 

11Got Any Stingers ... ?" 
Equally di stinct, but less pleasant, was 

the sight a few clays later of two Taliban 
Hinds cruising shark-like through the ai r 
toward our lines . It was with no little relief, 
though, that they changed direction, hovered 
for half a minute, then pounded a different 
section of the front , before sloping back 
below the horizon making scuttling into our 
not-very-deep bunkers unnecessary. 

But the sight of them prompted me to 
ask the guys something I had almost forgot
ten. "Got any Stingers around here?" There 
are supposedl y Stingers galore in 
Afghanistan, a hangover from the good old 
days when the Soviets were charging 
around in a futile attempt to support an 
unpopular communist government. Equally, 
there are a fair number of reports of CIA 
operatives, in various guises, sti ll lurking 
around the region attempting to buy back 
the Stingers before they really do get into 
the hands of state department black-listees 
- international terrori sts. It is for a combi
nation of these reasons that Stingers have 
long-since disappeared from public view in 
Afghanistan. 

The man reputed to be loaded with 
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Stingers, though, is Ahmed Shah Massoud. 
And it is hi s sold iers I have just asked. 

"Lots," comes the reply, "but they are all 
in Panj shir. We only use them when we real
ly need them, and at the moment we don' t 
need them." In the aftermath of an attack by 
a Hind helicopter gunship this all seemed a 
bit ri ch; but then it was their skins, most of 
the time, and then Hi nds aren' t quite all their 
cracked up to be. A few weeks ago, one of 
the soldiers tell s me, a Talib Hind was shot 
down on a different front. There are lots of 
trees there, and they volley-fired about six 
RPG-7s when it was low. No problem. 

Thi nki ng back on it, it seemed qui te 
credible. After all , of the two Hind attacks 
I'd witnessed I couldn't reall y say that the 
Hinds had gone for much of an attack at 
close quarters. 

Whatever the odds, it didn' t look like I 
was going to see a Stinger in action. But if 
Hinds were being wasted on a different front 
it seemed that I was in the wrong place. 

A few days later I pack my bags and 
begin the 400-km trek south toward the 
Kabul front line, for what I hoped would be 
some real action. 

Next month, we travel into the "mouth of 
the beast" - to bloody Kabul - where war
ring factions shall likely slaughter each other 
well into the next millennium. 

Roddy Scott has reported from combat 
zanes for SOF over the past several years. ~ 

Killing Old Friends 
Continued from page 57 

was mining equipment. Another news report 
spoke about munitions. All were arrested. 

It was not the first time Luanda had tried 
to halt fl ights to Savimbi's baili wick. My 
own sources in South Africa disclosed 
recently that the Angolan army (FAA) had 
hired a group of fo rmer Executive 
Outcomes meres, armed them with portable 
Russian-built SAM- l 4s and sent them into 
the hills around Ba ilundu to awa it 
Savimbi 's unscheduled fl ights. 

Swift Executions 
While the objecti ve is clear, thi s is an 

extremely difficul t task. UNITA troops -
masters of so many guerrilla disc iplines -
have been entrenched in .the region for a 
very long time. Backed by armor, they are 
ranged in a succession of defense lines that 
go out a lmos t 50 mil es. Also, every 
approach road is mined. 

A hostile force wou ld have great diffi
culty operating without back-up in a region 
where a strange face is li kely to be quickly 
reported by the locals since all are commit
ted to the UNITA cause. Moreover, previous 
experience in clashes with FAA a few years 
ago, showed Sav imbi does not take pri son
ers . We now know that those Executive 
Outcomes personnel captured by UNITA 
duri ng the battle for the Cafunfo d iamond 
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• Available for Remington 870, Ithaca 
37 and 87, Mossberg 500 ATP, and 

Winchester 1300 Series 

• Patented Air Pocket 
Recoil Chamber 

Reduces Shock and 
Makes Recoil Feel 

Less Intense 

•Improves 
Control 

on Second or 
Successive Shots 

• Checkered Rubber on Grip 
and Forend Provide Better 

Grip than Original Components 

• Installs in 15 Minutes or Less 

Pachmayr, Ltd., Dept. 112 
1\lonrovb. CA 91 016 

It's true! As a Master of G-Jo Acupressure , you 
can "erase" pain (and most other common ail
ments) in seconds ... using nothing but the touch 
of your finger! G-Jo is based on a network of 
secret pressure points (many of them used in the 
martial arts). When an inju ry occurs , simply reach 
for the right G-Jo point .. . "trigger" it in a special 
way ... and sigh lo. relief! 

Be up and ready for action in moments -- or 
help your loved ones, friends or students -- using 
this remarkable technique . G-Jo is so fool proof it 
works for skeptics as well as "believers." Armed 
with this secret, ancient knowledge , you too can 
now erase pain and suffering anytime, anyplace! 

This skill is vital for those in the martial arts .. . healing arts ... survival ists and 
outdoorsmen -- or anyone who ever finds himself far from doctors, medicines 
and hospitals . G-Jo is safe for all ages ... natural ... effective in healing 
hundreds of injuries and ailments .. . and it works instantly! Not only for the 
relief of serious injuries -- G-Jo relieves headaches ... backaches ... and 
most other common ailments in seconds! 

In fact , G-Jo is so powerful and effective, it can even become your tota l 
health care program! Yet this profusely illustrated training program is so easy, 
you can actually become certified as a Master of G-Jo Acupressure in as 
little as one weekend of study ! It's the world 's only home-study acupressure 
program available. Act now! 
The G-Jo Institute, Dept. 201, POB 848060, Hollywood, FL. 33084-0060 

o .. c a 11 (954)791-1562 :mt!u.JINlllnS&f@il,!iji ijm~ 
"Teaching G-Jo Acupressure Since 1976" www.g-jo.com 
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ELECTRIC LO.CK PICK 

Most elec
tric lock pick ads 
are grossly exagger
ated - and most electric 
lock picks are grossly overpriced. 
Enter the E100HO by SouthOrd. Ma
chired aluminum construction and a 4.5 volt 
motor combine with precision, durability and fac
tory support to bring you the greatest value in the industry. In
cludes four picking needles, three tension tools, and adjustment 
wrenches. E100HO (asserri>edl - $179.95 

AUTO 
WEDGIE 

For police officers, repo 
people, wrecker drivers, auto repair 

E100HO Kit - $99.95 

shops, car dealers , and anyone who 
needs to open a vehicle, this tool that we fondly 
call 'The Auto Wedgie", is about all you'll ever need. 
Forget about spending hundreds of dollars on specialty tools, 
bent wire devices, jigglers, tryout keys and so on. This "wonder 
tool", by SouthOrd, opens.just about every car, van, and small 
truck on the road--Bven the new models that are immune to a 
slim jim. We know it all sounds just too good to be true-but buy 
one, and you will be a believer! The set comes complete with a 
Slide Rod , and a Nylon Wedge for compromising convertibles. 
SJW-3 $79.95 

SAP 
GLOVES 

I love these gloves-used 
them for years' They're great protec-
tion when climbing fences during a foot 
pursuit, just riding your 'cycle, or protect· 
ing your knuckles when some cowboy decides to run his face 
into them' Each glove ha~ 8 oz of powdered lead embedded in 
the knuckle area. Discreet protection. State size when ordering. 
D-100 (deerskin) $69.95 pr. D-50 (cowhide) $39.95 pr. 

BRASS 
KNUCKS 

A blast from the past! These "1928" knuckle dusters take us 
back to the days of prohibition, black sedans, and "Tommy" guns. 
They look great just laying on your desk, holding down those 
important papers. And believe it or not, they are so slick that 
many of our customers have used them to make foot pegs for 
their Harleys' 
KNB (brass) $13.50 each ; $24.40 per pair 
KNA (aluminum) $8.00 each; $14.50 per pair 

SOUTHORD ~ 
RECON FIGHTER ~ 
Ok guys, if you like a fighting knife that's built like a Hummer, 
we've got one for ya' This beauty is heavy-and heavy duty. All 
stainless steel construction with checkered rubber handles. The 
feel reminds me of my old S&W 66 with the Pachmyers-it's 
rugged, reliable, and it won 't let me down' Believe it-once you 
buy one of these "picks", you'll never let ii go! Comes complete 
with a Web sheath. Overall length, eight and one quarter inches. 
KN-2n $29.95 

~SOUTHERN 
~ ORDNANCE 
THE SOUTHERN ORDNANCE CATALOG -loaded with hard to find items 
- Locksmith Tools, Pellet Riffles. Crossbows, Switchblades, Transmitters, 
Bug Detector;, Books, and Videos, Boxing Equipment Police Supplies and 
Much, Much, Much More' Only $5.00 or FREE with any order. 

CHECK, MONEY ORDER, VISA. MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, OPTIMA 

WARNING Check Sla1e and Local Laws Must be 18 years Of older to Ofder 

www . southord.com 
e-mail : s ales@soulh or d.com 

P.O. Box 279 • Babson Park, FL33827 

CALL: (941) 638-2499 •FAX: (941) 638-2486 
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fi elds - six to eight of them - were tor
tured and summaril y executed. 

The region in which Savimbi is concen
tra ted has become UN1TA's center of oper
ati ons in Angola. The presence of an es ti
ma ted 40,000 we ll -tra ined and we ll 
eq uipped first- lin e UN ITA so ld iers is 
regarded by Luanda as a seri ous long-term 
threat to its national security. 

So fa r, there have been no reports of suc
cesses from those government agents that 
have been depl oyed with SA Ms. But, as 
they say in Africa, he who has the ti me has 
the advantage. Savimbi , with all hi s prob
lems, has little of either. 

Ri ght now, Lu anda is doin g its bes t to 
fo rce Savimbi to come to Luanda and take 
up hi s place in the transiti onal governmen t. 
He has been offered the post of second vice
pres ident. Not good enough, says the grad
uate of the prestigious Swiss School o f 
In ternati onal Politi cs. He wants jo int leader
ship and, knowing Angola, he's not go ing to 
ge t it. Rather, should he go to the Angolan 
capi ta l there is good chance history might 
repeat itse lf. 

The last time that the UN ITA movement 
acceded to a UN-brokered "peace fo rmul a" 
in the earl y ' 90s and ordered thousands of its 
men - as well as a good proportion of its 
top command structure - out of the bush, 
almost all were massacred in what is referred 
to as 'The Night of the Long Kni ves." 

They had hoped to k.ill Sav imbi as well , 
but wil y dev il that he is, he s li pped th rough 
the net. UN !TA, conseq uently, has good 
reason to be suspicious of any Luanda peace 
offer. Sav imbi is convinced that it could 
happen aga in . Meanwhile, Dos Santos has 
assured Sav imbi he would be safe ''under 
my protection." He has said that he would 
all ow the UNJTA leader to bring 400 of hi s 
bodyguards with him . 

Angola's Pre-chewed Meat 
The bearded guerrill a leader coun ters he 

has heard it all before . Even if he were 
allowed a 4,000-man bodyguard, such a 
force - without armor or air support -
woul d be easy meat for the combin ed 
strength of the Angolan army and air fo rce. 

The last time that FA A went on to the 
offensive in a seri es o f well-coordinated 
surp ri se attacks aga inst UN ITA in 1993 , 
they used severa l tank di visions to sweep 
through Luanda, Lobito and Huambo in 
their bid to e liminate UNTTA. They almost 
succeeded. These burn t and bl asted build
ing still stand in a ll these citi es and bear 
grim tes timony to fick le Ango lan politi cs. 

Who would ra ise an eyebrow if it were 
to happen again ? Just about everyone who 
knows anything about Angola expects that it 
will. More to the point , who rea lly cares? 

Right now, Washington is preoccupied 
with other matters. 

Al J. Ve111e1; a regular contributor to 
SOF for much of the past quarter-century, 
resides in Washi11gto11 state. He returned to 
his old haunts in Angola recently to relive a 
linle history. ~ 

Outrage I 
Continued from page 53 

statements, that hi s implicati on to the mag
istrate th at A lphin had a fo re ign bank 
account was fa lse, and that the mai l cover's 
fa ilu re to detect other fo reign banking cor
respondence should have been made known 
to the magistrate. 

Rothrock 's affidav it a lso imp li ed th at 
A lphin was some how us in g the Sou th 
A fri ca n acco un t to la under money. 
A lphin 's response, fi led in U .S. Di stri ct 
Court in the Southe rn Di stri c t of Ind iana, 
was to th e po int. 

"T he South Afri can Rand has stead ily 
fa llen in va lue in the 20 years from 1977 to 
1997," the moti on states . " It started the peri
od at" $ 1.24 in U.S. currency to one Rand , 
and, as of the court fi ling in Jul y 1997 , 
stood at $0 .24 to one Rand. 

"Agent Ro th rock c la ims to have ba nk
in g experi e nce" the motion noted. "Surely 
he knows th at no money lau nderer in his 
ri g ht min d woul d stas h mo ney in a co un
try whose c urre ncy fe ll so s tead il y and so 
fa r in va lu e. Yet he d id not revea l thi s to 
the mag istra te." 

Alphin , a fo rmer West Po int instructor 
and third generation career mili ta ry man, 
said he has been "very disillusioned" by the 
ex perience. 

"You read about excesses li ke Waco," he 
said, "and you te ll yourself thi s must be an 
isolated inc ident. Now I wonder. T here are a 
number of federa l law-enfo rcement people 
who are drunk with their own power. T here 
needs to be an interna l rev iew system to 
keep them under contro l." 

Mea nwhile , Alphin is working hard to 
ma inta in hi s business, which before the 
rai ds was getti ng abo ut half of its revenue 
fro m overseas sa les. T ha t a ll ended , 
tho ug h, whe n hi s export permi ts were 
w ithd raw n beca use of the lega l tro ubles. 
T hroug h the in te rcess io n of U.S . Rep. Lee 
Hamilton, A lphin was a bl e to ge t the State 
Departme nt to issue him another permit 
fo r France. 

ln March, A-Sq uare made its fi rst fo r
e ig n s hipme nt since the Treas ury 
Departme nt agents ra ided hi s home and 
business. A lthough he has no cri minal 
record and has been c harged with no crime, 
A lphin 's prod uct was seized by U.S. 
Custo ms agents in Indi a napoli s on 9 
March, then re leased on l I March after 
lega l pressure. He still has no t been g ran ted 
perm ission to renew shi pments to Germany 
and the U.K. 

T he j ackboots continue to march. 

An escrow-type legal defense fitnd has 
been established through a law f irm repre
se11 ting Col. A lphin. fl you 'd like to con 
tribute, make out your check to: Alphin 
Defense Fund, c/o Dolt, Furkin and 
Thompson, A ITENTION: Tyler Thompson, 
3 10 Starks Building, 455 South 4th Avenue, 
Louisville, KY 40202. ~ 
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Speed & Power 
Continued from page 47 

Maue said. "We can also act as fo rward 
observers fo r the stealth fighters, directing 
smart weapons to their targets ." 

When asked about any new toys or gad
gets that the Army had iii store for Saddam, 
Hayes said that American arti llery fo rces 
had been eq uipped with a new, improved 
version of the "Copperhead" - an inte lli 
gent I 55mm she ll that could be directed to 
target by a joystick-d irected computer sys
tem. "That's about all I can te ll you without 
getting in trouble," grinned the Waycross, 
Texas, native. 

lt was back to the 3/69 command center, 
where Lt. Co l. Altomare was going over 
contingency plans with his staff. 'T m send
ing out a patrol beyond the berm in a little 
bit, I think you should join them," Altomare 
said. "You' ll ride in Captain Ashe's tank." 

Cruisin' In SOf Cadillac 
An hour later the two-tank patrol left the 

·'Cabal ," with me taking the loader 's posi
tion. The M I A I is one he ll of a tank, and 
glides across the sand li ke a jet-turbine pro
pelled 1965 Cadi llac Eldorado. 

·'Jf hostilities broke out we could be on 
the border in about 90 minutes," Ashe sa id. 
" I don ' t th ink the Iraqi tanks cou ld even 
make it out of their ba1ncks before an A- I 0 
[the "Warthog" with the incredible kill 
record during Desert Storm] or an Apache 
took them out. If they still kept coming, 
however, we'd be there to meet them." 

T he Iraqi s wo uld never know what hit 
them. 

Colonel Altomare said he insis ts on a 
level of speed across the battl efield that 
other commanders mi ght consider risky. To 
Altomare, offense is a lways the best 
defense. "I don ' t care about your tactics ," 
he said, referring to the Iraqis, "becau se I 
am going to surprise you." 

Altomare's description of the perfect 
tank battle: The enemy never sees a tank, 
only the fl ash of the M I A l 's muzzle . By 
then the battle will be over. 

Just outside of Kuwait C ity, near the air
port, lies row after row of twi sted and 
burned out Iraq i tanks, artillery pieces, and 
APCs. Even seven years after Desert Storm, 
these rusting hulks te ll a tale of unimagin
able violence. Steel tank treads are bent and 
twisted like rubber bands and inch-thick 
pl atin g is punched open li ke a pencil 
through tin fo il. 

Kuwaiti officials try to d iscourage any 
one from visit ing the e lephant 's graveyard 
of Iraqi heavy weapons, in part out of con 
cern fo r unexp loded ordnance. But after 
visiting with the 3/69, we can' t th ink o f a 
better illu stration of just how outgunned 
the Iraq is wou ld be on a desert battlefield 
in 1998. 

Mark H. Milsiein is SOF s Chief Foreign 
Correspondent. ~ 
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It's life on the mean streets of America .. . 
as it really happens. The nastiest, toughest 

most violent street fighting you've 
ever experienced. 

Now it's captured LIVE ... on hidden camera, 
undercover video and offered to you for 

the very first time. 

This is real, vicious and brutal, where there 
are two options ... survival or destruction! 

Info/Orders : http://www.streetbrawls.com 

Money Back Guarantee! Order Now! 
Ultimate Street Brawls Video Order Form 

[_J Yes - I am over 18 and r wam to sec 
. th is s hock mg st rcc tfight foo t.itgc l·.J·-- Special l,imited Time Offer! 

-only S~9.95 + S-L50 .,.._ • •HcL..• Credit Card Hotline 
(for fastest service & delivery) 

Name I 9:!:!:t8:f I f!J 
Address --------- [ ] Check enclosed :_J Money o.rder enclosed 

Make your checks or money orders payable to: 

Rea lity Productio ns Inc. 
903 South Ho hokam Dr. 
Tempe , A rizona , 85261 

50HE1HING WICKE'() 1Ht5 WAY COHE1H 
SUPERIOR KNIFE DESIGNS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL--MILITARY, LAW ENFORCEMENT, SPORTSMEN 

H"'Jd 111-2 (!,c,.,..f,4 ~ 
• 7" x 1 1 /4" x .214" Blade 
• Black Oxide Finish 
• "LBE" Compatible KYDEXcRi Sheath 
• 59-60 RC Hardened Edge, 

Soft Spine 
• 1095 High Carbon Tool Steel 

• Black Electrical Grade Linen 
Micarta Handles 

l<Y'DEX Sheaths for the APPLEGATE
FAIRBAIRNcRi Combat Folder & 
NORTH AMERICAN ARM&Ri, 
Mini-Revolvers. Choice $20.00 

"WOO" CTMl Neck Knife 7-3/16" of .125" 
1095 High Carbon Tool Steel. 
KYDEX Sheath included $25.00 
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"There Can Be Only One" 
Strongest is an absolute term in defining strong 

Lock strength in a folding knife is our number one concern and, 
it should be your first consideration in choosing a folding knife. 

After all the only thing you have to lose is your fingers! 

" " " '°' 

.,.--.. __ P-TP The Pioneer Series 
Rolling LocltStrong 
Three Blade Styles 

Specifications 
Blade Steel ATS-34 
Blade Length 3.20 

Handle Length 4.05 
Over All Length 7 .25 

Liners Stainless Steel 
Scales Black G-10 

$129.95 
Shipping $5.00 

R.E.K.A.T Exclusive Rolling Loc/(MThe STRONGEST one handed 
folding, blade lock knife. in the World (U.S. Patent 5,685,079) 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Blade Steel ATS-34 RC59-60 
Blade length 3 15/16th 
Handle Length 415/16th 
Over All Length 8 7/8th 
Liners Stainless Steel 

Pocket Hobbit with Breakfront Kydex Sheath Scales Black G-10 
$179.95 $5.00 Shipping 

Complete Product Catalog 
and 19X26 Poster $5.00 

Dealer Inquiries 
Write or Fax 

Visit our web site http:I/ www.roundeye.com 
Round Eye Knife and Tool Company 
American Innovation and Craftsmanship 
P.O. Box 818 Sagle, Idaho 83860 (208)265-8858 

FAX (208) 263-0848 Email : roundeye@nidlink.com 
Credit Card Orders (888) 801-8858 Visa and Mastercard 

The Partisan. 
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lntroductorv Subscription Rate 

$19.95 per uear f4 issues> 

P.O. Box I 085 
Longmont, CO 80502 

www.partisan.com 

The llrt Of (The NextJ War 
Continued from page 65 

commander's section of the 4th Infantry 
Division fi e ld headquarters last year. Noting 
that within the CG 's van there were three 
37-inch monitors, a wrap around desk and 
touch pad controls for just about everything 
from video ·conferences with the subordi
nate brigade commanders to a " li ve" (s imu
lated in thi s case) feed from a JSTARS 
recon bird, the troops realized they were 
very likely peering into the future over the 
shoulder of their division commander. Not 
to be overawed, one young troop promptl y 
nicknamed the CG's van "The Starship 
Enterpri se." The name stuck. 

Hard-Core 
Knuckle-Dragging Grunts 

What does this mean for the young 
American considering joining the Army of 
the next century? There are more than a 
few theories on that as well. All agree on 
one point: There will always be a place for 
the hard-core knuckle-draggi ng grunt. 
Light infantry, which for the obvious rea
son of weight sees less of thi s high-tech 
gear, is not going away. There are too 
many nasty littl e spots around the planet -
jungles , mountains , cities - that require 
a man with a rifle and little else but hi s 
own courage to stand there and make that 
spot unpleasant for others. 

On the other hand, all of thi s high-tech 
gear is making its mark. Army leaders 
today are particul arly happy when they 
find a soldi er who is a lready familiar with 
and comfortable with computers in gener
al, because computers are now every
where. Mechanics use them for engine 
diagnoses, grunts use them for navigat ion , 
arti ll ery soldiers use them for ballistic ca l
culations, and supp ly specia li sts use them 
for everything. So if you are thinking about 
joining the Army today, think about taking 
that computer course now. 

If there is a downside here, it's that there 
can be li ttle doubt the Army is suffering in 
readiness. How much of this is because 
more money is being poured into procure
ment is not clear. But when the Deputy 
Undersecretary of Defense for Readiness 
(Louis C. Finch) puts a gag order on his 
own office lest the bad news reach the 
American people, that is a sure sign that not 
all is well in Mudville. 

Colonel Hackworth, himself, while he 
has reservations, concedes, "we will need it 
[the technology], and it'll be a vital tool in 
the future, but we need to be ve1y, very care
ful about what we buy and how we buy it." 

Matthew Brennan is among our newest 
regular writers. In the true SOF tradition, 
he's happy to take our money but he's not 
one much given to publicity. Look for 
future contributions from this Army offi
cer on the current U.S. Army and the 
.fiiture of land wcufare. ~ 
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Discover The Best 
Value in Night Vision 

High Performance 2nd and 3rd gen. 
Mode in the U.S. High Quality Imported 1st gen. 

Pocket 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
CONCEALABLE VEST 

AS LOW AS 

s199.95 
AND TACTICAL, 

INCLUDING FLAK JACKET, 
HTV, NATO ASSAULT 
AND DESERT STORM 

STARTING AT 

$499.95 
For Armor Catalogue send $4.00 

or $15.00 for 1500 page complete set 

. Inter-American 
Security Products, Inc. 
13615 S. Dixie Hwy., Suite 114-1 

Miami, Florida 33176-7252 
Ph.: (305) 256-0370 
FAX: (305) 235-0603 

This pro
fessional 
level home 
study course trains 
you to do expert work 
on all kinds of firearms. Call to
day for free career literature. 

Call 800-223-4542 

Ci ly/State Zip ___ _ 

The School of Gunsmithing 
Dept. GGG l 71 , 6065 Roswell Road 

PCDI, Atlanta, Georgia 30328 

L.C. ON WHITE T r r -/ \j;) 
~ 
~'HEN THE GOl~G GIITli TOUGH ... 

TUmUGU GET G<llNG. 

s lf llJ'IJ'fJll 

BLACK HAT 

• "I 

3H ~ qz • 

WHITE PAINT 

I-la ve a cr('di1 l'll rd ready. \ \le Acce pt VISA 1\ IC ~\ i\ lEX DJ SCO VEH 

Mail Chrct FOi Total •Shipping & /f411d/in: 10 S.0.S. California rt1idt1t1S 01dy; add i.75'J Ja/ts '4l 

P.irnblc To: Shippi11g & Ha11dli11g If your order toUtls: 
s.65. $ 25.00 or less $ 4.95 
P.O. Uox 2205 $ 25.01 to $ 50.00 $ 6.95 
Cu rmidmcl, C:1 iJ5<i09 $ SO.OJ 10 $ 75.00 $ 8.95 

)!!'.;~; ?h~,,~~:;',11.,..,11;,, $ 75:01to $ 1110.00 . . $ 9.95 
rhargts .. \ fai/ offiria/(htrk l:.arli addiJioMlS /(}().OD(orpotti011oflo4d $J.95 
(nlflllt_~ordu)pa)'ahlt U.'i,\fiurdf Allow 2 to 6 weeks for delivery 
1 *$*h*8 2#iH MAlf. S.,\. S. E. f°OR ( i-\TAWG OH GliT IT WIT/I FIRSTORIJER. 

f&USSl&IECTiOQl.l.'IGfirlT'rl\17'*10Cf •5.Wfi1Cil.1!1GLltl\7ff!I • FWJJ;$Cllfriflirtfill:.1 • M.5G\'ff~ 

Attorney-instructed home study course. 
Train now for one of America's fastest grow
ing careers. Free literature: send or call. 

CALL 800-223-4542 

Home study. Train for great careers in forestry, con
servation, wildlife, parks, ranges, preserves. Free 
career literature: send or call 24 hours a day. 

CALL Now: 800·223·4542 

U.S. CAVALRY -« 
120+ page catalog includes 

• uniforms 
• boots 
• knives 
• body arn;ior 
• target pr ctice devices 
• shooting accessories 
• night visiorn optics 
• batons 
• flashlights 
• camping, 

rappelling & 
paintball gear 

MEN& WOMEN! 
Train at home for an exciting part 
or full-time career as a Private 
Detective. Slarl your own agency 
or work for others. Learn all lhe 
lalesl lechniques from the 
experts. Taughl by lormer mili
lary intelligence specialisls, 
police and privale deleclives. 
The only course of ils kind. /he 
unique Global School of 
lnvesligalion program will make 
you a PRIVATE OETECTIVE. 



When calling 911 
just won't do ... 

TIMBERSHEPHERD~ · 
-"The Mercedes Benz of 
executive protection dogs.· 

-'The Premium K-9. • 

-SOF Magazine 

Pups and TFJined Adults Ava ilable 

L R R P K-9 SERVICES 
Box 1620-MA 

Aiken. SC 2980?. 
(803) 649-5936 

This product is to be taken ()rally. 
100°• Natural. No harmful side effects. 

S&K Labs Dibencozide! 
Can greatly increase your Muscle mass strength 
and size. Greatly enhance your physical appear
ance literally sculpting your own body with huge 

healthy, hard muscle. Most people say the 
effects from Dibencozide are more than equal to 

D1anabol" ... the "illegal Steroid." 
Get that Lean awesome body builder physique 
now with one 2 month cycle for only 522.50 ! 

If you are not completely satisfied with the growth i 
you obtain within 15 days retorn it for a full refund. ' 

Money back guarantee! 
To get your super anabolic growth cycle from: 

S&K Labs -
I c.0.0.1 Order Now' II $22 50 + Shipping -=-

Cash On Delivery Welcome ......... 
1-800-275· 7822 ........ 

Special Buy 2 Bottles. Get 3rd bottle FREE 
Call Toll Free-24 Hrs. a day-7 days a week 

_____ ~r _ S_:~d-~h_::_k _o.'. ~~n_:~ ?'.?:r _T _:i ____ _ 
S&K Labs 2637 E Atlantic Blvd .. Suite 101 
Pompano Beach. Florida 33062 

__ One bollle (2 month cycle) 
$22.50 + 54.00 S&H 

__ SPECIAL BUY 2 BOTTLES GET 3 BOTTLE FREE 
545 00 for 3 bollles + S• 00 S&H 

__ Add $10 for Pnonly Mail 
Out of Country Orders 1 an Add111onal 25', CcO.O. U.S. Only 

Larry Anderson 
President 
We carry the best line of secu rity sprays. stun guns. 

personal sound alarms. burglar alarms and much more . 
We specialize in offe ring the best secur ity products at 
the very best who lesale prices. 
We can meet o r beat an rice o n the market. 

141:~/o Peppe~ 
Fogger ~ 

Key Chain Sprayer 
Retai l $22.95 Retail $19.95 
Sam le $6.25 Sam le $4.25 

Electronic Stun Guns 
Security Plults.. . . Security Plus® 
I 00,000 Volt . · 300,000 Volt 
Straight or · . Curved Only 
Curved 
Retai l $69.95 • · . .. Retail $1 39.95 
Sample $22.25 Sam ple $45.95 

~:~a~i'~%~'~f 160,000Volt Batotf• 
Sample $43 .95 ,1. ; 

won't mask the sound 

of a twig snapping 

under a 

~ 
Silucr Creek 

I ND UST R I ES 

A Sound Advantage 

Wide range of sound amplifiers for hunting 
& surveillance 

1-800-533-3277 
P.O. Box 1988 Manitowoc, WI 54221 

Secure concealment without bulky holsters. 
Your model 1911 lays flat and virtually 

disappears under a shirt or jacket. 
Fits any standard frame 1911. 
Simple screwdriver installation. 

Nickel Plated (pictured) or Black 
See your dealer or call: 

1-800-736-4113 (24 hr. order line) 

Mail Orders: Skyline Technology, Inc. 
445 Pennsylvania Ave., Malvern, PA 19355 

Inquiries: 800-869-7501, 800-736-4054 (Fax) 

$19.95 plus $2.75 (S&H) 



U.S. MANUFACTURED 

llltlllF FllSlllJN! 
WWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! 
• Largest Selection in the USA! 
• Super Specials: Now Save up to 40%! 
• 2-Year Warranty! 
• Optional Lifetime Warranty! 
• Iron-Clad Money-Back Guarantee! 

Litton~ 
USA 

ORDERS: 1-800-424-8222 
Info: 714-497-4683 • Fax: 714-497-1270 -·- • 
M•O•R•O•VISION 
NIGHT VISION SPECIALIST SINCE 1991 

GREENE MILITARY 
1-800-521 -797 7 

FREE CATALOG 

MILITARY • TACTICAL • ADVENTURER 

BDUs • M65 Field Coats 
Combat & Automatic Knives 

Boots • Alice Packs 
Leather .Jackets • T-Shirts 

And More 

7215 Kingston Pike 
Knoxville, TN 37919 

International Orders Welcomed 

BE A LOCKSMITH! 

~ 
Home study course. Become an ex-

l 
pert locksmith . Prepare for a 

~ I great career-
or open up your 

._.- -......_ __ own at-home busi-
ness. Tools and key machine 

included. Send or call 24 hours a 
day for your free career literature. 

CALL NOW: ~00-223-4542 

____ Phone ( ) 

THE SCHOOL OF LOCKSMITHING 
Dept. LKG171 , 6065 Roswell Road 

PCDI, Atlanta, Georgia 30328 

It 's not on ly an 18-inch Adjustable 6-Cell Flashlight, 
but you also have the added protection of an In
li11e Pepper Spray and a 130db Alarm.! • Complete 
with Rechargeable Batteries, AC & DC Chargers, 
Pepper Spray, Krypton Bulbs and Mounting Cl ip. 

BUY DIRECT - ONLY $1:59.50 
+$7.50 S&H • PA Rcsidem +6% S;ilcs Tax 

WalterScott International Corp. 
1683 Winchester Rd•Bensalem PA 19020-4541 
(2 15) 638-2448 •Fax (215) 638-9108 

-~-------------Clip coupon and mai l to address below. 

D YES.I Please send me the FREE 
64-Page Catalog! 

City State_Zip __ _ 

~Worldwide, Inc. ~ 
~ P.O. Box 2768 • Dept SD2 • Moultrie, GA 31776 ~ 

NOW YOU CAN GET ... 

ID BY MAIL 
20 SOURCES-FULLY ILLUSTRATED 

• Birth and Baptismal Certificates 
• Drivers Licenses (blank)-50 States 
• Blank Social Security Cards 
• College Degrees-Bachelors MA PhD 
• High School Diplomas, also GED ' 
•Photo ID Cards-all 50 States 
• "Professional" ID Cards-over 200 Styles 
• Job Reference Kits, Past W-2 Forms 
• Foreign & Camouflage Passports 
•Police/Military ID and Patches 
• Photographer ID, Press Credentials 
• Embossing Seals , Rubber Stamps 
• "Do-It-Yourself" ID Kits 
• Secured MasterCard at 2X Deposit 
ALL-NEW 64-PG. BOOK! 

ID BY MAIL 

S24.9S 
Cash , Check, Money Order, 

Visa/MC accepted , No CODs . 

EDEN PRESS 
Box 8410-AD 

Fountain Valley, CA 92728 ~~~~~~~ 
0 Latest Book Catalog FREE 

Accredited, career
level home study. Enjo 
daily excitement and 
earn excellent pay. 

Learn the secrets 
of work
ing un
dercover, 

observing, sur
veilling, find
ing missing 
persons, ex

posing frauds, 
gaining confes

sions , and using 
special databases. 

Work on excit
ing assignments, 

or start your own private investiga
tion agency. For free literature, llBI 
send or call 24 hours a day. !! 
Call 800-223-4542 

--------Zip ___ _ 

School of Private Investigation 
Dept. JRGl 71 , 6065 Roswell Road 

PCDI, Atlanta, Georgia 30328 



TELEPHONE LISTENING 
DEVICE WITH 

12 HR. RECORDER 

Record telephone conversations in your office or 
home. Starts automatically when phone is an
swered, records both sides of phone conversa
tion . Recorder stops when phone is hung up. 
$99.95 + $7 sh ipping For telehone listening 
device separately $19.95 + $2 ship. 

VERY POWERFUL FM TRANSMITTER 

Transmits to any FM 
radio up to V2 mi. 
Easy to assemble kit 
Up to 9V(not Incl. ) 
$29.95 +$2 sh. 

For comprehensive 50 page catalog of Micro 
Video, VHF transmitters Surveillance and Counter
survei llance and much morel Send $3.00. 

Call 407-725-1000 

USICORP 
P.O. Box SF2052 Melbourne.FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

ONLY 
$19.95! 

Call today for FREE parts catalog! 
P.O. Box 367 
Avondale Estates, GA 30002 
Order Line 1-800-858-0809 

HANDMADE 

KNIVES 
"ARKANSAS KNIFESMITH" 

Excellence since 1970 / 

Designer & Maker 
FIRST BLOOD & RAMBO 

Death wind 
Hunter or Military 

" 
Death wind 

Hunter or Boot 
Vi5a & M11scerc;ird - also Lay-away 

2721 S. Arkansas A venue 
Russellville, AR 72801 

501-968-2011 Fax 501-968-4640 

THI S PRODUCT IS TO BE TAK EN Orally. 
100°0 Natural. No harmful side effects. 

S&K LABS Boron 
Can grea tly increase your muscle. mass. strength and 
s ize. Indus try c laims Tes tosterone levels up to 300~o! 

Greatly enhance your pl1ysical appearance li terally 
sculpting your own body with huge. healthy. HARD 

MUSCLE! 
Get that lean awesome body builder phys ique now with 

o n e 3 month cycle for only 5 14.95! 
It you are not c:ornpletely sahsf1ed w 11t1 Ille growth you 

obta!n w1th1n t S days retu rn 11 fo r a full refund . 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

To ge t your super anabolic growth cyc le from; 

S&K LABS 
514 .95 + S&H C.0 .0 .'s WELCOM E! 

U se your personal check over the phone or order by cash o n delivery 

~ ORDER NOW!!!1-800-275-7822 

~ M?.~~r,~~E~ ~~~f!.~~"r~E 
Call 24 hrs a day 7 days a week or send check or money order lo : 

~1n4e9~o!t~~cg6 ~&~th Cycle 

~fg"'fri'!.\~'Ob Cg1~ottles Get (1) FREE! 

Add $10.00 for Priority Mai l 
International o rders add 25%. c.o.d .' s U.S. only 

Yes, I would like a ca talog with my order. 
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( o ox) 
_________ STATE 

ADD S4 UPS SHPG • HAWAII/ALASKA SB SHPG • FOREIGN $1 0 SHPG 

Visit Our Web Site: http://www.maxsell.com 
ffiRX5ELL CDRPDRRTIDn • (954) 568-1480 
4038 POWERLINE RD • DEPT SOF • FT LAUD., FL 33309 
Send check or money order (no C.0.D.'s or Credit Cards) 
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ADVERTISING POLICY: Pub li ca1ion 1lf any advcn iscmcnl 
in Soldii!r Of Fortune Magazine is not an cnd11 rscmcnt 1.)f thc 
adve rti ser of the prnduc l(s) or scrvicc(s) advertised, either hy 
SOF Mag;1zinc or hy the Editor and Puhlishcr. 



1998 ADVERTISING DEADLINES 
ISSUE AD DEADLINE ON SALE DATE 

August 17 April 98 30 June 98 

September 15 May 98 28 July 98 

October 12 June 98 25 August 98 

November 17 July 98 29 Sept 98 

December 14 August 98 27 October 98 

On-line: www.sofmag.com/mediakit.html 

BUSHPILOT WINGS 
BADGE QUALITY -- CORROSION FREE RHODIUM 
Send $9.95 to: BUSHPILOT 

P.O. Box 211296 
Bedford, TX 76095-8296 

Catalog with purchase -- Allow 4-6 weeks 
http://www.bu shwin gs.com 

PRESS CREDENTIALS 
The National Association of Indepen

dent Videographers serves independent 
video journalists who wish to market 
their work to broadcast news affiliates. 
Gain access to special events, emer
gency, fire, or crime location_. 

For annual membership _ 
and Press Credentials: ,, 
Send check or money 
order for $39.95 to 
PO Box 56421 , 
Sherman Oaks, 
CA 91413. 

ANSWERS 
CYONIC NEMETON (sf) $3 associate $21 Full 
member until 2000! It's all about YOU! It's time 
to connect ! POB 1136, Ash Fork, AZ 86320-
1136 

APPAREL 
" DON'T TREAD ON ME - 2ND AMENDMENT" 
T shirt. Menacing rattler entwined around a BOLD 
2 on a quality gray T. $15.00 + $3.00 S&H. Sizes 
to XXL. Add $3.00 for larger sizes. Bob Shuta, PO 
Box 129, Brackney, PA 18812. 

FOREIGN CAMOUFLAGE UNIFORMS. Back in 
business and bringing in very strange uniforms 
from all over the world. Large sizes available. Send 
$3.00 for our new color catalog. Western Survival , 
POB 48, Spencer, IN 47460 Phone: 812-876-2171, 
Fax: 812-876-3252 
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Built to la~t A 
Spr1ng JI/.# 
Inventory 
Sale 
SAVE ON SELECT SIZES 

•America's #1 Arch-Type Manulacturer 25X34 • 30X46 
• 20YeorWorranty 
•Easy Financing Available 
•Easy Do-11-Yourself Construdion 

40X56 • 50X116 

• Free 16 Page Brochure SiC:C:!..iiliJ5'iC:rl,. 

I :!111] :fl:I "I) :J ! tij:\ j M: M 
QWEB™ MEN OF ACTION AND ADVENTURE • 
Paladin Press has been described as "the most 
dangerous press in America." Millions of satisfied 
readers disagree. Outrageous and controversial 
books and videos on firearms, exotic weaponry, 
new identity, creative revenge, espionage and 
investigation, privacy, personal freedom, action 
careers, and more! To order our BO-page catalog 
describing over 800 titles, send $2.00 to: Paladin 

GET THE MOST 
DANGEROUS BOOK 

IN THE WORLD!! 
The International Underground Directory lists the insider 
sources for• Anonymous bank accounts, credit cards • 
Cheap surveillance gear • Legal second passports • 
Equipment to open locks in under seven seconds, plus 
master keys for cars • Free phone-calls • Self defence 
gadgets • Smart nutrients • Computer viruses that will 
destroy your enemies in seconds • Controversial 
underground/financial magazines, you won't find these 
advertised • A new identity • Speed trap detectors • ID 
papers • Anonymous mobile phones • Discover the 
secrets on computer hacking, banking, credit card & 
ATM scams & other frauds • Network with freedom 
minded folk· Find out about insider privacy secrets and 
become free • Plus much, much more ... 

"Your directory was a goldmine of eS$ential information. 
I loved it!' Lt. Lawrence Frego, Florida. 

3 0 DAY N O-RISK MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Send check, MO, cash for $24.99 including shipping, nor
mally $60.00 made payable to Megastep, 4951 Netarts 
Highway West, Dept. 2134, Tillamook, OR 97141 , USA 
SOLD STRICTLY FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY. MISUSE MAY BE ILLEGAL. 

Need NEW ID? 
CREDIT· PRIVACY • 
OUR BOOKS HELP YOU GET: New identity & credit. 
• Jobs in 48 hours. College degrees. ID by mail. 
· Cash income. Private loans. Foreign passports. 
FREE 40 pg. PRIVACY CATALOG: 800-338-8484 
EDEN PRESS· Box 8410-HB ·Fountain Valley, CA 92728 

Over 30 Million 
Atlas Students Worldwide! 
ONLY 15 MINUTES A DAY! 
• No weights • No barbells • No gym fees 
Big and powerful muscles FAST! 
Money Back Guarantee. For 
info kit on my "Atlas" course, 
send name and address 
with $2 for postage and 
handling to: 

Charles Atlas, Ltd . 
PO. Box 'D' 
Dept SF1 
Madison Sq. Station 
New York, NY USA 10159 

I 
LEARN HOW YOU CAN GET A ~ I 
DRIVER'S LICENSE FAST AND EASY. I 

~~~A~~~~~~!R~i~~~~~~~~ I 
PAST RECORD. 100% GUARANTEED. : 

1 · FOR SOME VERY REVEALING INfORMATION! I 
1 QUALITY RESEARCH, DEPT. $6 : 

'41t••••••P_;.<2.~~~.l~-.';!r:!~O.ht;1J~~~~~~~~~:~~~ ••• l 

Press, Box 1307-BAQK, Boulder, CO 80306, (800) 
392-2400, e-mail serv ice@paladin-press.com. 
Visit our Web site at www.paladin-press.com. 

V SOUHJlll 011 FOll'l'UNE Magazine Binder. 
Holds 12 issues, $12.00 plus $4.00 P&H. VISA/MC 
accepted. No CODs. SOF BINDER, 5735 
Arapahoe, Suite A-5, Boulder, CO 80303. 
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!iATELLITE TELEPHDl\IE!i 
liLDBAL COMMUNICATION§ fJ 
DIGITAL VOICE* DATA* FAX . 

http://www.cdradios.com 
Satellite Warehouse, Tucson, AZ 

520-792-9429 Fax: 520-624-1629 "> - _ 

CABLE T.V. 
DESCRAMBLERS 

AND TEST CHIPS 

All major brands. 
30-day money back guarantee. 

I -year warranty. 

JCS ELECTRONICS 
1-800-579-3285 

CABLE DESCRAMBLER 
KIT-$14.95 

See all the premium and 
pay-per-view channels. 

Why pay hundreds more? 
800-752-1389 

PONDEROSA PRODUCTS 
MRE'S (Meals Ready to Eat) with heaters 
$57/12 assorted $S3/1 2 (10 cases or more) 
MRE Entrces (Assorted) $12S/72 
HEATERMEALS $60/12 Assorted 
CFP 90 Combat Backpack (new) $201l 
USGI Kevlar Camo Helmet $100 
USNAVY Life Preserver (new) $30 
15% PEPPER SPRAY 3/4 oz. $12 

Send $2 for catalog 
PONDEROSA SPORTS & MERCANTILE 

68S4 Highway SS (208-793-3121) 
Horseshoe Bend, Idaho 83629 

Visa, MC, Discover, check, MO 

WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Assassination research 
materials; Videocassettes, photographs, books, 
unpublished manuscripts. Catalogue: $3.00. COL
LECTOR'S ARCHIVES; Box 2, Beaconsfield , 
Quebec. H9W 5T6 (Canada). 

V' MILITARY/INFO PUBLISHING. Thirty unique 
books on Military Science and 1600+ manuals. 
Catalog $5.00: Military/Info, P.O. Box 27640-SF, 
Golden Valley, MN 55427 

QWEB™ SOLDillll 01' l'Oll'fUNll RUSSIA! 
Collectors item, published in Moscow. Various 
months. Invaluable resource for researchers, mili
tary and intelligence professionals. Printed in 
Russian only. $5.00 each/3 for $12. Overseas, add 
$10 for Priority Mail. SOF Back Issues, 5735 
Arapahoe Ave. , Boulder, CO 80303-1340. 
WWW .SOl'MAG.C011 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND MILITARY 
MANUALS. Combat Skills, Weapons, Tactics, 
NBC, more. Catalog $5.00. llPD/ACCP, Box 1237, 
Alpine, TX 79830 

BECOME A PUBLISHED AUTHOR. 75-year tradi
tion of quality book publishing, promotion, distribu
tion. "Author's Guide to Subsidy Book Publishing" 
1-800-695-9599. 
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SURVEILLANCE 
COUNTERSURVEILLANCE 

Electronic Devices 
• Spy Pinhole Cameras $12900 

• Voice Changer • Micro Recorders 
• Bug and Phone Tap Detectors 

• Locksmithing • Phone Call Register 
•Shotgun Mies • Phone Scramblers 

• Realtime 12 Hour Telephone 
Recording System $13900 

• Vehicle Tracking System • And more ... 
Catalog $5°0 

We will not be undersold 
www.spyoutlet.com 

SPY OUTLET 
P.O. Box 337, Buffalo NY 14226 

(716) 695-8660 I 691-3476 

SEND $2.00 for 8-PAGE CATALOG 
MILITARY AWARDS I CERTIFICATES I MEDALS 

UNIVERSITY I COLLEGE I HIGH SCHOOL 
FOR ENTERTAINMENT & COLLECTORS 

Couch Potato Publishing 
443 FOX RUN DRIVE, BLUE RIDGE, GA 30513 

20 big acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at 
$19,950.00. Trout fishing , backpacking, camping, Elk, 
deer, moose, bear. ADJACENT to National Forest, near 
established towns. Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks 
nearby. GUARANTEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, 
WARRANTY DEED. FREE color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
" Video Available" 

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-592-5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 

210 Milwaukee Street, Dept. S 
Deer Lodge, Montana 59722 -(406) 846-1000 

Advanced - Hardcore - Training program, spe
cially designed for Special Forces and Police SWAT 
teams. Complete 1 year program - covers Power 
Training, Speed Training, Periodization, Nutrition, 
Grip Strength Training, Circuit Training, Plyometrics, 
Mental Attitude. Very Motivational! Send $10.00 to 
Extreme Power, PO Box 1370, Pearl City, HI 96782 

ARM YOURSELF. POCKETSIZE U.S. CONSTI
TUTION and Declaration of Independence. Only 
$5.95, Dorseygor Press, 1305-C North Main Street, 
Ste 140A, Summerville, SC 29483 

SOl.Dlllll 01' l'Oll'l'UNE BACK ISSUES ARE 
available. Most years/issues still in stock. Only $5 
each includes domestic S&H. Write, fax or e-mail to 
request a comprehensive list. SOF Back Issues, 
5735 Arapahoe, Suite A-5, Boulder, CO 80303. 
Fax: 303-444-5617; e-mail: carole@sofmag.com 

COLLECTORS 
QWEB™ .MILITARY COLLECTIBLES CATALOG 
1900 TO PRESENT, LEE-JACKSON MILITARIA, 
P.O. Box 8663, San Jose, CA 95155. Call 408-295-
1136 or fax 408-288-6350 (mailing charges: foreign 
$8.00, domestic $5.00) cred it cards accepted, U. S. 
Militaria wanted! 

REGIMENTAL INSIGNIA & WEAPONRY 
·SAS ·RRF ·BLACK WATCH 
·PARA ·RM ·CAMERONS 

H \\ ·RSDG ·RN ·GUARDS etc. 
/) 45-Page Illustrated Import Catalog SB.OD 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Deportment-6 

P.O. Box 37 · Polm Horbor, FL 34683 

l1~1 t1iMliiM~ 
To some, survival is merely a 
term; at Baden we make our 

own terms for survival. Baden K-9 offers the 
ultimate training facility for tactical K-9s. 
We train for live theatre deployment. No 
sporting dogs. No excuses. Trained adults 
and pups. From the jungles of Cambodia to 
the streets of New York City, our dogs have 
proven their courag.e and endurance time 
and again. Phone 905-562-3095 or fax 905-
562-4242. All clients and inquiries are kept 
secure and with the strictest of confidence. 

NUDISM LIFESTYLE: 
FAMILY RECREATION 
Publications • Videos 

$3 for details: 
LIFESTYLES-SF 

Box 661268, Los Angeles, CA 9,0066 

BRITISH/SCOTTISH MILITARIA COLLECTORS. 
Regimental insignia and accessories of elite 
Regiments; including SAS; Paratroops; Roya l 
Marines; Black· Watch; Guards, etc. 45-page illus
trated Import Catalog $6.00. BRITI SH REGALIA 
IMPORTS, Department 6A, PO Box 37, Palm 
Harbor, FL 34682. 

VIETNAM WAR INSIGNIA and Uniform List. I mail 
a list of Vietnam War Militaria six times per year. 
Lists are $4.00 each. Insignia are pictured so you 
know what you are buying. I always have a nice col
lection of original patches, insignia, books, maps, 
uniforms, field gear etc. Both U.S. and VC/NVA. I 
also buy singles and collections of Vietnam War 
souvenirs. 100% guarantee from me. Buy with con
fidence. BILL BROOKS, P.O. Box 230832. 
Montgomery, AL 36123. 

RHODESIAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN badges, 
medals, and uniforms to sale. For a list send $2 to 
KAPLANS, Box 890638, Lyndhurst 2106, South 
Africa - http://users.iafrica.com/r/rh/rhodesia or e
mail: rhodesia@iafrica.com 

Uniforms and insignia. Specializing in camou
flage. Send $3.00 ($5.00 outside US) for catalog: 
World Wide Militaria, P.O. Box 522, Germantown, 
MD 20875. 

TEN YEARS LATER: Available "I Survived SOF 
Convention 88" T-Shirts with fierce full-color 
Barbarian design (L & XL) $9.00 plus $3.00 stamp. 
MEAN STREETS, Box 88, Boxton 02123 

V' SOLDlllll OI' l'Olrl'UNll RUSSIA! Collectors 
item, published in Moscow. Various months. 
Invaluable resource for researchers, military and 
intelligence professionals. Printed in Russian only. 
$5.00 each/3 for $12 . Overseas, add $10 for 
Priority Mail. SOF Back Issues, 5735 Arapahoe 
Ave. , Suite A-5, Boulder, CO 80303-1340. 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are V' and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 
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2500+ Military Designs 
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines 

Call now! Toll-tree! 
1-888-223-1159 
Custom pins & patches available. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 

by Hoover's Mfg., Co. 
P.0.Box 547SF, P e ru, IL 6 1 354 

Fax: 1 - 8 1 5 -223-1 499 

-eaDETECi 
Explore a secret world 1 Fascinating 
new career.Experience a new " 
adventure every day. ~ , 
Dynamic home study course. 1,r;:· 
Diploma, Badge. State approved. ' 

FREE DETECTIVE CAREER KIT · 

1•800.•742•9007 Ext. 301 
:;EEO\ :; iR.:..\11;!/G ~c~ f:C~ • ~· J~d· (.-w ::. 91~!<; 

EDUCATION 
TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 topics ava ilable! 
306-page catalog-rush $2.00. Research , 11322 
Idaho, #206EX, Los Angeles, CA 90025. TOLL· 
FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222 or www.research
assistance.comm 

EMPLOYMENT 
PROFESSIONAL BODYGUARD ASSOCIATION 
(Employment Notice) All US citizens with Police, 
Milita ry, or Secu rity expe rience who attend a 
training course wi th the PBA, will be offered some 
form of employment contract after their training. 
For full detai ls , send a large Self Addressed 
Envelope with either $2 or 2 International postal 
reply coupons to: The White House, 24 
Cumberland Tee, Willington, Co Durham, DL 15 
OPB , ENGLAND, UK. 

INTERESTING CAREER LISTINGS. Pol ice, secu
rit y, investigation. Nat ionwide, some international. 
Executives to $119,300. Positions explained . Four 
monthly issues. $2 1.95. PSIC/FO, P.O. Box 3831, 
Springfield, IL 62708. 

FINANCIAL 
v' INCORPORATE NEVADA. Best secrecy and 
tax laws of any state. Only state that doesn't share 
information with IRS. Owners can remain anony
mous. $350 ($400 overnight) Free Details. 888-
781-1 192, gqp@sierra .net http://www.gqp.com 

FREE 
FREE Silencers From The Home Workshop, a 50 
page illustrated booklet. An $11.95 value plus a 
FREE 48 page colo r catalog. Send $3.00 for ship
ping to Firequest, Box 315, Dept. SF1 , EIDorado, 
AR 71 731 

FREE Surviving Global Slavery, a 160 page 
book. A $13.95 value plus a 72 page color catalog 
FREE! Send $3.00 for shipping lo Delta Press, Box 
1625. Dept. SF2, EIDorado, AR 71731 

KNIVES - BAYONETS 
COLD STEEL, Spyderco, Gerber, SOG , 
Benchmade, Smith & Wesson and more. Huge dis
counts! Free List. KNIVES PLUS MAIL ORDER , 
(800) 687 -6202 . 
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$39.00 
GOLD METAL BADGE 
MAX!iELL CORP 
4038 NW 9th Ave, Dept SDF 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309 

llfJJ s399sea. 
2 For 

$6495 
Plus $4 
Ship/ 
Hndlg 

• 
#102 NATO 

MILITARY 
3'1•" Stainless 

blade. Front open
ing. fast lever-action. 

#104 THE GODFATHER. 
Stiletto. 4" lir;itning-quick 

side open stainless steel blade. 
Lifetime Money-Back Guarantee. 

10rder 2 knives & get FREE! Swiss Army Knite1 
I Check or M.O. to PERFORMANCE KNIVESI 
11202 Lexington Ave (Rm 192 Dept SA·6), New York, NY 10028 I 
ILLimited otter . ACT NOW 1-800-324-43711 

-----------...----~ 

Please send S 1. 00 
for our new catalog 

13983 Industry Avenue • Becker, MN 55308 
PHONE 1-612-261 -5600 FAX 1-612-261-5599 

MILITARY EVENTS, 
AIR SHOWS & REUNIONS 

0WEB™ Attention Military, Veterans: SOLDIER 
01' l'Oll'fUNE will run a 30-word notice here and 
on our Internet site for one month, half price, for any 
legitimate reunion, military base open-house, air 
show, battle re-enactment, firepower demonstrat ion 
or similar military event. Non-commercia l events 
only; standard rate appl ies to for-profit events. 
WWW.SOl'JllAG.COM 

MISCELLANEOUS 
v' INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF MERCENAR
IES Membersh ip Coin. Free registration with order. 
$15. ea. plus $3. S&H. John Langley, Box 804 , 
Nokomis FL 34274 . 

• Did this get your attention? It's a " D i ngbat~ So 
are v' and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

t t t t 1lr 'fr 'fr 'fr 'fr 'fr 'fr 'fr 'fr t 'fr 1lr 
t Men: t 
t Move to t 
; Paradise! ; 
'fr Want to live in 1'r 
t paradise? t 
fr Youca11! f 
f-' In this exciting new fr t book you• U discover ~ 

ways that you can I .. 
t enjoy a fabulous t t tropical lifestyle! t 
t Contains EYERYTIUNG YOU NEED including: t 
1" "Female" lnformatloo - "Can' t miss .. paradises for t 
1t sizzling romance. Enjoy hol romance with beautiful t 1"' fo, ':ign women · regardless of your age. income or looks! 1" 
"' Bu1lne11 lnformatlon - Best business opportunities ~ 1t and sources offinancin:!. Gel rich while having fun! t 
~ Job lnformatton - Great jobs and how to get them. No Jlllr. 

degree or foreign language required! I" ! Pauport &. Visa lnformattoo- Insiders' secre ts 10 ! 
I.. getting visas and keeping them cwrent! I" 

'f' Or.hers ar~ doing ii and so can you - Ordu now! ~ 
1t Mention this ad & save 55 off the regular price of 524.95 'fr 
1t Now only 519.95 + 56.00 Shipping & Handling t 
t Visa/MC/Amex/Discover orders Call (800) 460-50.56 t 
.1llr or Mail check or money order to: Alexander & Watson, _.. 
I" P.O. Box330155 -Suite7051,Ft. WorthTX 76163. I' 
'fr FAST SHIPPING• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! t 
"' • Cannot be found lo book stores. • ~ 

tttt1"1"'fr'fr'fr'fr'fr1"'frtt11r 

'fl" U.S. GOVERNMENT LAND ,... 
Federally owned land currently available in AK, 1-.Z. AR. CA. 
CO. ID. MT, NV. NM . OR. UT, WA. WY for $2.50 per acre 
U.S. cilizens enlitled to purchase up to 160 acres per 
person. For complete informafion packaqe including maps. 
telephone helpline. fili ng forms . elc. send $20 check or 
money order to: FEDERAL LAND CO., Dept L, Box 21598, 
Washington, DC 20009. (Note: this is not homestead
ing- lands are sold outright.) MON EYBACK GUARANTEE' 

r-----------------, WORLD'S LARGEST 
SURPLUS MARKET 

for used military vehicles : 
jeeps , tanks, HMMWVs, ~~§~ 
military trucks , more. 
1 OO's of ads , tech tips, 
how-to, articles, event 
listings, much more! 

HIUTARY ~ VEHICLES 
I .I ! I tPIJ\II 

1 year (six BIG 100+ page issues) 
USA $18, Canada $28 , (Sample $5) 

12-L2 lndianhead, Morristown, NJ 07960 

L-----------------~ 
LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or 
existing home. Over 100 different programs avail
able. Free record ed message: (707) 448-3210. 
(8KW5) 

SECRET SUBJECTS $29 - The World's Largest 
Collection of Underground Information Packed on a 
PC Cd-Rom: Fake Ids, New Identities, Booby 
Traps, Hacking, Lock Picking, Scams, Revenge, 
Explosives, Coin Machines, Beating Polygraphs & 
Hundreds More! Credit Cards/Money Orders -
http://www.dresearch.com, (954) 724-4395, DIS
CREET RESEARCH , 7154 N. University Drive 
#152, Tama rac, FL 33321 
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CALL TOLL FREE: 1 (888) 588-0123 

Mail check or money order to: 
Righteous Redneck, Inc., PO Box 1643, 
Southeastern, PA 19399-1643 

SFl98 

Order# ___ Qty. __ x $6.95= __ _ 
Order# ___ Qty. __ x $6.95= __ _ 

S+H$~ 
PA residents add Tax$ __ _ 
6% sales tax. Total $ __ _ 

Name ______________ ~ 
Address ______________ , 

City State __ Zip __ _ 

Phone L_)--------~--

BLOWGUN BOOSTER triple any blowguns power, 
converting it into a pump up pistol or rifle , using 
only common hardware store parts, 45 page man
ual $19.50, free dart plans. METROGORNE, Box 
2043, Battle Creek, Ml 49015 

Discreet multlshot key-chain, loaded with most 
powerful legally formulated pepper spray. Item 
#A13. Only $7.99 + $2/SH to: DAJ Discount 
Merchandise, 101 Middlesex Tpke Ste. 6-324, 
Burlington, MA 01803-4914. Free catalog with 
order. 

BO 

• Make your own parts and rcpnirs 
• Easy to use. free 1rain ing 
• Work metal. wood. or ph1stic 

f\\~~ Dept. SOF, PO Box 1517 
\\\\\l AnnArbor,Ml48106·1517 

Call 1-800-345-6342 

BODYGUARD BUSINESS, Top Celebrity Clients, 
Equipped like Secret Service, For Sale by 
Prospectus, Send $8.95 Graham Knowles, POB 
205, NY, NY 10276 

SPECIAL OPERATIONS CLOSED-CIRCUIT 
UNDERWATER REBREATHERSI SIVA S-10 units 
available to qualified Military, Law Enforcement, 
and Rescue Personnel. Enterprising Securities 
(770) 732-0773 

REMAILING SERVICES 
0WEB™ CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS. Mail 
received here, then forwarded to you worldwide. 
Voice mail , too! Website address 
www.netcom.com/-mailpost. MAILPOST, 
2421SOF Pratt, Chicago, IL 60645. 773-764-0100. 
800-890-3199. 

PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY! P.O. Boxes, mail 
drops, and home addresses leave a trail. We are 
not a remailer, but we do have the answer! 501-
785-3424 or www.ebservices.com 

NEED NEW l.D.? Because we care and can help 
you. U.S.l. D. Protection, Charles Reagen, 612-362-
4375. Consulting services: $1295. Call when seri
ous and ready to proceed. 

CONFIDENTIAL MAIL RECEIVING/Forwarding, 
Since 1981 Single ReMails $1.00, Phone, Fax, Box, 
Street Address, Maildrop, Box 608039-SOF, 
Orlando, FL 32860-8039Visit Privacy Pages 
http://www.orlandomaildrop.com 

Amazing one-of-a-kind home 
study course tells all' Want 
a life of intrigue, excitement . 
adventure?! Quickly learn from 

the experts: 
• How To Earn $100,000 A Year As Your Own Boss! 
• How To Conduct Al l Types Of Private Investigations. 

Skiptracing <il Surveillance' 

• How To Start Your Own Private Detect ive Agency' 

• How To Work From Home. Part-Time or Fu llTime ! 
• No Experience Necessary. No Investment Required' 

STATE APPROVED 

Located in the Entertainment Ca itol 
Of the World! (213) 879-1165 

UNITED STA TES ACADEMY 
FREE OF PRIVATE INVESTIGATION 
DETAILS P.O. BOX 2133 (SF) 

BEYERL Y HILLS, CA 9021. 

PAPERWEIGHTS 
Made of solid brass. 1/2 lb. 
ORDER NO. 05 Or 2 for 
Bud K Price $12.95 $22.50 
Mail BUD K Worldwide 

Orders P.O. Box 2768, Dept. SF 
To: Moultrie , GA 31776 

1-800-543-5061 

SECURITY 
300,000V STUN GUNS $49.95! AIR TASERS 
$239.95! S/H $4.95, 100% GUARANTEE. G. 
KOHLER, 39 QUARRY, COBLESKILL, NY 12043, 
C.O.D.'S 1 (800) 205-9805. 

SURVIVAL 
50,000 MAPS: Topographic, Tactical Quads, 
Travel, Political, Vietnam, Bosnia, Ohio, Anyplace! 
7700 Air Photos. Catalog $3.00 (refundable) . 
MONARCH, Box 42003-203F, Phoeni x, AZ 85080. 

UNDERGROUND SHELTERS - Preparedness, 
Tornadoes, Root Cellar, Storage, Survival. 
Concealable, Easier Installation , Durable, 
Lightweight, Polymer. www.psyber.com/biz/thehive 
(916) 272-4574 Calls Welcome 

Remote Alaska Survivalist/Militia Headquarters 
and Training Camp. Surrounded by lake and pub
lic land. http://www.AlaskaMall.com/Viapan or Fax: 
1-907-583-2162 

TRAINING 
LINCOLN TRAINING CENTER, CLASSES ARE 
DESIGNED FOR THE INDIVIDUAL OR SMALL 
TEAM TO MAINTAIN AN ACCEPTABLE LIVING 
STANDARD IN A BATILEFIELD ENVIRONMENT 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 308-795-2319 

MARITIME SECURITY AND EXECUTIVE PRO
TECTION! Counter-Intelligence, TSCM , Career 
Development and Weapons Courses. Training for 
Professionals; By Professionals. Call Enterprising 
Securities (770) 723-0773 

• Bodyguards at W.A.R.! Learn the devastating 
'secre ts of real world professionals with Cliff 
Stewart of W.A.R. Also, courses in CQD, tactica l 
knife, firearms. W.A.R., 8306 Wilshire Bl .. #697, 
Dept. SF, Beverly Hills, CA 90211, 310-412-8411 or 
Cliffwar@earthlink.net 

Tactical, Modern Hand-To-Hand, Knife, Stick 
Combat, Seminars coast to coast, classes, -pri
vates. Training, certification, instructorships. Hock 
Hochheim's SSC, Box 292373, Lewisville, TX 75029. 
972-315-5128. www.americanknife lighters.com 
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PHOTO l.D. CARDS 
Birth Certificates 

300,000 Volts Stun Gun OI~l~SIIOllE S'l'llA'l'EGIES 

High School Diplomas 
College Degrees 

Take Down in One Second. How to go offshore 
• Complete financial pr ivacy •Protect your assets 
• Offshore trusts and IBC's • Minimize or eliminate 
• Offshore banking taxation Trade School Diplomas 

Martial Arts Certificates 
Investigator, Security Certificates 

Marriage, Divorce Certificates 
Much More! 

M os t Powe rful Stun Gun Available! 
One Year Warranty. 10 Days Delive ry. Also 
Pepper Blas ters & More. FREE Catalogue. 
Order Online at: http://www.safemarket.com 
Send NOW only 

545.15 + 5. 15 S . & H. to: 
Safe Mari<eting Co, 113 N. Washiigton St 366SF, Rockvi le Md 20850 

• Visa/Mastercard debi t card • Global financial strategies 

Call Now! FREE BROCHURE! 
1-702-4 71-4444 

M.P.C. 

VIDEO 
• VIDEO, Stealth & Sentry Removal. Little 
known Techniques for Knife , Empty Hand, Chain. 
Native American Stealth Techniques and Drills. 
$40.00 Hertlein Productions, P.O. Box 9574, 
Scotch Pines, Fort Collins, Colorado 80525. 

WANTED 

~ ·· .. 1-800 521-8521 "" 

INFORMATION SERVICES 
Know who you are dealing with? 

Locate Telephone Number and Addres
ses, Identity Verification , Criminal 
Records Checks, Motor Vehicle 
Reports , Background Checks , Busi
ness Reports , Marriage and Death 
Records , More. Contact: 

JGS Inc. 
P.O. Box 120176, 

Staten Island, New York 10312-01 76 
718-984-9012, Fax: 718-356-7256 

CAJ,f, 50H-HHl ·LUj70 

Over 30 Mi llion 
Atlas Students Worldwide ! 
ONLY 15 MINUTES A DAY! 
• No weights • No barbells • No gym fees 
Big and powerful muscles FAST! 
Money Back Guarantee. For 
info kit on my "Atlas" course, 
send name and address 
with $2 for postage and 
handling to: 

Charles Atlas, Ltd. 
P. O. Box 'D' 
DeptSF2 
Madison Sq. Station 
New York, NY USA 10159 

WANTED - Executive Protection & Investigative 
Professionals. International Networking 
Association. Send $1 7.50 for infopak to : BAS ECA, 
4 Maple Ave., Morristown , NJ 07960. 

your Website or Internet URL+ 10 words right 
here. This is a great way to get out the word 
on your site. $10/month more gets it listed on 
the SOF website (www.sofmag.com). Limited 
time offer; prepay up to 12 months at this low 
rate. 

Ninjutsu - Martial Arts Seminars in Switzerland: 
www.ninja.ch 

WEBSITES 

Camouflage Technologies, Tactical Airbrushing, 
custom camouflage for your rif le stock: 
www.inland.ne1/bkbiz 

QWEB™ NEW CATEGORY - For only $25 per 
month (2-month/$50 minimum), you can list 

"The French Foreign Legion - A Guidebook to 
Joining" - See our web site at: http://www/ivy· 
bridge.co.uk/foreign-legion/ 

Latest Sports/ Entertainment/ Trivia/ Stock 
Market. Visit our web site http ://www.thehot
pages.com/sports .1175398.htm 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $3 per word per insertion , $60 minimum. You may prepay two months for 10% discount; six months for 
20% discount ; or take 30% off for 12 months prepaid ($2.1 O/word). See below for details. Repeat your same ad in another sec
tion for half price. $10 charge for copy changes (new address, Dept. #/key code, etc.) . "Dingbats" (V , • ; • ), bold words (other 
than first 3-4) : $5.00/each extra. Computer word count of grammatically correct copy. EXAMPLE: PO Box 693 = 3 words ; 80306 
and 303-449-3750, etc. each= 1 word ; abbreviations such as DI , SGT, 20mm = 1 word . No ads accepted by telephone. Ad copy 
must be typed. If you cannot type it, include an additional $10, and print clearly. Include authorizing signature , mailing address, 
telephone or fax number (for our files) and e-mail address if available. Mail classified ads with payment to SOF, ATTN: Classified 
Dept. , at address below. 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING: Rates start at $140/month for 1" (2.5 cm) boxed text ads in our classified section . Supply Depot rates start 
at $296/month for a 1/12th page ad and $407/month for 1/6th page. These rates are based on 12x contracts. 

ilWEB™ INTERNET ADs are now available on the Soldier of Fortune web site (W\f\f.SOnlAG.CtHI) at special intro
ductory prices. Classified advertisers : Pay $30/month in addition to your print ad cost for each text ad ; $40/month for small dis' 
play ads. Free ilWEB™ tag for your print text ad included. Display advertisers: $50/month surcharge for B&W ads, $100/month 
color. Limited availability ; some restrictions apply. Prices subject to change. Inquire for rates on hypertext links to your site. 

CONTACT US AT: OMEGA GROUP ADVERTISING · 5735 Arapahoe Ave. · Boulder, CO 80303-1340 
Telephone: 1-303-449-3750 ext. 4 · Fax: 1-303-444-5617 · E-mail: advert@sofmag.com 

On-Line Media Kit: www.sofmag.com/mediakit.html 

NOTICE To ADVERTISERS: We reserve the right to refuse any ad for any reason and to delete or change any copy that we consid
er objectionable , false or in poor taste. It is our policy not to accept advertisements for personal services , including 'w ill do any
thing or 'go anywhere' type ads. We accept no ads without signed authorization or an insertion order. Adverti sers 
offering information packets for a fee mu st send sample (non-returnable ) . All new ads must be prepaid (check, wire 
transfer, money order or Visa/MC). 

HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT: By authorizing placement of advertisement in Soldier of Fortune , advertiser agrees to abide by all 
applicable local , state, national and international laws governing his product or service. Advertiser further agrees that Soldier of 
Fortune and Omega Group shall have no liability beyond the price charged for the advertisement in the event of any losses 
incurred by him due to his ad running (or not running) in Soldier of Fortune. 

NOTICE To READERS: SOLDIER OF FORTUNE is an adult magazine of national and international distribution. There may be prod
ucts advertised or described herein for which sale, possession or interstate transportation is restricted, proh ibited or subject to 
special licensing requirements. Soldier Of Fortune does not verify validity of every advertisement and/or the legality of every 
product offered. Purchasers should consult their local law enforcement authorities. Soldier Of Fortune does not intend for any 
product or service advertised to be used illegally. Should any reader have a problem with an advertiser, he should seek assis
tance from his nearest postal inspector and also contact our adve rtising department. Soldier of Fortune and Omega Group 
assume no responsibility nor liability for any losses incurred by purchasers due to non-compliance with applicable laws or for 
any other reasons. Caveat emptor; buyer beware. 
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Desert Thunder - Jlnather Clinton Blunder 

T he lates t storm over Iraq may 
pass without a drop of rain, but 
keep your umbrell a handy. 
Saddam Hussein will be back 

with another storm before you can say 
"El Nino." 

Serial monsters never change their MOS. 
The pundits will argue over who won 

this round, and Bill Clinton and Saddam 
Hussein wi ll both claim victory. But what
ever the call, this latest round was not our 
country's finest hour. 

Over the last five years Clinton and 
crew have perfo rmed like the gang that 
couldn ' t shoot straight with a perfect 
record of blunders, call ed bluffs and 
wrongheaded uses of power. 

• Iraq: Since th e end of Desert 
Storm, Iraq 's been an annual billion-dol
lar-plus running sore. We've repeatedly 
bombed and deployed huge forces which 
cost billions more - with zilch res ults 
- and then threatened to bomb again 
each time Saddam acts up . After eac h 
crisis, the monster always pops up from 
his bunker wearing a big smile while 
giving us the bird. This last time Cli nton 
really painted himself into a corner, but 
fortunately for him the U.N. tossed him a 
face-saving rope. 

Since 1993, Clinton has been allowed 
to use the U.S. military as though it were a 
muscle-bound bully with an IQ to match 
his hat size. When it comes to military 
matters, Clinton and his strategists haven' t 
done anyth ing right while simultaneously 
ignori ng common sense and vioi ating the 
critical principles of war that profess ional 
soldiers must live by if they are to win. 

Clinton and advisers are so incompe
tent that I'm surpri sed they didn ' t threat
en to carpet bomb Nevada when 
weapons of mass -destruction were 
reported there. Bombs over Nevada 
would have had the same resu lts as the 
planned bombing campaign on Iraq: lots 
of craters in the sand, lots of deaths and 
the president's ever-changing objective 

These operations plus dozens of other 
Globo-Robo-Cop mi ss ions have been 
mainly exercises in futility, bad fo r the 
grunts but good fo r corporate America's 
bottom line. They ' ve fl at broken our 
forces, which under Clinton have been 
down-sized, right-sized, politi-sized and 
repeatedly forced to do too much with too 
little. Each of these do-good operati ons, 
which have nothing to do with our nation
al security, takes money from training, 
new equipment and spare parts budgets 
and have worn out our soldiers and their 
equipment. 

Boxers lose their skills and sharp edges 
if not constantly in the ring span"ing and 
training. Warriors are the same. They' re 
not meant to be policemen or traffic cops 
or customs inspectors. 

Col. David Hackworth, (Ret.) also writes a 
syndicated weekly column tilled "Defending 
America." "Hack" doesn 't pull any punches 
and many liberal rags won't carry his writ
ing. If your local paper falls into that cate
got)>, call the editor and let him know you'd 
like to see "Defending America" on the Op
Ed page. It 's syndicated by King Features, 
235 E. 45th St., New York, NY 1001 7. When Saddam jumped out of his sand 

box last November our ground forces were 
out of gas. So Clinton couldn ' t do much 

but threaten to bomb - which the last 50 years have shown does
n't work without a force on the ground. 

not achieved because no one knew where the bugs and germs 
were stashed. 

A look at Clinton's 1993-'98 military adventure track record : 
• Somalia: 500 U.S. casualties; $4 billion bucks blown and, in 

the end, we - the world 's last superpower - were booted out of 
that devastated country by barefooted rebels. Then Clinton, calling 
our losses "unfortunate casualties," provided the enemy comman
der with a U.S. airplane and a security detail to keep him safe. 

• Haiti: He invaded that tormented island with 20,000 U.S. 
warriors, huffed and puffed about cleaning up the place and mak
ing it right fo r democracy. Now, $4 billion later and only months 
after our forces departed, condi tions have returned to the horror 
that ex isted before we went in. 

•Bosnia: We' re already in for $8 billion and the meter 's run
ning at about $2 billion a year. Our forces have been ass igned an 
LAPD-type police mission and could be stuck there for decades 
with a guaranteed catastrophe awaiting the Bosnian people when 
the last U.S. soldier pull s out. 
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Congress needs to examine Clinton's misuse of our forces and 
report to the American people on the real state of our military readi
ness. We deserve the truth. Those are our sons and daughters being 
put at hi gh ri sk and our tax dollars being wasted. 

Last, but not least, the president should be stripped of any 
authority to unilaterally declare war. War is too critical and too 
costly to be left in the hands of Clinton and his fumblers. 

Http://www.hackworth.com is the address of 
David Hackworth 's home page. 

Copyright 1997 David H. Hackworth 
Distributed by King Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Hackworth 's best-selling book, Hazardous Duty, bas topped 
90,000 copies in worldwide sales . ~ 
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Sl~lllf)IJS 
Introducing the Compact 
A ate-Fairbairn® Covert™ Folder 

UNLOCK LOCK 

Interlock™ 
Patented by renow ned 
knife designers Ron La ke 
and M ichael W alker 
(U.S. Patent #5,596,808) 

~ 

Aort/ 
/ S>· -LinerLock® with NEW 

Interlock™ Manual Safety Lock 
- ATS-34 High Carbon Stainless 

Steel Blade 
- Made in the U.S.A. 

Applegate-Fairbairn® Folders: 
COVERTrr• FOLDER 

0 ----
~Ci ---.-- : . -

~'lri,,,.. 
:fl ;~.~--

. . 
~ ' . 

-.... 

COMBAT FOLDER 

New Smaller Size, Same Great Design! 

Gerber Legendary Blades I A Division of Fiskars, Inc. I P.O. Box 23088 Portland, OR 97281 

Gerber Legendary Blades builds the tools 
you need to keep going. 

Our selection of survival knives 

and multi-purpose tools isn't 

for everyone. But if you 

can appreciate solid, 

well-made products, 

we have the 

merchandise. 

#05803 
Guardian Back-Up® 

Gerber Legendary Blades 
P.O . Box 23088 

14200 SW 72nd Ave. 
Portland, OR 97281 -3088 USA 

Serrated 

#05780 
Applegate-Fairbairn® 
Combat Folder 

#07530 
Multi-Lock'" 
Needlenose 

. I 



SIGN ON WITH THE PROFESSIONALS! 
You're a man of action. So make SOLDIER OF FORTUNE your source of exclusive 
information on the world's hotspots and the latest news on mercenaries, weapons, 
self-defense , clandestine operations and survival in a changing world. You can 't afford 
not to know . 

City _____________________ State __ Zip code _ _ _ 

Signature-----------------------------

0 Bill Me (U .S .A. Only) D Payment enclosed (U.S. Funds only please) 
P1ease chargl'! my 0 VISA 0 Muter Charge 

Exp. Date ------ Account No. ______ ______ _ 

USA, Canada, Mexico 
2nd Class (Brown Wrapper) 
I st Class (Sealed Envelope) 

Overseas 
Surface 
Air 

1 Year (12 Issues) 
D $26 (Save $7) 
D $50 

D $33 
D $70 

Please makv check or money order payable to: 

2 Years (24 Issues) 
D $ 52 (Save $14) 
D $100 

D s 66 
D $140 
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